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Resumo 
Durante a última década, a sociedade portuguesa tornou-se cada vez mais recetiva à proliferação 
globalizada de mercados sexuais. Um ‘novo’ aparato de tecnologias do sexo – desde dildos (ou 
brinquedos sexuais) a drogas farmacêuticas – incorporou de modo significativo a cultura de consumo e a 
produção mediática portuguesa, muito particularmente quando dirigida às mulheres. A ‘feminização’ das 
indústrias do sexo é hoje um elemento preponderante na democratização do discurso sexual em Portugal, 
se não mesmo o lema central de uma renovada indústria da feminilidade onde os prazeres e os desejos 
aparecem cada vez mais liberalizados. Atenta a este processo de transformação histórica e social, esta 
tese interroga as políticas do corpo reproduzidas na mediatização portuguesa do consumo sexual 
conjugado no feminino. Conceptualmente apoiada sobre epistemologias feministas e queer, a pesquisa 
recorre uma metodologia Foucaultiana marcadamente genealógica para desmontar os discursos de uma 
indústria mediática com características muito particulares: revistas para mulheres e raparigas 
adolescentes. De acordo com esta premissa, a tese desenvolve-se em quatro estudos empíricos. Por um 
lado, estes são genericamente focados nos mercados da diferença sexual, tal como definidos nesta tese, 
e mais especificamente com a sua ação prescritiva sobre os corpos e as subjetividades. Por outro lado, 
as minhas análises sugerem uma racionalidade distintamente neoliberal – aqui definida como pós-
feminista – que traduz transversalmente a autodeterminação dos sujeitos em consumismo, 
autopoliciamento e na permanente necessidade de reconstrução de si. O primeiro estudo debruça-se 
sobre a democratização portuguesa das tecnologias sexuais – ‘dildocracia’ – e apresenta o pós-
feminismo enquanto ideal biopolítico dominante que privilegia imperativos farmacológicos e 
pornográficos. O segundo estudo analisa a construção mediática das subjetividades sexuais das 
raparigas, ao mesmo tempo teorizando a hermenêutica pós-feminista da adolescência. O terceiro estudo 
desconstrói o poder pós-feminista de normalização e analisa as suas implicações no controlo capitalista 
do corpo e das subjetividades das adolescentes. O quarto estudo problematiza a normalização cosmética 
da corporalidade das mulheres e conceptualiza o ‘complexo bio’ – um regime discursivo onde as 
mulheres são incitadas à incorporação normativa das estéticas de género, bem como de ‘verdades’ 
sexuais e raciais. Por último, ao produzir uma crítica dosmédia, pós-feministas, esta tese pretende 
iluminar as cumplicidades e continuidades biopolíticas entre o pós-feminismo, entendido como modelo de 
governamentalidade, e a industrialização capitalista da diferença. 
 
Palavras-chave: capitalismo, normalização, pós-feminismo, revistas para mulheres e raparigas, 
tecnociência 
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Abstract 
During the last decade, Portuguese society has been increasingly engaged with the global proliferation of 
sex industries. A ‘new’ apparatus of sexual technologies – from dildos to pharmaceutical drugs – has 
widely incorporated Portuguese consumer culture and popular media texts, especially those addressed to 
women. The ‘pinking’ of sexual consumption is today a significant feature in the Portuguese 
democratisation of sexual discourse, if not the main motto of renewed markets of femininity where 
pleasures and desires appear increasingly liberated. Focused on this social and historical shifting, this 
thesis interrogates the politics through which women’s bodies are voiced and produced in the Portuguese 
sexual mainstreaming. Whilst supported by feminist and queer epistemologies, the research draws from a 
Foucauldian genealogical framework to unpack the discourses of a specific media industry: girls’ and 
women’s magazines. Accordingly, the thesis is composed by four empirical studies. One the one hand, 
they are broadly concerned with the markets of sexual difference, as called in this thesis, and more 
particularly with their scripting of bodies and selves. On the other hand, my analyses suggest a distinctive 
neoliberal rationality – which may be best understood as post-feminist – that generally translates subjects’ 
empowerment into consumerism, self-surveillance and perpetual makeover. The first study addresses the 
Portuguese democratisation of sexual technologies – ‘dildocracy’ – and introduces post-feminism as a 
dominant biopolitical ideal accorded to pharmacological and pornographic imperatives. The second study 
engages critically with the mainstream media’s construction of girl’s sexual subjecthood and theorises the 
post-feminist hermeneutics of adolescence. The third study deconstructs the post-feminist power of 
normalisation and analyses its implications in the capitalist management of girls’ sexual subjectivities. The 
fourth study attends to the cosmetic normalisation of women’s corporeality and theorises the ‘bio-
complex’ – a discursive regime in which women are compelled to the gendered embodiment of sexual 
and racial ‘truths’. Ultimately, in providing a critique of post-feminist media, this thesis aims to illuminate 
the biopolitical complicities and continuities between post-feminist governmentality and the capitalist 
industrialisation of difference. 
 
Keywords: capitalism, girls’ and women’s magazines, normalisation, post-feminism, techno-science 
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Since each of us was several, there was already quite a crowd. 
—Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus 
 
During the last decade, Portuguese society has been evermore engaged with the global 
proliferation of sex industries. A ‘new’ apparatus of sexual technologies – from dildos to 
pharmaceutical drugs – has rapidly moved from non-normative margins to the centre of 
mainstream discourse. Emergent sex markets have widely incorporated Portuguese consumer 
culture and popular media texts – especially those addressed to women. Swinging couples 
parties, striptease clubs, sex shops, domiciliary distributors, erotic fairs, escort agencies, 
specialised sex hotels, sex toys’ instructors and sex work in general became part of a renewed 
media landscape where sexual pleasure appears increasingly democratised. 
 Four years ago, my feminist criticism was strongly concerned with the relationship 
between contemporary capitalism and bodily sexualisation. I found myself particularly attentive to 
the recent liberalisation of sex industries in Portugal and willing to interrogate it from a 
transgender, queer perspective. With that research premise in mind, Conceição Nogueira – the 
scientific supervisor of my doctoral project – challenged me with an empirical problem: through 
which body politics are Portuguese women being introduced to such heterogeneous panoply of 
sexual trends? Thus begins the story of this thesis. 
 
From Sex Industries to the Industrialisation of Difference 
In introducing my conceptual framework, I must start with an important disclaimer. My initial 
research question does not imply a feminist analytical approach per se. That is to say, such a 
question is not instantly imbued with feminist critique and reflexivity by simply focusing on 
women, or by positioning their bodily selves at the centre of analysis. Rather, in showing concern 
with ‘women’, this project embraces a feminist politics of knowledge inasmuch as it aims to: 
trace or outline the power dynamics of different discourses of femininity, to investigate the ways 
in which the community of “women” has been constructed in different contexts, to overtly 
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question the formulation of dominant discourses on “women” and highlight the alternatives 
until then subordinated. (Nogueira, 2001a: 243, my translation) 
In other words, womanhood and femininity are not regarded here as natural, fixed entities, as 
subjects’ psychosomatic properties, or as irreducible elements of subjectivity that are destined to 
causal continuity, but rather as cultural-political constructions. Instead of accepting the sex-
gender equations that have dominated psychological research (Nogueira, 2001b), this thesis 
aims to understand how sex and gender are constructed as subjects’ ‘truths’ within Portuguese 
sexual mainstreaming. To be sure, my doctoral project, whilst inserted in an academic 
programme of social psychology, is not intended to produce what is traditionally called ‘women’s 
studies’ in psychological sciences (see Wilkinson, 1997a). It dispenses with a form of scientific 
legitimisation that requires the fixing of its subject within the positivist logics of objectivity, 
neutrality and impersonality (Nogueira, 2001c). Accordingly, it also works to expose the 
normative potential of psychological discourse and its disciplinary effects in everyday life (Parker, 
2005). In the present time, when sex and gender appear forcefully re-naturalised in the expansive 
domains of neuropsychology, especially through the psychiatric implications of brain organisation 
theory (see Jordan-Young, 2010), it seems rather urgent to interrogate the logics of such an 
accumulation of verifiable knowledge on ‘women’ and ‘men’. In the moment when psychology 
seems obsessively taking hold of such domains in order to authorise and expand its medical field 
of intervention, this thesis struggles against the need of ‘a visa from some common regime to 
establish its validity’, therefore escaping the positivist temptation to engage with ‘all-
encompassing and global theories’ (Foucault, 2003: 6). Hence, in challenging the a-political 
discourses on ‘women’ usually associated to ‘women’s studies’, as well as the silence to which 
relations of power are still voted in psychological research, the work presented here is best 
located within the critical realm of feminist psychology (see Wilkinson, 1997). It reclaims 
feminism as an ethical and epistemological standpoint from which one may produce knowledge 
that is truly concerned with meaning and experience – which, if I am not wrong, is still a valorous 
task to be undertaken by any academic endeavour asserted as ‘psychological’. 
 Having briefly located the overall feminist positioning of this thesis, it is time to name the 
spirit that I have followed in embracing my research proposition: Michel Foucault. From a 
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Foucauldian perspective, the question ‘which body politics?’ is first and foremost concerned with 
the government of life – biopolitics – and should not lead to ideological analyses or judgmental 
evaluations of today’s sexual mainstreaming. Here the question refers to the ethics accorded to 
‘forms of subjectivation’ (Foucault, 1990a: 30), that is, the ensemble of knowledges, techniques 
and instrumental apparatuses – in one word: the technologies – that are put to work in the 
production of women’s sexual identities in democratic capitalist societies. More precisely, my 
analytical gaze is focused on the material-discursive technologies through which bodies are 
reasoned, problematised and fabricated as ‘sexual’ in specific markets for women. Hence this 
research does not assume the body as a static certainty on which culture has been 
heterogeneously invested in timeless fashion. Rather, it draws on the body as a historically 
traceable artefact, as effect and instrument of institutional knowledge on the human life, as the 
‘principal character’ in a ‘political anatomy’ that has been techno-scientifically developed over the 
last few centuries (Foucault, 1995: 103). As Beatriz Preciado posits, sex, sexualities and race 
‘are three powerful somatic fictions that have obsessed the western world since the nineteenth 
century, ultimately framing the horizon of all theoretical, scientific and political action until today’ 
(2008: 58, my translation). 
 To be sure, to interrogate sexual bodies as fictions does not mean ‘to show how an error 
… or how an illusion could be born, but how a particular regime of truth, and therefore not an 
error, makes something that does not exist able to become something’ (Foucault, 2010: 19). 
Such a project necessarily calls for a poststructuralist view on sex and its binary oppositions: 
men-women, male-female, masculine-feminine, heterosexual-homosexual, normal-abnormal, 
natural-cultural (see for example Hull, 2006). From the start, that is to say, this thesis rejects 
those oppositions as pre-discursive, self-sufficient structures inherent to sexual difference, which 
is ultimately approached here as a highly profitable regime of truth – if not the most lucrative one 
in contemporary capitalism. In this sense, we may call ‘sex industry’ any commercial apparatus 
or network that first and foremost fosters that regime of difference and directly participates in its 
industrialisation. Hence, the commonsensical understanding of sex industries – usually referring 
to prostitution, pornography, striptease culture and sexual technologies of pleasure – is 
insufficient to frame a whole regime of sexual industrialisation where pharmaceutical business, 
popular media and cosmetic markets also play major roles. If we consider that, generally 
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speaking, the ‘truth’ of sex is what all these industries aim to sell, then this thesis’ general task is 
to interrogate the discourses through which women’s bodies, under this regime, are constituted 
matter of its ‘truth’ and authorised as objects of sexualisation. While complicating the meanings 
of sex industries, this standpoint facilitates understanding on ‘how the coupling of a set of 
practices and a regime of truth form an apparatus (dispositif) of knowledge-power that effectively 
marks out in reality that which does not exist’ – sexual difference – ‘and legitimately submits it to 
the division between true and false’ (2010: 19). In particular, this standpoint expands my 
analytical view on the ways in which, within the great industrial apparatus of difference, women’s 
bodies and selves become subject to the divisions between normal-abnormal, feminine-
masculine, natural-unnatural, female-male, organic-artificial and biological-technological. 
Likewise, what is at stake here is not a critique of women’s bodily possibilities and pleasures as 
made available by sex industries, but a critique of the cultural, political and historical conditions 
in which those possibilities and pleasures appear inscribed. 
 On the other hand, when questioning ‘which politics’ I am also interrogating the relations 
of power that run in-between sexual markets and women’s bodily selves. More precisely, I want 
to show how those relations enable and re-enact governmental rationalities, ways of conducting 
oneself and others. In short, by ‘politics’ I am referring to ‘procedures of governmentality’, which 
may be more simply addressed as ‘micro-powers’ (Foucault, 2010: 186). This is not to say that 
my analysis is confined to the smallest regions of power and culture. On the contrary, this 
analytical perspective allows me to trace global economic strategies and a whole biopolitical 
regime from a localised panoramic angle: the forms of government and care of oneself voiced in 
Portuguese markets of femininity. As Foucault asserts, ‘the analysis of micro-powers is not a 
question of scale, and it is not a question of sector, it is a question of a point of view’; it therefore 
provides me with an ‘analytical grid’, ‘a method of decipherment which may be valid for the 
whole scale, whatever its size’ (Foucault, 2010: 186). In particular, my work focuses on the 
capitalist industrialisation of difference – this thesis’ broad problematic – from the viewpoint of 
Portuguese women’s governmentality, as conveyed by an industry of sex that is distinctively 
targeted at them: girls’ and women’s magazines. While escaping familiar myths on ‘women’, 
‘girls’, ‘sex’, ‘femininity’, ‘sexual bodies’, or even ‘sex industries’, this perspective allows me to 
draw on larger analytical spectrums not having to comply with totalising theorisations on 
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subjectivities, or psychological generalisations of any kind. In this sense, analyses of micro-
powers are also ways of enjoying what Donna Haraway called ‘the privilege of partial 
perspective’, of embracing a responsible, self-critical mode of objectivity that can only be attained 
through ‘situated knowledge’ (Haraway, 1991a). 
 Finally, the comprehension of sexual difference as both a regime and an industry also 
means to locate it within specific historical contexts. This is not simply to affirm that sexual 
bodies are bound to historical temporality – they are also bound to historical dynamics of power 
and resistance, to heterogeneous and even conflicting forces that challenge the apparent linearity 
an unity of dominant sexological knowledge. More precisely, to interrogate difference in such a 
way implies the tracing of alternative histories and knowledges that have been silenced or simply 
forgotten by scientific and institutional narratives. My research is incited by Foucault’s 
encouragement of his students to engage with ‘genealogical investigations’, which may be 
addressed as ‘both a meticulous rediscovery of struggles and the raw memory of fights’, as well 
as ‘a combination of erudite knowledge and what people know’ (Foucault, 2003a: 8). In 
particular, this thesis draws genealogical outlines of the techniques of governmentality specifically 
endorsed to women through mainstream media products, as well as the ‘technologies of the self’ 
(Foucault, 1988) made available to them by the industry of sexual difference. In doing so, the 
thesis also revisits a whole body of genealogical work that has been widely disseminated in 
various feminist and other critical scholarships: histories of sex (e.g. Foucault, 1990a, 1990b), of 
sex hormones (e.g. Roberts, 2007; Oudshoorn, 1994), of the female orgasm (e.g. Mains, 1999), 
of psychiatric power (e.g. Foucault, 2003b), of sexual bodies (e.g. Fausto-Sterling, 2000; 
Laqueur, 1990), of dildos (e.g. Preciado, 2002), of masturbation (e.g. Foucault, 2003b; Laqueur, 
2003), of gender (e.g. Fausto-Sterling, 1995; Preciado, 2002, 2008), to name just a few. 
Likewise, my research proposes a return to what may be considered a Foucauldian materialist 
approach to the history of bodies and selves. My intention is certainly not to reclaim a scientific 
perspective on subjectivities that is validated by the concrete character of facts. Instead, 
Foucauldian ‘materialism’ is concerned with marginalised historical contents that are not 
recognised as real; in order words, it mainly consists in ‘not rejecting real multiplicities on behalf 
of an ideal unity’ (Magalhães, 1996: 11). To a great extent, this notion of materialism condenses 
the positioning of any genealogical activity, as defined by Foucault: 
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It is a way of playing local, discontinuous, disqualified, or nonlegitimized knowledges off against 
the unitary theoretical instance that claims to be able to filter them, organize them into a 
hierarchy, organize them in the name of a true body of knowledge, in the name of the rights of 
a science that is in the hands of the few. Genealogies are therefore not positivistic returns to a 
form of science that is more attentive or more accurate. Genealogies are, quite specifically, 
antisciences. It is not that they demand the lyrical right to be ignorant, and not that they reject 
knowledge, or invoke or celebrate some immediate experience that has yet to be captured by 
knowledge. That is not what they are about. They are about the insurrection of knowledges, not 
so much against the contents, methods, or concepts of a science; this is above all, primarily, 
an insurrection against the centralizing power-effects that are bound up with institutionalisation 
and workings of any scientific discourse organized in a society such as ours. … Genealogy has 
to fight the power-effects characteristic of any discourse that is regarded as scientific. (Foucault, 
2003a: 9) 
The ‘insurrection of knowledges’ is this thesis’ foremost scientific compromise; genealogies 
constitute its methodological reason. Ultimately, it aims to illuminate historical fractions, 
discontinuities, short-circuits, disruptions, subversions and moments of resistance within 
seemingly unified and perfectly coherent systems of knowledge concerned with the human. In 
doing so, the present work is particularly engaged with what Foucault called ‘subjugated 
knowledges’, that is, ‘a whole series of knowledges that have been disqualified as … naive 
knowledges, hierarchically inferior knowledges, knowledges that are below the required level of 
erudition or scientificity’ (Foucault, 2003a: 7). To be sure, my research perspective attends to 
this notion in a twofold manner. On the one hand, it looks at the vast panoply of ‘naive’, 
‘hierarchically inferior knowledges’ that circulate within specific media markets of sexual 
difference: knowledges on womanhood, on girlhood, on pleasures, on relationships, on love, on 
sexiness, on cosmetics, on sexual fantasies, on self-esteem, on sex toys, on the future, on pop-
psychology, among many other themes. On the other hand, in interrogating these markets’ re-
production (direct or not) of institutionalised, scientific ‘truths’, my analyses resort to a whole 
corpus of knowledges that are currently considered insufficiently ‘scientific’ within the 
conventional views and practices of psychological research. To give some examples, this thesis 
draws from the knowledge of the dildo (Halberstam, 1998; Preciado, 2002), of the hysteric 
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woman (e.g. Foucault, 1990b; Mains, 1999), of the young masturbator (Foucault, 2003b; 
Laqueur, 2003), of the intersexed (e.g. Kessler, 1998; Fausto-Sterling 1993), of drag performers 
(Butler, 1990), of the transsexual (e.g. Spade, 2006), of the abnormal (Foucault, 2003b), of 
cyborgs (Haraway, 1991b). In short, this thesis principally gives voice to queer studies and 
knowledges, to the ‘epistemology of the closet’ (Sedgwick, 1990). 
 Hence, generally speaking, it may be said that my conceptual framework lies within 
queerness, the queer, or what is commonly defined as queer theory. Yet, by ‘queer’ I am not 
simply referring to pejorative slang, to a reclaimed form of homosexual identity, or to a subversive 
academic agenda. In fact, I would prefer not to approach the queer as an adjective, as a noun, as 
a verb, or even as an academic or ideological enterprise. Following Paco Vidarte (2007), I reclaim 
the queer as a hybrid way of being-knowing1; as a reflexively knowing subject position that 
radically (and so many times courageously) embodies the insurrectional, ‘antiscientific’ spirit of 
genealogies. Therefore, insofar as that same spirit inhabits these pages, I avoid to centralise the 
heterogeneous theoretical resources of my work around the queer itself, or even to appraise the 
‘scientific’ legitimacy of queer studies in the realm of psychological sciences2. As a queer 
feminist, that seems to me the only possible strategy to save whatever the queer may be from 
being ‘recoded, recolonized by these unitary discourses which, having first disqualified them and 
having then ignored them when they reappeared, may now be ready to reannex them and 
include them in their own discourses and their own power-knowledge effects’ (Foucault, 2003a: 
11). Moreover, ‘queer theory’ would be too short to frame the whole conceptual framework of a 
research that is also anchored in feminist theory, critical psychology and in that immense body of 
knowledge called Michel Foucault. I borrow from Judith Halberstam’s envisions of children’s 
animations such as Chicken Run to assert that, in this thesis, ‘[t]he queer is not represented as a 
singularity but as a part of an assemblage of resistant technologies that include collectivity, 
imagination, and a kind of situationist commitment to surprise and shock’ (Halberstam, 2011: 
29). I could not find better words to define the subversive epistemological mood to which this 
thesis is voted.  
                                                     
1 ‘una forma de s(ab)er’ (Vidarte, 2007: 78). 
2 For useful readings on the ‘queering’ of psychology and education see for exemple Feminism & Psychology’s 
special issue 19(2), 2009. See also Clarke et al. (2010). 
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 The following section presents a genealogical outline of the queer in order to situate this 
‘way of being-knowing’ within the historical intersections of feminism and contemporary 
capitalism. Yet, my intention is not to present a general and comprehensive history of 
queer theory – far from that – but to introduce a set of specific notions, perspectives and 
standpoints that generally sustain my critique of the industrialisation of sexual difference. 
As many probably would say, ‘there would be no queer without Foucault’, which is the 
kind of totalitarian statement that I think Foucault would himself disapprove. I confess to 
be one of those believers in Foucault’s divine and absolute influence on queer knowledge 
(see Huffer, 2010) and biopolitical theory (see Esposito, 2008). Nevertheless, however 
ubiquitous, Foucault will be a silent character in my genealogical narrative. In fact, I aim 
to provide readers with a rather partial perspective of theoretical queerness, but one that 
may nonetheless guide them best towards this thesis’ broad problematic. 
  
Queer Capital: From Molecular Revolutions to Pharmaco-Pornography3 
The homosexual and transgender communities’ assertion in the metropolitan space, their 
conquest of visibility and non-marginalised citizenships, must not be simply understood as the 
inevitable outcome of longstanding and ongoing socio-political struggles. Such a seductive 
Hegelian trap – the illusion of revolution’s own historical reason4 – masks the condition of 
possibility where all queerness resides. The exposure of sexes’ plasticity and constructivist 
character, far from being a feminist insight, is primarily inscribed in the regulatory actions of a 
fundamental biopolitical upgrade: the medical invention of gender in the 1950s and its 
exponential mastering of sexual identities (Preciado, 2008). Henceforth equipped with an 
orthopaedic protocol designed to assign and reassign femininity or masculinity, sexual difference 
is made available to prosthetic manipulation, industrialisation, as well as subversion. That 
                                                     
3 This section draws from my contribution to a colective piece on queer feminisms (‘Feminismos Queer: Disjunções, 
Articulações e Ressignificações’, Ex aequo 20) in which my original draft has been reedited. That draft (originally 
titled ‘S(ab)er Queer: Das Revoluções Moleculares às Technologias de Género) has been considerably revised and 
developed for the purposes of this thesis.  
4 About this question see for example Beradi (2011). 
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‘revolution’, which started at the very centres of epistemological dominance (the hospital, the 
university, the court) has been forcefully continued and recast by capitalist market imperatives. 
The history of the queer blends with the emergence and expansion of a new ‘Empire’ that no 
longer depends on the Fordist logics of car industry, but rather on the domestication of technical 
resources and the exploitation of immaterial, ‘affective labour’ (Hardt and Negri, 2000). Post-
fordist capitalism is not interested in the stable and unified social corpus of the people, nor is it 
engaged with the disciplinary control of the masses. Rather, it attends to a multitude of 
differences, to the demanding subjectivities of the many (Virno, 2003). Informatisation and 
biomedicine are the two compounds that synthesise a global production of individuals in which 
body and machine lose their conflicting, discontinuous relationship (Berardi, 2011), at the same 
time that public and private merge dramatically. In contemporary democracies, the coming-out 
and systematic institutionalisation of ‘inappropriate(d) others’ (Haraway, 1992) tangles with the 
twentieth century’s informational and biotechnological becoming. The ‘proliferation of the 
margins’ (Guattari, 2004a) is coupled with the capitalist management of the ‘queer multitudes’ 
(Preciado, 2004). Each and everyone’s body becomes both the instrument and the object of 
normalised forms of sexual production-consumption. Unlike suggested by Foucault (1990b: 159), 
the collapse of sexes’ absolutist nature – the end of the ‘austere monarchy of sex’ – is not yet to 
come; ‘a different economy of bodies and pleasures’ is nowhere. Welcome to the democratic 
regime of gender. 
Throughout the 1970s, the proliferation of media resources has facilitated the global 
dissemination of micro-politics of resistance, as well as the expression of subjectivities that 
escaped white, patriarchal, colonialist hegemonies. Whilst using peripheral modes of edition and 
distribution, lesbian and black feminists stood in the vanguard of North American critical thinking. 
Not only did they challenge the malestream academic market, their network of texts and counter-
discourses struggled to promote ‘a politics of location’ (Rich, 1980) inside feminist activism and 
thinking. In particular, they voiced against the heterosexist and ethnocentric rhetoric of those 
years’ mainstream feminisms, which appeared trapped within Marxist structuralism and a-critical 
cultural relativism. 
 In the mean time, with May 68’ still echoing throughout Europe, non-regulated radio was 
being taken over by independent voices. Also, new and more hybrid forms of manifest, which 
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crossed revolutionary Marxist perspectives with philosophical analyses of contemporary 
capitalism, were emerging within conventional academic circuits. In France, the Centre of 
Institutional Studies, Research and Training (Centre d’Etudes, de Recherches et de Formation 
Institutionnelles) – co-created by Félix Guattari in 1965 – published Recherches, an editorial 
project that counted on the support of Anne Querrien, Gilles Deleuze, Michel Foucault, among 
many other collaborators (see Querrien, 2002 for an overview). Their analyses already suggested 
an epistemological-political movement that fostered a poststructuralist and trans-disciplinary 
perspective of institutional powers and capitalist systems of knowledge. In 1973, Recherches’s 
partnership of with the Homosexual Front of Revolutionary Action(Front Homosexuel d’Action 
Révolutionnaire, or FHAR) – a collective of lesbian activists formed in 1971 – resulted in a 
special number titled Trois Milliards de Pervers: Grande Encycplopédie des Homosexualités (see 
Genosko, 1996: 185–92). This issue was promptly prohibited and ordered destroyed for its 
‘detailed display of depravities and sexual deviations’, curiously remaining somewhat inaccessible 
until today, and even submitted to authors’ self-censorship5. In the heart of the newborn 
democratic Europe, the provocative multitude announced in Recherches (three billion perverts) 
was after all a menace to the patriarchal order of French white republicanism and its normative 
production of égalité (Bourcier, 2005). One year before, Guy Hocquenghem – one of the most 
influential co-organisers of that polemic number and the first man ever to integrate FHAR – had 
already introduced his désir homosexuel to French academic circles (Hocquenghem, 1972). 
Importantly, in his manifesto – one of the first queer texts avant la lettre – Hocquenghem 
challenged Freud’s and Lacan’s psychoanalytic models of sexual desire, critiquing as well the 
regulatory effects of their generalisation in capitalist societies. 
 In this western European cartography of the 1970s, academic and media resources 
hitherto confined to institutional orthodoxies would be widely re-appropriated as powerful 
technologies of de-marginalisation and political subversion. Ultimately, they would give voice to 
the ‘perverse’ desires of feminists, queers, lesbians, ecologists, anarchists and revolutionary 
                                                     
5Years after the publication of this issue, some of the co-authors – those who were still alive –have apparently agreed 
to omit the 32 pages of a text titled Pédo-Philie from the original, maintaining its authorship under secrecy (see 
Genosko, 2005/2006). The issue’s censured version is available at http://www.criticalsecret.com, although 
conditioned to the use of password. 
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activists. On the one hand, the networking of their knowledges would both contribute to and be 
reinforced by the capitalist project of technological democratisation. On the other hand, all these 
‘perverts’ would become loose, impertinent elements inside the great machineries of production-
consumption, which, once indifferent to whatever ideologies or regimes of the nation-state, 
worked to normalise the whole life of the planet. Whilst facilitated by capitalist market strategies, 
such an insurrection of knowledges could nonetheless complicate and even upset these 
strategies’ exponential colonisation of subjectivity. In other words, this multitude of ‘perverts’ 
could start what Felix Guattari (2004b) called ‘molecular revolutions’, multiple fissures in 
corporate systems of knowledge, millions of coming-outs from within the normative operations of 
global industrialisation. However, by profiting from the micro-political action of capitalist powers, 
these revolutionary agents would also be caught in those powers’ ambivalent, ‘molecular’ 
character. More precisely, in forcing capitalist systems to constantly absorb, reintegrate and put 
in circulation non-normative desires and subjectivities, their knowledges – hitherto marginalised – 
would hardly escape being henceforth re-coded according to cultural hegemonic demands. In 
fact, years before the proliferation of cybernetic industries and new media markets, Guattari 
(2004c) had already suggested that in this ‘molecular’, ‘integrated world capitalism’, the 
exploitation of human life is concerned with the whole of immaterial labour. In particular, he had 
called attention to the coercive potential of technological miniaturisation, as well as to the 
semiotisation (optical codification and control) of all human activities, which he would later frame 
as ‘micro-fascism’ (Guattari, 2004d). 
 Back to 1972 (the year Hocquenghem’s manifesto was published), the emergent 
molecular condition of contemporary capitalism would escort Guattari and Gilles Deleuze towards 
a rather queer understanding of western sexual subjectivity, which they suggested in terms of a 
network of ‘molar’, fixed sexualities (heterosexualities) and ‘molecular’, non-conformed sexualities 
(homosexualities). Notwithstanding the limits of such a model, it nonetheless provided a powerful 
critique of biomedical conceptions of bodies and psychoanalytic theories of the psyche, all of 
which had been thoroughly integrated in capitalist operations of knowledge-power. On the one 
hand, Delleuze and Guattari (1972) proposed ‘bodies without organs’, thus subverting the whole 
medical-psychiatric logics of sexual corporeality, which foremost depends on the ‘territorialisation’ 
of bodies with precise organs accorded to sexual difference. On the other hand, their anti-Oedipal 
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manifesto challenged the psychiatrisation of subjects such as the schizophrenic, whose 
pathological condition they have re-appropriated as a privileged perspective of reality, 
provocatively calling it ‘schizo-analysis’6. Hence, their groundbreaking work already incited to 
queer projects of sexual ‘de-territorialisation’, to hybrid forms of ‘becoming’ (and not just being) 
that resisted against the ‘re-territorialising’ forces of cultural hegemonies.In particular, it would be 
influential to the framing of ‘contra-sexual’ theories and practices, as introduced by Beatriz 
Preciado (2002) two decades later. Anchored in schizoanalysis and Foucauldian genealogy, 
contra-sexuality no longer regards sex ‘as part of the natural history of human societies’ 
(Preciado, 2002: 20, my translation). Here, sex is understood as ‘technology of heterosocial 
domination that reduces bodies to erogenous parts’, assigning ‘certain affections to determined 
organs, certain sensations to determined anatomical reactions’; as a ‘biopolitical technology’ that 
operates on the basis of bodies’ apportionment in highly sensitive areas, which are then 
identified ‘as natural anatomical centres of sexual difference’ (Preciado, 2002: 22, my 
translation). Contra-sexuality recognises sexual anatomy primarily as a political cartography, of 
which the anus has been the first organ to be privatised and placed outside social economies of 
desire (Deleuze and Guattari, 1972). It states that desire, sexual arousal and the orgasm ‘are but 
retrospective products’ of an apparatus that categorises reproductive organs and their functions 
as ‘sexual’ instead of sexualising the whole pleasure-producing body (Preciado, 2002: 20, my 
translation). Also, and maybe most importantly, contra-sexuality rejects the psychoanalytic 
obsession with the existence of the phallus. Rather, it illuminates dildo and the power it provides: 
that of de-naturalising of the penis and neutralising its phallic pre-discursive order. More 
precisely, the invention of dildos, although accorded to the seeking of a supplement or an 
imitator, ended up producing an important molecular revolution in the history of sex: their wide 
industrialisation as models of reality has paradoxically shown that real penises are foremost 
dildos, with the single exception of not being for sale (Halberstam, 1998). Ultimately, if we 
therefore consider that the dildo precedes the penis, it may be said that, quite simply, ‘a penis is 
a dildo of flesh’ (2002: 18). Accordingly, contra-sexual pleasures and knowledges resort to the 
dildo, not as the materialisation of the phallus – which ‘is but a hypothesis of the penis’ 
                                                     
6 See Holland (1999) about this rather complex analytical proposition or ‘experiment’. 
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(Preciado, 2002: 63, translation) – but as the very origin of the penis. In providing theorisations 
that contested sex and sexualities as pre-discursive, ontological essences, or identities,Deleuze 
and Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus already pointed to contra-sexual possibilities, to practises of ‘des-
identification’ (De Lauretis, 1990). Not surprisingly, as Preciado recounts, their ‘molecular 
homosexuality’ not only did upset the ‘molar’ regime of heterosexuality, it upset many French 
homosexual activists whose identity had been insulted by their words, if not politically threatened 
by them (once their activism was precisely organised around the teleological belief in the natural 
possession of that identity). 
 In the 1980s, with the proliferation of media resources and new biotechnological 
markets, Guattari’s distopian vision – the rise of ‘the control society’ (Deleuze, 1992) – became 
more dramatically expressive. Back then, feminist theory and activism was considerably focused 
on the so-called ‘sex wars’, in which the debates on sex work and its greatest industries – 
prostitution and pornography – were highly polarised. Their ferocity and the particular attention 
they received (and still do) from the mainstream media (unlike any other feminist endeavour), 
had the pernicious result of caricaturising feminisms as a ‘hither-or’ battlefield in which their 
heterogeneity appeared reduced to pro-censorship feminists, on one the one hand, and ‘pro-sex’ 
feminists on the other (see Ciclitira, 2004 for an overview). To be sure, the contrast between 
their political approaches and implications was in fact quite expressive, with pro-sex activists 
voicing form the margins against illegalisation, while radical-conservative feminists engaged with 
institutional powers to promote censorious legislations (see Judges, 1995). North American and 
Canadian anti-porn feminists, most famously represented by Andrea Dworkin and Catharine 
MacKinnon7, attempted to bar the exponential growth of the pornographic industry with the 
political support of the conservative right, ultimately giving rise to one of the most problematic 
moments in the history of contemporary feminism. Not surprisingly, their authoritarian projects 
                                                     
7 As Donna Haraway (1991b: 158) posits, MacKinnon’s anti-porn enterprise produced the ‘rewriting of the history of 
the polymorphous field called radical feminism’, perniciously reducing it to a moralising and pro-censorship project. 
Such political asphyxiation of radical feminism’s heterogeneity has been palpable until today in feminist theory and 
debates. In my case, for example, whenever introducing myself as a radical feminist in international conferences on 
pornography and sexualisation (Pinto, 2009, 2011), I always had to explain that my feminist ‘radicalism’ concerns 
the deconstruction of nature and not dystopian authoritarianism. Moreover, this scholarship’s persistent polarisation 
of academic debates conditions the critique of porn in such way that any argument, however reflexive it may be, is 
ultimately capitalised as ‘against’ or ‘in favour’. 
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have extensively (and somewhat abusively) resorted to mainstream social psychology to 
legitimise censorship (seeWilkin, 2004). As I have argued elsewhere (Pinto et al. 2010), in 
repackaging the conclusions of foundational experimental studies on the effects of men’s 
exposure to pornography (e.g. performances of ‘rapes’), anti-porn supporters could ‘scientifically’ 
confirm that male pornographic consumption is a potential cause of violence against women. 
Thus anti-porn discourse perniciously reasserted (and still reasserts) essentialist views on gender, 
which imperiously oppose an aggressive and dominating masculinity to a docile and non-
destructive feminine nature. Already in the 1990s,the self-called Christian radical feminist Robert 
Jensen maintained: reduce ‘The simple truth is that in this culture, men have to make a 
conscious decision not to rape’ (1993: 144). More dramatically, in 1992, such views would lead 
to the privileged prohibition of non-normative sexual representations in Canada (MacKinnon’s 
homeland). Most lesbian and sadomasochistic pornography was censored for being considered 
denigrating to women, especially due to the use of dildos (which crystallised male oppression in 
anti-porn criteria), whereas stereotyped representations of heterosexual women were not 
illegalised8 (Preciado, 2008: 237–8). 
 During the 1980s and the 1990s, feminisms tended to somewhat demonise the 
capitalist biotechnological development, providing perspectives from which women’s agency 
seemed hardy negotiable. Mainly, they expressed concern with the homogenising imperatives of 
cosmetic surgery (e.g. Morgan, 1991), as well as with the hegemonic medicalisation of women’s 
bodies and sexuality (e.g. Riessman, 1998). Since the 1970, to be sure, feminist theory had 
widely understood surgical and pharmacological technologies as modernised forms of patriarchal 
control, at the same time neglecting the subversive potential of technologies of pleasure, such as 
dildos and pornography. Preciado’s (2002) contra-sexual analysis of these discourses shows that 
technology itself was generally conceptualised in feminist theory as a sophisticated apparatus of 
male domination in which women’s resistance had no room. In the most essentialist and 
apocalyptical perspectives (which had proliferated in the 1970s), technologies of sex and 
sexuality would be but accorded to the colonisation and exploitation of women’s reproductive 
bodies (Corea, 1985). By reducing these technologies to regulatory machinery principally 
                                                     
8 Quite ironically, two books by Andrea Dworkin (the most iconic anti-porn figure of the twentieth century) would also 
be seized by Canadian customs (Women Hating and Pornography: Men Possessing Women). 
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assigned to the female procreative nature, such perspectives ultimately re-naturalised the 
oppositional architectures of sexual difference: nature versus culture, body versus technology, 
men versus women, heterosexuality versus homosexuality. To a great extent, essentialist and 
constructionist feminisms seemed not to have yet understood that nature is the ultimate product 
of technology and not the other way around; that ‘being’ a woman (the essentialist mode) or 
‘becoming’ a woman (the constructionist mode) implies the permanent technological production 
and re-production of difference. Furthermore, in extensively resorting to the concept of gender to 
theorise the cultural and political asymmetries between men and women, constructionist 
feminism maintained a problematic relationship with biological sex differences. That is to say, 
whilst the constructionist approach insisted in using gender to demonstrate the cultural character 
of women’s oppression, it ended up reasserting a natural body in which femininity, however 
culturally variable, is from the outset imprisoned within sexual biology. As provocatively stated by 
Anne Fausto-Sterling (1995, p. 219), ‘[w]ithin the soul of even the most die-hard constructionist 
lurks a doubt. It is called the body’. This a-critical relationship with sex would give rise to a false 
historical dichotomy between essentialist feminists, for whom femininity was a natural expression 
of sexual difference, and constructionist feminists, whose gender politics of knowledge, although 
theoretically much more reflexive, rest dependant on sexual biological ‘truths’ (Preciado, 2002). 
Not surprisingly, feminist gender politics have been henceforth integrated and thoroughly put to 
work in institutional agendas concerned with the health of the social body, as in the case of birth 
control and the generalised medicalisation of reproduction (Preciado, 2008). 
 Still in the late 1970s, Susan Kessler, together with Wendy McKenna, initiated a 
pathbreaking contribution to gender theory (Kessler and McKenna, 1978), which would lead her 
to produce foundational work about intersexuality (see Kessler, 1998). In her famous study on 
the medical management of intersexed infants (who are born with ‘ambiguous’ or ‘abnormal’ 
genital morphologies), Kessler (1990) would show the heteronormative politics that rule the 
‘treatments’ to which these children have been submitted until today. This medical protocol has 
been developed by John Money and his colleagues from 1949 onwards, and is based on what 
this American psychologist has originally termed ‘gender’, and more precisely ‘gender roles’, to 
speak of the psychological ‘truth’ of sex (Fausto-Sterling, 1995, 2000; Hausman, 1995; Kessler, 
1990; Lorber, 1993; Preciado, 2002, 2008). Money’s ‘gender assignment theory’, which would 
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later inform the medical ‘treatment’ of transsexualism (see Hausman, 1995), was by and large 
based on Money’s belief that masculinity and femininity could be ‘assigned’ to infants’ bodies 
through hormonal and surgical procedures. His theory, henceforth generalised in medical-
psychiatric knowledge, ensured that such ‘treatments’ might be performed until the eighteenth 
month of age because, according to Money, ‘gender’ is not fully acquired until then. In other 
words, although heavily relying on an essentialist perspective on sex, Money’s ideas were actually 
driven by a rather constructionist principle: femininity and masculinity are not inborn – they can 
be inscribed on the body and ultimately learned. As Kessler (1990) came to clarify, this medical-
psychiatric practice is purely corrective, that is to say, the ‘treatment’ of intersexuality does not 
attend to pathological problems, nor is it intended to cure any physiological illness. Rather, it is 
first and foremost concerned with children’s normalising embodiment of sexual difference and 
accorded to a purely aesthetical framework of bodily codification (Fausto-Sterling, 1995). Thus, 
the gendered production of sexual bodies and their industrialisation in contemporary western 
culture is rooted in the 1950s, in a North American hospital. Following Preciado (2002), it may 
also be said that this compulsory regime of bodily normalisation – in which bodies are subject to 
prosthetic production of gender since birth – is consistent with an overall style of anatomical 
design, which Preciado somewhat ironically defines as ‘Moneysm’. Hence, by drawing attention 
to the corrective logics of gender assignment procedures, Kessler illuminated the foundational 
use of ‘gender’ (from which feminist gender politics genealogically derive), retrospectively 
showing it as both a technology and its product; as the carnal-discursive effect of an apparatus of 
techniques and not the cultural effect of powers sexually (biologically) determined. Thus, while 
fiercely engaged with the naturalness and fixity of sexual difference, Money’s invention would 
paradoxically give rise to an overwhelming shift in biopolitical history: in exposing sexes’ plasticity, 
it also exposed the intrinsic technological character of gendered embodiment. 
 
Gender is first of all prosthetic, that is, it only happens in the materiality of the bodies. It is purely 
constructed and wholly organic. It escapes from the fake metaphysical dichotomies between body and 
soul, form and matter. Gender and the dildo look alike. Both are beyond imitation. Their carnal plasticity 
disrupts the distinction between the imitated and the imitator, between truth and representation of truth, 
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between reference and referent, between nature and artifice, between sexual organs and practices of 
sex. (Preciado, 2002: 25, my translation) 
In spite of these ‘lessons from the intersexed’ (Kessler, 1998), mainstream feminisms would not 
be inspired to interrogate their knowledge-power and its dubious constructivism, or to release 
their gender politics from the ‘austere monarchy of sex’ (Foucault, 1994/1976: 161). 
 Such an epistemological rupture would actually happen a few years before the publishing 
of Kessler’s prominent study, not in the theoretical field intersexuality or biomedicine, but in 
media theory. In Technologies of Gender: Essays on Theory, Film and Fiction, Teresa de Lauretis 
(1987; see also 1990) proposes ‘gender’, and not women, as a privilege subject of feminist 
critique, simultaneously suggesting ‘technologies’ as the general problematic of feminist theory 
instead of the less reflexive concern with oppression. After all, oppression itself is the very 
expression of those technologies. Women’s oppression = technologies of gender. Henceforth, we 
may speak of the development of ‘queer theory’ as conceptually framed today. Likewise, we may 
only understand feminism as a critical theoretical project from the moment when it interrogates 
and reflects its own normative potential. The intertwining of these two arguments shows that the 
political genesis of queer theories is not so much bound to the history of homosexual movements 
as it is to a critical act of feminist reinvention, a ‘molecular coming-out’ through which feminist 
theory dismantles the normalising reduction of its own subject to ‘women’. However, to suggest 
gender as a central feminist subject does not mean to reassert it as the object of concern – and 
certainly not as the instrument – of feminist institutional politics. If we consider, following Žižek 
(1989), that the so-called politics of identity (which still dominate homosexual and feminist 
activisms worldwide) are the ideological effect of the normalised subjects that these politics re-
produce (e.g. ‘women’, ‘men’, ‘homosexual’, ‘lesbian’), it may be argued that gender politics 
ultimately result from the institutional normalisation of feminism itself. Hence, it seems to me 
that the only viable object of feminist concern is the ‘queer multitudes’ (Preciado, 2004) – an 
immense heterogeneity of perverse, deviant, abnormal becomings9; the becoming common10of a 
                                                     
9 I use the notion ‘becoming’ (devenir) as conceptualised by Deleuze and Guattari (1980): a fluid form of subjectivity 
that is produced by inventiveness and hybrid conjunctions with realities, and not by mechanic identification or mere 
inter-connection with others. 
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multitude of bodies and subjectivities that more or less resist the powers of ‘nature’ and 
normality. Queer theories do not constitute a glamorous or advanced branch of feminist theory; 
the queer, I would say, is the condition of possibility of all contemporary feminist critique. 
 One decade after Guattari (2004a: 52) had called attention to ‘systems of semiotic 
servitude’ in capitalist societies, De Lauretis (1987) would draw from cinematographic 
methodologies to rethink the construction of gendered subjectivities. From her perspective, in 
mainstream media forms and elsewhere, gender comes into existence through a hegemonic 
system of semiotic codification that directly implicates subjects in the permanent identification 
and re-signification of bodies and selves. In order words, gender is not simply a code or a mere 
cultural effect of biology but a technical-institutional apparatus that both produces and is 
produced by what it aims to represent, describe and assert as real. To put it in Judith Butler’s 
(1990) terms, this is also to say that subject’s conformity with gender norms implicates them in 
the ‘performative’ embodiment of masculinity and femininity, that is, in a continuous process of 
corporeal repetition through which gender is itself made intelligible and constantly actualised. 
Thus in the beginning of the 1990s, via Butler’s foundational work, we would learn from drag 
performers that femininity and masculinity, rather than being fixed cultural attributes, are 
repeatedly enacted through the linguistic-discursive mechanics of ‘gender performativity’ 
(although only in part, if one is to consider gender’s prosthetic technicalities of normalisation, as I 
have previously discussed). Two decades later, crossing Butler’s, De Lauretis’ and Kessler’s 
work, Preciado (2008) would theoretically extend the ‘semiotic-technical’ character of gender, at 
the same time illuminating its implications in the history of what she coined pharmaco-
pornographic capitalism. In analysing the normalising actions of capitalist biopolitics, Preciado 
shows that the contemporary production of subjectivities is heavily based on the intersection 
between pornographic and bio-molecular methodologies of codification and embodiment. ‘To 
state it differently, in the present time, all forms of sexuality and production of pleasure, all 
libidinal and biopolitical economies are subject to the same pharmaco-pornographic regime’ 
(2008: 96, my translation). Accordingly, Preciado replaces the ‘chaste’ notion of post-fordism by 
that of ‘pharmaco-pornism’ to synthesise the new overall logics of the capitalist global 
                                                                                                                                                           
10 For Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri (2004: 114) this ‘becoming common’, which ‘is the biopolitical condition of 
the multitude’, tangles with and results from today’s ‘hegemony of immaterial labor’. 
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marketplace, in which any industry ‘aspires to an intensified molecular production of bodily 
desire similar to the narcoticosexual’ (2008: 37, my translation). Under such a regime, where 
masculinity and femininity provide the main moulds of digital and molecular markets, gender 
becomes one of the products ‘that have been most successfully fabricated by the pharmaceutical 
and media industries of end of the twentieth century’ (2008: 93). From the perspective of this 
new disciplinary capitalism, gender is not an ideology, nor is it simply the mutant product of its 
own technological apparatus. Rather, gender is best understood as a ‘political ecology’ where 
sexual difference is embodied through: 
an ensemble of pharmacological and audiovisual techniques that fixate and delimitate our 
somatic potentialities, functioning as filters that produce permanent distortions of the 
surrounding reality. Gender works as an operative programme through which sensorial 
perceptions are produced which take the form of affections, desires, actions, believes, 
identities. (2008: 89, my translation) 
Finally, it should be noted that Preciado’s concern with industrialisation is not sustained by 
dystopian discourses of victimisation and powerlessness, nor does it romanticise ‘the 
(impossible) return of a private and non-industrialised form of sexuality’ (2008: 184). Unlike 
feminist abolitionist agendas, the critique of pharmaco-pornography aims to promote subjects’ 
resistance within normalised modes of sexual representation and consumption, ultimately 
subverting and reinventing them. 
Thus, this thesis regards the contemporary normalisation and industrialisation of sexual identities 
through the lenses of pharmaco-pornography. Drawing from this broad conceptual framework, let 
us go back to my initial research question: through which body politics are Portuguese women 
being introduced to the emergent markets of sexual difference? 
Studies and More Questions 
In engaging with that proposition, my research has been developed in four different studies, from 
which resulted the four articles presented in this thesis. 
 The first study focuses on the Portuguese best-selling women’s magazine – Happy 
Woman – and interrogates the discourses through which the ‘new’ technologies of sex (namely 
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dildos, pharmaceutical products and even ‘sex professions’) are presented to readers. Drawing 
from Rosalind Gill’s (2007) framing of a post-feminist ‘sensibility’, the study maps its proliferation 
in the Portuguese context after the democratic revolution in 1974, ultimately showing the 
repackaging of this ‘sensibility’ in Happy Women’s pages. From this genealogical perspective, 
post-feminism is best understood, not as a feminist epistemological ramification, but as a general 
formula of governmentality, or a biopolitical ideal, which is exclusively informed by neoliberal 
market values, as well as bound to the rise of new capitalist semiotics and prosthetics. More 
precisely, as my analysis shows, this ideal – an abstract rationality, so to speak – is significantly 
put to work through pharmaco-pornographic technicalities. In particular, the analysis introduces a 
discursive regime that promptly celebrates the democratisation of sexual technologies and 
simultaneously reinforces class and sex differences. This regime, which I call ‘dildocracy’, has 
moreover the ability to reinterpret the medicalisation of women’s desire as play (e.g. orgasmic 
gel), as well as to rehabilitate sex work through a rather problematic discourse of fantasy (e.g. to 
impersonate a prostitute or a porn actress). 
 While broadly answering the question ‘which politics?’ in terms of a dominant 
governmentality offered to women, this study raised a new theoretical problem: considering that 
post-feminism is not simply a system of discourses but rather the governmental rationality of 
those discourses, in what does this rationality then consist? More precisely, on which fundaments 
is post-feminism based? And finally, how do the media markets of femininity translate them? 
 The second study turns to a Spanish-based best-selling girls’ magazine – Ragazza – in 
order to illuminate the biopolitical continuities between girls’ and women’s magazines, as well as 
to understand how pharmaco-pornography is voiced to young women in a teenage media 
product. On the one hand, the study locates post-feminism within ‘the liberal art of government’ 
and theorises the general principles of post-feminist mechanics: panopticism, the compulsory 
production-consumption of freedom, the maximisation of danger, and the market as nature (or 
site of production of governmental truth). On the other hand, drawing on these principles, the 
study argues that the capitalist management of girls’ bodily selves is ethically sustained by what I 
call the post-feminist hermeneutics of adolescence. Accordingly, the analysis shows a distinctively 
techno-scientific production of adolescent body-subjects that foremost favours heteronormativity 
and the industrialisation of difference. 
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 Having outlined the liberal logics of post-feminist micro-powers and their implication in 
pharmaco-pornographic capitalism, this study called my attention to a new question: if we 
consider that post-feminism (understood as a governmental rationality of production-
consumption) and pharmaco-pornography (understood as a general methodology of production-
consumption) cannot by themselves legitimate their normalisation of girls’ and women’s sexual 
embodiment, to which knowledge and technologies of power do they resort to authorise their 
normalising effects? 
 While still focused on Ragazza’s hermeneutics of adolescence, the third study engages 
critically with the post-feminist media’s normalisation of girls’ sexual subjecthood. The analysis of 
this magazine’s expert and advice features suggests three major discursive figures: the 
degenerate girl, the techno-girl and the dildocratic girl. They synthesise specific modes of 
sexualisation that are notably dependent on pharmaco-pornography. On the other hand, the 
analysis shows that these girl figures, or body-subjects, voice a purely corrective power that is 
genealogically accorded to psychiatric normalising technologies. Ultimately, the study theorises 
‘techno-puberty’ as both the general disciplinary apparatus and the condition of possibility of 
girls’ pharmaco-pornographic embodiment. 
 Finally, this framework led me to interrogate how the post-feminist power of 
normalisation – a psychiatric power, to be precise – participates in a best-selling media product 
addressed to women. In particular, I wanted to understand the ways in which this psychiatric 
power is put to work in a post-feminist discursive regime that is specifically concerned with the 
normalisation of women’s corporeality. 
 The last study returns to Happy Woman and looks at this magazine’s cosmetic scripts 
(usually found in the ‘Self-Esteem’ features). Focused on ‘non-invasive surgeries’ and ‘hairless 
bodies’, it illuminates discourses of prosthetic modernisation and their normative reassertion of 
‘natural’ bodies. The analysis identifies a discursive regime – the bio-complex – in which women, 
whilst invited to embrace the newest prosthetic markets, are from the outset engaged with the 
nostalgic recuperation of a lost corporeality. In providing this somatic nostalgia, the bio-complex 
requires the fearful repudiation of a trans-gendered body and to the compulsory embodiment of 
biological ‘truths’. In particular, it incites women to discourses of what I call ‘prosthetic trans-
phobia’ and ‘techno-racialisation’. Accordingly, the study theorises the post-feminist celebration 
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of a utopian corporeality, the governmentality of which is bound to the industrialisation of sexual 
and racial difference. 
 In the conclusion, I frame my general critique of post-feminism and summarise the 
implications of post-feminist media in the contemporary normalisation of sexual identities. Also, I 
present the outline of a theoretical model through which post-feminism may be usefully 
approached in analytical work. Finally, I draw my last arguments on the challenges that post-
feminism and the industrialisation of difference pose to feminist theory and critical thinking. 
Before presenting the following articles, I would like to say some last words on the writing of this 
thesis: 
‘The Queer Art of Failure’ 
These are suggestions for research, ideas, schemata, outlines, instruments; do what you like with them. 
Ultimately, what you do with them both concerns me and is none of my business. It is none of my business 
to the extent that it is not up to me to lay dawn the law about the use you make of it. And it does not 
concern me to the extent that, one way or another, what you do with it is connected, related to what I am 
doing. (Foucault, 2003a: 2) 
As in the classic age of Greek philosophical thought, when access to knowledge was accorded to 
the care of oneself (epimeleia heautou) – instead of mere accumulation – and called for some 
kind of mentorship (see Foucault, 2005), I also chose my masters in order to take better care of 
myself throughout this project. On the one hand, I have had the enormous privilege to work with 
and be supported by the woman who, in 1997, introduced feminist psychology in Portugal (cf. 
Amâncio, 2002). Following Conceição Nogueria’s criticality and work, I have been inspired to 
think and write as clearly, as powerfully and above all as reflexively. From the start, that is to say, 
I committed myself to an impossible task. 
 On the other hand, I have developed a passionate, some times obsessive and rather 
intimate relationship with Michel Foucault. In fact, I became ‘mad for Foucault’ (Huffer, 2010), 
for the ‘new archivist’ and ‘new cartographer’ (Deleuze, 2006), for ‘the saint of the twentieth 
century’ (Tran, 2011: 68). He became my other guide to reflexivity, a provider of tools, fabrics 
and inspiration. Indeed, he became my pillow book, my ‘Saint’ (Halperin, 1995). It may seem an 
easy and uncomplicated path to use and engage with a dead person’s oeuvre. Not at all; I could 
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never count on his theoretical reassurance, ease my most disconcerting doubts about ‘the 
hermeneutics of the self’, ask his opinion on my genealogical sketches – as I have many times 
wished. 
 Hence, I have embraced failure since the very beginning of this project. Actually, to do so 
in a thesis critically engaged with capitalism seems a useful standpoint to me. As Judith 
Halberstam (2011: 2) contends in her beautiful manifesto The Queer Art of Failure, ‘success in a 
heteronormative, capitalist society equates too easily to specific forms of reproductive maturity 
combined with wealth accumulation’. I try to keep in mind that the contemporary mythologies of 
success and positivity are the effects of a global regime that depends on permanent competition 
and inequality. To be sure, I cannot say that I was not succeeded with this project. My fragile 
textuality received the kind sympathy of scholars that I so admire and follow; I won an 
international student prize in feminist psychology. But I also failed another, and had to learn how 
to survive to an article rejection. 
 Furthermore, in a work being originally written in a second language, failure appears 
inevitably around the corner. Writing in English, often struggling with grammar, learning a hybrid 
linguistic thinking, reinventing my voice – this has also been the story this thesis. And trying not 
to be so radical myself, to sell my voice in the academic market, to play along, to resist surviving. 
‘Under certain circumstances failing, losing, forgetting, unmaking, unbecoming, not knowing may 
in fact offer more creative, more cooperative, more surprising ways of being in the world’ 
(Halberstam, 2011: 2–3). Accepting failure has been my overall strategy to take better care of 
this project. 
 Finally, as my friend Claire House (the occasional English reviser of my papers) warned 
me several times, this thesis is making significant use of ‘gerunds and the passive voice, among 
other grammars of pronouncement’ (Halberstam, 2011: 2). What is more, the thesis most 
probably contains some grammatical awkwardness, some ‘queer’ phrasing and syntactic 
mistakes. I can only pray to my Saint Foucault that readers do not find this too upsetting. 
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Abstract: 
Drawing on a feminist and queer theoretical perspective, this paper engages critically with the 
fresh ‘pinking’ of sex industries by the Portuguese media. It aims to illuminate a post-feminist 
ideology of women’s sexual empowerment based on heteronormative discourses of bodily self-
surveillance and consumerism. With the embracing of neo-liberal market values over the last 
decades, the ressexualisation of femininity has become a central element in Portuguese 
mainstream culture. Nevertheless, the democratisation of sexual discourse is still an ongoing 
process in Portugal, owing to a very long dictatorial regime (1926-1974) held by an ultra-
conservative mentality and a system of strict censorship. Although representations of women as 
heterosexual desiring subjects have proliferated throughout the whole media spectrum, the first 
evidences of sex industries’ ‘feminisation’ emerged only very recently within Portuguese popular 
imageries. Happy Woman – the Portuguese best-selling women’s magazine – is in the frontline of 
this late paradigm shift by openly bringing the contemporary lexicons of erotica fiction and 
striptease culture into its pages. Set within a poststructuralist discursive framework, my analysis 
interrogates the politics through which women’s bodies and desireare voiced in Happy Woman’s 
features dedicated to sex industries’ new trends. In particular, while showing how Portuguese 
women are being offered a whole apparatus of scripts regarding sex toys, pharmacological 
products and sex work, this article presents ‘dildocracy’ as a crucial development in post-feminist 
discourse, ultimately locating this regime within the capitalist industrialisation of sexual 
difference. 
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Democracy arrived to Portugal on the 25th of April of 1974, after forty-eight years subjugated to 
an ultra-conservative mentality and an authoritarian Constitution that embodied a system of strict 
censorship. The Carnations Revolution brought with it the first universal suffrage and free 
elections, the legal recognition of women’s citizenship, freedom of speech and a free press (see 
Nogueira, Saavedra and Neves, 2006). 
 Standing on ‘the privilege of partial perspective’ (Haraway, 1991) – that is, the 
Portuguese cultural process of democratisation – this article explores the socio-political 
contradictions that entangle a much problematic notion in contemporary feminist theory: post-
feminism (see Gill, 2007). Here suggested as a biopolitical ideal only producible under the 
semiotic and prosthetic procedures of contemporary capitalism, post-feminism will be the key-
concept for this article to approach its central subject: the fresh ‘pinking’ of sex industries by the 
Portuguese media and its re-production of a self-policing and consumerist formula of women’s 
empowerment. 
From Democracy to Post-feminism: Genealogical Framework 
In Portugal, the late democratisation of sexual discourse – still ongoing nowadays – owed less to 
revolutionary activism than to the flourishing of the private sector and the fast readjustment of 
national popular culture to western mainstream imageries. Although the establishment of a 
democratic regime have implicated a much-desired reinvention of the societal tissue and the 
balance of institutional powers, sexuality and gender issues have been silently kept at the 
margins of this process. As Portuguese socialist feminists have certainly come to realise, the end 
of dictatorship did not necessarily imply the breakdown of patriarchy; social equality was far to be 
achieved (Amâncio and Oliveira, 2006) and there was still a long struggle ahead for sexual and 
reproductive rights. Actually, until rather late, not only did the national feminist movement get 
trapped in the contradictions of Marxist structuralism, it also stayed, to a certain degree, under 
influence of cultural and somewhat religious values of liberation, which tended to reproduce 
essentialist discourses on femininity and female sexuality (still coexisting within the heterogeneity 
of today’s Portuguese feminism). After decades of antifascist resistance, and in spite of radical 
movements’ coming out during the years following the Revolution, lesbian voices were not given 
any room within the Portuguese feminist core, nor were there debates on the rights of 
homosexuals in the left partisanship. As Félix Guattari (2004a) had foreseen, social macro-
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movements like the Carnations Revolution would not be as inventive and flexible as the expansive 
tentacles of contemporary capitalism, which de-territorialising and trans-national machinery 
tended to capitalise a growing diversity of desiring subjects and their singularities. After decades 
of fascist obscurantism, Portuguese society was easily seduced by an economy of desire where 
any mode of subjectivity – normative or not – could be exploited and commodified. Under the 
new capitalist regime of semiotic servitude (Guattari, 1989, 2004a), Portuguese social realities 
would hardly escape the liberal media’s homogenising and self-policing pressures, ironically 
incorporating new forms of ‘micro-fascism’ (Guattari, 2004b). 
 After the Revolution, the proliferation of media products and technologies brought 
sexuality to the centre of public debate, leading to the (hetero)sexualisation of Portuguese 
mainstream culture. As extensively stated by Rosalind Gill (2003, 2007, 2008), the exponential 
mainstreaming of sex has been depending on the lucrative re-commodification of women’s 
bodies and ressexualisation of femininity by several media forms. In Portugal, the fast growth of a 
magazine culture ‘for women’ has been greatly significant to this phenomenology, much before 
the privatisation of national television and the ‘pornographication’ (McNair, 1996) of the 
Portuguese media – which only happened throughout the 1990s. From cheap television guides 
to international fashion magazines, Portuguese women’s sexual lives could be now instructed by 
a great variety of textual scripts (e.g. advice columns, horoscopes, romantic guides), which 
massively re-produced the compulsory nature of heterosexuality (Rich, 1980) and its most 
contradictive (and profitable) imperative: the naturalness of (hetero)sex has to be learned, and 
most of all pursued. These new textual technologies of the feminine self (Foucault, 1988) 
ensured Portuguese women that they were no longer mere objects of male sexuality, but rather 
knowing and desiring (hetero)sexual subjects, ‘free’ to dedicate the full extension of their lives to 
a gendered regime of self-government (Preciado, 2002, 2008). It is not surprising that, in a 
country where gender violence and sexual ignorance remained dramatically veiled, this 
heteronormative and micro-fascist discourse of empowerment would attractively serve as a new 
biopolitical ideal for many Portuguese women’s daily modes of living. On the one hand, under the 
knowledge-pleasure-power formula of self-emancipation (Sonnet, 1999), they could now celebrate 
the neoliberal possibilities of being ‘sexual’. On the other hand, however, their quest for an erotic 
and feminine existence would ultimately foster the most problematic features of the 1980s and 
1990s post-feminist culture. Henceforth, Portuguese Women have been significantly engaging 
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with what Gill (2007) has recently called the post-feminist ‘sensibility’: the translation of Second 
Wave feminist values of ‘agency’ into ‘new disciplinary technologies of sexiness’ (Gill, 2008: 53); 
the contradictive outcomes of a hedonist and self-centred sexuality (Simon, 1996) simultaneously 
codified by the imperative of ‘to-be-looked-at-ness’ (Sonnet, 1999: 181); the celebration of ‘a 
particularly consumerist and narcissistic production of femininity’ (Atwood, 2005: 400), capable 
of glamorising class inequalities and reinforcing sexual difference. However, as usually happens 
with the most sophisticated trends of the neoliberal economy of desire, most Portuguese women 
could hardly reach this biopolitical ideal, not so much because they did not wish for it, but simply 
because it was unaffordable for many of them. Moreover, like old feminist essentialisms, the 
arising of post-feminism came to reassure that femininity and heterosexuality are bodily derived, 
thus failing to liberate women from sex-gender causalities and biologicisms. Yet, unlike some 
conservative and moralistic feminist trends well illustrated by anti-porn discourses (see Ciclitira, 
2004), this ‘sensibility’ has been the single condition of possibility for a great number of 
Portuguese women to approach their own sexualities. 
 Over the last two decades, although women’s representations as heterosexual desiring 
subjects have proliferated throughout the whole media spectrum, the first evidences of the sex 
industries’ ‘feminisation’ emerged only very recently within the Portuguese mainstream imagery. 
HappyWoman stands practically alone in the Portuguese frontline of this late paradigm shift. And 
that is most probably what made it to be ‘the best selling monthly women’s magazine ever’ and 
‘to sell more than three million copies in three years’ (Happy Woman, March 2009, 3rd 
anniversary editorial). 
Data and Analytical Approach 
This paper is the first result of an ongoing study based on HappyWoman’s pages dedicated to the 
new trends of sex industries. All translated samples presented in the article maintain as much as 
possible the literal phrasing of the original text. Setting the analysis within a poststructuralist 
discursive framework, the article aims to discuss how Portuguese women are being provided with 
an apparatus of scripts regarding sex toys, pharmacological products and sex work. My empirical 
task is twofold. On the one hand I will show how the contemporary lexicons of erotica fiction 
vividly participate in this magazine’s textual construction of feminine subjects and sexual bodies, 
keeping in mind that ‘erotic’ is the post-feminist disguise for a pornographic form of 
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representation, aesthetically authorised by the same morality on which anti-porn feminism relies 
(Pinto et al. 2010a). On the other, I will illustrate how Happy Woman’s regime of heteronormative 
‘truths’ is widely sustained by the confessional and ‘authentic’ tone of ‘hot’ testimonies. 
Following others’ approach to advice pages and readers’ letters in girls’ magazines (Curry, 2001; 
Jackson, 2005a; 2005b), this article introduces the testimony as another textual technology of 
subjectification, ‘produced within the specific context of the commercial world of a magazine 
driven by the need for sale’ (Jackson, 2005b: 285). While embodying the discursive ritual of 
revealing one’s secrecies (Foucault, 1990) and prompting a voyeuristic act of reading, the 
testimony does not imply a real personal narrative; only that the text is constructed in order to be 
consumed as such. 
 Unlike any other women’s magazine published in Portugal, Happy Woman’s discursive 
modes extensively illustrate what McNair (2002) called ‘striptease culture’, that is, an ultimate 
stage in the (hetero)sexualisation of culture where self-revelation and exposure become privileged 
media strategies of incitement to sexual discourse. Although attending to the conceptual utility of 
that construct, this article interrogates McNair’s argument that ‘striptease culture’ might also 
translate a move towards ‘the dissemination of diverse sexual identities and radical politics’ 
(2002: 87). In suggesting otherwise from a ‘radical’ queer perspective, the analysis introduces 
‘dioldocracy’ to approach the capitalist ‘pinking’ of sex industries, at the same time proposing 
that, like ‘striptease culture’, this new discursive regime serves the ideological purposes of the 
contemporary capitalist industrialisation of sexual difference. 
Analysis and Discussion 
Dildocracy 
‘If you don’t have a vibrator you are outdated, if you never saw one and only heard about it, it is 
time for you to enter a world where eroticism has no limits!’ (Happy Woman, July 2008: 135) 
Over the last three years Happy Woman has been every month introducing its readers to a great 
variety of sexual products, ‘new’ and ‘alternative’ sexual services, and to all emergent sex 
markets in Portugal. Sex toys constitute a major theme in the magazine’s special features, which 
are fully scripted catalogues on what and where to buy dildos, how and where to use them, and 
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most of all with whom – that is, with men. Dildos turn to be powerful signifiers of post-feminist 
biopolitics in this magazine’s pages. Broadly represented as fashionable and discursively 
glamorised as ‘new technology’, sex toys become a must-have in the prosthetic construction of a 
modernised femininity.  
 In the article titled ‘SEX: MY TOY’ (originally in English), focused on the choosing of ‘the 
best vibrator in the market’ (July 2008: 134-37), the magazine speaks for every women to 
acknowledge that ‘pleasure is our endless search’, which fully embodies a post-feminist ideal of 
self-pleasuring that reduces women’s empowerment to the compulsory and materialistic updating 
of sexual life. In fact, the text is rather imperative about it: ‘Read, choose, select and own several 
vibrators. Alternate, change, innovate, try. And travel through a world of pleasure where all 
variations and games are possible’. As Happy Woman’s discourses constantly reassure, the post-
feminist construction of femininity requires that women ‘try’ a ‘world of pleasure’ where sexual 
gratification is itself translated into a self-fashioning and narcissistic outcome. According to such 
an idealisation of women’s sexual agency, exploring the object (the vibrator) and owning it turns 
to be even more significant than exploring and enjoying the body. In this consumerist sense, the 
object – a certain technology of sex – does become the subject of women’s desire. And women’s 
bodies, which seemed to have overcome their reproductive ‘truth’ and proved to be sexually 
desiring in their own right, now become both recipients and reproducers of objectified pleasures 
– even their ‘slaves’, as the magazine further suggests. Moreover, while masturbation is usually 
implicated in the articles dedicated to sex toys, their scripting framework is mainly organised 
around catalogue-type descriptions of sexual objects’ material qualities and not so much 
concerned with their possibilities of use. Ultimately, sex toys are discursively situated within the 
same hedonistic regime of cosmetic paraphernalia and fashion accessories that assists dominant 
projects of femininity. As argued by Feona Attwood, ‘in this form of presentation, masturbation is 
something you do have to dress up for’ (Attwood, 2005: 396, original emphasis). On the other 
hand, as a powerful voice of the ‘straight mind’ (Wittig, 1980), Happy Woman’s discursive 
approach to these toys serves the institution of heterosexuality by binding their use to a broader 
preoccupation with the healthiness of the couple’s sexual life and the constant need of ‘spicing’ 
it. The democratisation of (heterosexual) women’s access to technologies of sex – 
‘dildocratisation’, as defined it in this paper – does not escape the internalisation of the male 
gaze, as the article ‘SEX: MY TOY’ attests: 
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Introduce the vibrator to your [male] partner. Often, men regard erotic toys with suspicion, maybe 
fearing the competition! Therefore take it easy and the best you can do is to show him that the vibrator is 
not only your pleasure slave; it can also be his… First of all avoid those models which design resembles a 
penis, prefer other format’ (emphasis in the original). 
In post-feminist dildocratic discourses, women are not only represented as active and knowing 
heterosexual subjects. Promised to be the novel experts on the capitalist material culture of sex, 
women are now discursively empowered as the introducers of men to ‘new’ forms of pleasure. 
While this might suggest a possible queering of sexual performances, the text ends up reinforcing 
the naturalisation of the phallus and its imperative imitation by the dildo (Preciado, 2002), at the 
same time that male homophobia is glossed over with the rhetoric of ‘competition’. On the one 
hand, while presenting ‘MY TOY’ as an empowering tool of a feminine, self-fashioning existence, 
Happy Woman does remind women that ‘SEX’ can be a play where ‘all variations and games are 
possible’. Yet, in spite of the great variety of shapes, colours, textures and functionalities of the 
sex toys advertised in the magazine, the discourses that legitimise their consumption and use are 
still constrained by an androcentric and heteronormative vigilance of bodily pleasures. 
Sex Work 
‘Today I am your prostitute’ 
«(…) Then we went to a motel in the outskirts of the city, my husband in suit and tie and me like 
a true prostitute, in tight dress, patent high-heeled shoes and fur coat. And it was like a sex 
worker that I behaved in the bedroom. I did everything he asked me. (…)» (Happy Woman, 
December 2008: 184) 
Happy Woman’s approach to sex work is rather problematic and, to a certain extent, very much 
contradictory with its glowing discourse about the emergent sex markets – where sex work 
obviously takes place. Absolutely driven by the classist idioms around which post-feminist logics 
of empowerment are organised, this magazine mainly regards sex industries through the 
voyeuristic gaze of a classy consumer who, moved by the sense of (regulated) transgression, 
visits the Red-Light District in Amsterdam or the Portuguese ‘exclusive world of swing’; who 
watches a ‘light porn’ movie once in a while, especially at home and in the presence of a male 
partner. In this magazine’s pages, sex professions such as ‘[t]he porn movies actress’ 
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(December 2008, ‘I AM WHAT I AM… THE COURAGE OF ASSUMING OUR «SELF»’: 76-82) are 
introduced as ‘alternative’ ways of living, although helplessly fated to social disavowal and always 
framed under somewhat negative outcomes. But, mostly, sex professions become ‘OUR MAJOR 
EROTIC FANTASIES’ (December 2008: 182-85). And, as usual, class and status take place to 
grant that ‘many women, especially professionals with enviable and successful careers, fantasise 
to be prostitutes or striptease dancers’. 
 My focus in this segment is on prostitution. Standing on a feminist pro-legalisation 
positioning (Pinto et al., 2010b), my concern is that, while introduced by Happy Woman as one 
of the ‘Ten experiences you cannot miss before you «die»’ (February 2009, SEX: All You Should 
Try at Least Once’: 114-18), prostitution looses its discursive ground as work to become an 
extreme act of sexual transgression, therefore re-moralised as marginal and perniciously made 
available to social stigmatisation. 
To Impersonate a Prostitute: 
It is one of the major feminine fantasies. Ana, 31 years old, made it real. The husband could hardly 
believe when she challenged him to book a room at the motel and told that they should only meet there. 
«He was already waiting for me on the bed and got ecstatic when I entered the room wearing high-heeled 
boots and a top with a vertiginous pruning. He was fully excited and I went on behaving as a prostitute. I 
asked him what he wanted and stated my price. Then I gave him pleasure and, in the end, demanded 
the amount agreed. It was a somewhat tense situation but that gave us both a lot of pleasure», she 
admits. 
While this testimony retrospectively recontructs the androcentric figure of the prostitute, scripting 
what she must look like, prostitution – as a ‘situation’ – becomes as self-fashioning and 
prosthetic as the dildo. Again, the male gaze drives the enjoyment of such a ‘fantasy’. On the 
other hand, the magazine fixes prostitution within what Agamben (1998) defines as the regime of 
‘exclusion/inclusion’ that broadly characterises the biopolitical dynamics of the western world. In 
this post-feminist eroticisation of sex work, the ‘bare life’ of the prostitute only exists in the 
paradoxical condition of exception, ‘that is, as something that is included solely through an 
exclusion’ (Agamben, 1998: 13). More precisely, prostitution is merely legitimised in Happy 
Woman’s pages when its practice is parodical and governed by a discourse of ‘fantasy’. To be 
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sure, for sex work to be a ‘fantasy’, that is, to be experienced as an exhilarating transgression, it 
must not be ‘performed’ as socially normalised and morally qualified labour. Likewise, in this 
dildocratic discourse on sex work, those who do work as prostitutes are ultimately re-inscribed 
into a marginal, deviant form of citizenship. Thus, whilst seemingly celebrated as every woman’s 
‘fantasy’, prostitution is actually dismissed from effective political existence and socio-institutional 
acceptance. 
Pharmaco-Power 
This last segment addresses Happy Woman’s prompt celebration of emergent pharmaceutical 
trends. In showing concern with the ‘improvement’ of women’s sexual lives, Happy Woman 
clearly reflects the engagement of post-feminist biopolitics with the compulsory medicalisation of 
women’s sexual desire (Cacchioni, 2007; Hartley, 2006; Tieffer, 2000, 2004). In announcing 
that ‘Play O is the first orgasmic gel (…) and will be sold in Portugal from February on’ (January, 
2009: 104–7), the magazine attests in advance that this ‘orgasm facilitator’ produces ‘amazing 
results’. ‘Do you have doubts about it?’ 
«That was a particularly hot night. We spent hours making love in the most varied ways. That 
night I used Play O twice. I started by applying it myself while I was performing oral sex on my 
partner. I felt a coolness that made me shiver and, immediately after, a feeling of itching, a 
tickling that gave me a lot of pleasure. My partner masturbated me and we quickly reached 
orgasm, he in my mouth, me in his fingers! It was a much more intense orgasm than if I had 
not used the gel. I had the feeling of having two orgasms in a row.Later on, it was his turn to 
spread a bit more of gel on my clitoris and at the entrance of my vagina. The coolness stayed 
but the itching was lesser. He penetrated me in several positions. I ended up having two more 
orgasms in positions in which I know I take longer to reach ecstasy. I am sure that Play O 
helped me to reach orgasm and intensified the duration of sexual pleasure and desire.How 
many points? 16. I do recommend it!»Sara, 33 years old. 
Throughout the pornified narrative of this testimony, we are not only acknowledged that Play O 
gel works, but also that is recommended by an actively knowing and desiring young women who 
is obviously concerned with her sexual performances’ intensity. In fact, I would say that Sara 
perfectly embodies the post-feminist prospect of a ‘healthy’ sexuality, in which sexual freedom 
and agency are thoroughly engaged with the micro-fascist surveillance of the pleasure-producing 
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body. Moreover, while the gel is discursively prompted as a ‘Play’, as joyful and instrumental as a 
dildo, its pathologising framework as an ‘orgasm facilitator’ is perniciously disguised. Following 
Hartley’s (2006) concern with ‘the ‘pinking’ of Viagra culture’, this paper argues that the post-
feminist obsession with orgasms – and with an orgasmic production of subjectivity – discursively 
serves the lucrative strategies of all contemporary industries of sex (Preciado, 2008). Under this 
later paradigm, women are sexually ‘liberated’ only insofar as their ‘docile bodies’ (Foucault, 
1995) are constantly actualised through both pharmacological and pornographic technicalities – 
as Happy Woman exhaustively attests. After all, as much as the pharmaceutical industry, 
dildocracy ‘embraces the philosophy that ‘more is better’’ (Hartley, 2006: 364). And the same 
micro-fascist realm bounds both. 
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Conclusion 
Whilst following Gill (2007: 148) to argue that ‘post-feminism is understood best neither as an 
epistemological perspective nor as an historical shift, nor (simply) as a backlash in which its 
meaning are pre-specified’, this article prefers to approach post-feminism, not as a ‘sensibility’, 
but rather as a biopolitical ideal. This perspective permits the radical unpacking of post-feminist 
discourses of women’s sexual agency, not only for showing that they can only make sense within 
a broader capitalist project of sexualisation, but also for exposing post-feminism as a major 
governmental tool in the industrialisation of sexual difference. This approach is useful to 
illuminate the prosthetic and semiotic nature of post-feminist formulas of empowerment, in which 
bodies and subjectivities become pharmacologically produced and pornographically codified. In 
introducing ‘dildocracy’ as an advanced micro-fascist regime fostered in post-feminist discourse, 
the article also reflected the capitalist industries’ ability to constantly reinvent gender 
asymmetries and heteronormativity. Hence, this paper expresses the need for further 
investigations on the politics and technologies of sexual embodiment in contemporary capitalism. 
That seems to me an urgent task for feminist research. 
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Abstract: 
Drawing on feminist and queer epistemologies, this paper is concerned with the post-feminist 
media’s construction of girls’ sexual subjecthood. Broadly defined as a biopolitical ideal, post-
feminism is here related to a set of principles of the neoliberal art of government. It will be 
argued that these principles ethically sustain the exponential mainstreaming of a post-feminist 
hermeneutics of adolescence and its programme of governmentality. The article also links post-
feminism to a particular methodology of subjectification, ultimately locating its hermeneutics of 
adolescence within the pornographic and pharmacological imperatives of contemporary 
capitalism. On the empirical level, the analysis explores how techno-scientific discourses and 
bodily figurations (namely brains and hormones) enter the discursive apparatus of a Portuguese 
girls’ magazine, giving ideological ground to a distinctive production of adolescent body-subjects. 
Post-feminist media markets are finally discussed as a significant segment of the capitalist 
industrialisation of sexual difference that frames the general problematic of this study. 
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Introducing: Towards the Post-feminist Hermeneutics of Adolescence 
Over the last three decades, although feminist theory and critical psychology have consistently 
discussed the social construction of ‘girls’ and ‘adolescence’ (e.g. Gonick, 2003; Jackson and 
Cram, 2003; Lees, 1993; Lesko, 1996; Moore and Rosenthal, 1983; Phifer, 1994; Tolman, 
2002; Walkerdine, 1990), the textual media’s scripting of young women’s sexualities has been 
given relatively sparse attention. Nevertheless, several feminist authors have addressed girls’ 
magazines’ advice pages as privileged sites of knowledge-power operations where the 
heteronormative regulation of subjectivities is paramount (e.g. Currie, 2001; Jackson, 2005a, 
2005b; Kehily, 1999; McRobbie, 1991). Groundbreaking analyses have stressed the reflexive 
character of a confessional textuality based on the question-and-answer format (Currie, 2001), 
ultimately showing its singular ability for doing-undoing desire (Jackson, 2005a) and constructing 
sexual problems (Jackson, 2005b). Their poststructuralist approach escapes the anxieties 
concerning ‘media effects’ through which teenage media culture has been traditionally regarded 
in social psychological studies (see Mastronardi, 2003). More particularly, their framework 
complicates the ongoing debate on the ‘sexualization of girls’ and the ‘dangers’ of their 
‘exposure’ to sexual imageries, as recently re-launched by the American Psychological 
Association (see APA, 2010). On the other hand, in acknowledging changing modes of youthful 
femininity within magazine discourses (McRobbie, 1994), feminist scholarship has attested ‘the 
constructedness and mutability of what are assumed to be natural and naturally occurring 
teenagers’ (Lesko, 1996: 141). Moreover, by figuring the exponential mainstreaming of a rather 
knowing and desiring female subjectivity, this scholarship has produced evidence of what 
Rosalind Gill (2003) would describe as a representational move from sexual objectification to 
sexual subjectification of women in contemporary media. The recognition of this phenomenology 
does not imply the negation of mainstream media’s objectifying strategies towards female 
consumers. On the contrary, it suggests their complexification through a disciplinary upgrading, 
in which the question of the object (the coercive commodification of selves) is overcome by ‘the 
question of the subject (the question of knowledge of the subject, the subject’s knowledge of 
himself [/herself])’ (Foucault, [2001] 2005: 3). This shift is particularly rendered intelligible 
within the expansive reach of a post-feminist discursive regime that promises women’s 
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empowerment through a consumerist bodily care and a policing sexual knowing of oneself 
(Attwood, 2005; Gill, 2007, 2008). The epistemological implication of this perspective is of 
twofold significance here. On the one hand, it challenges a critique of sexualisation reduced to 
the problematic of girls’ (and women’s) constitution as submissive and powerless sexual objects. 
On the other hand, it sustains renewed criticality on a production of girlhood that, as Angela 
McRobbie has recently put, ‘now comprises a constant stream of incitements and enticements to 
engage in a range of specified practices which are understood to be both progressive but also 
consummately and reassuringly feminine’ (2009: 57). 
 As will be explored in this text, such production of girlhood is best understood within the 
spectrum of a neoliberal governmental reason and its post-feminist repackaging in contemporary 
capitalism. A small number of analysts working on post-feminist media culture have already used 
a similar framework to approach women’s magazines (e.g. Gill, 2009; Pinto, 2009), erotica 
literary fiction (e.g. Sonnet, 1999), film and television entertainment (e.g. Lotz, 2001; Moseley 
and Read, 2002), ‘make-over’ reality shows (e.g. Banet-Weiser and Portwood-Stacer, 2006; 
Hollows, 2003; McRobbie, 2009: 124–49), advertising (e.g. Gill, 2008; Lazar, 2009) and 
distributors of sexual paraphernalia ‘for women’ (e.g. Attwood, 2005). However, post-feminism 
has seldom been debated in critical analyses of girls’ magazines, and its internal double dialogue 
with neoliberalism and capitalism requires further study, particularly in that specific media 
context. Such a project certainly requires continued attention in feminist theory, not only because 
these magazines are industrial producers and reproducers of a post-feminist ‘global girl’ 
(McRobbie, 2009), but also – if not mostly – because they voice the shifting interpretational 
limits of what is socially constructed and dominantly accepted as female adolescence. In other 
words, by offering young women sexual guidance and access to the truth about their pleasurable 
and desiring selves, this unique media genre becomes a privileged regulatory arena where ‘the 
hermeneutics of the subject’ (Foucault, [2001] 2005) called ‘adolescent girl’ is permanently 
updated. Furthermore, taking into account ‘their considerable use as a resource in the 
construction of sexual identities’ (Jackson, 2005b: 296), girls’ magazines are a significant 
segment of the capitalist industrialisation of sexual difference that frames the general problematic 
of my study (see Pinto, 2009). More specifically, following Michel Foucault’s theorisations of the 
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material-discursive constitution of subjectivity, I consider these magazines sexual ‘technologies of 
the self’ (Foucault, 1988). As much as pornography, they are here regarded as pleasure-
producing devices drawing on consumers’ ‘will to knowledge’ (Foucault, [1976] 1998) – the 
pleasure of having the truth of sex revealed – through which the fixing of sexual identities, 
practices and desire is reasserted. In choosing a focus on knowledge-pleasure dynamics to 
approach these media sexual technologies, my perspective ultimately intends to situate them 
within today’s compulsory regime of heterosexual instruction. Adolescence, as argued by 
Christine Griffin, ‘is one of the key moments at which heterosexuality can be lodged in place, and 
young women (and men) can be ‘won’ for patriarchal heterosexuality’ (2000: 234, emphasis in 
the original). It seems to me crucial to keep this standpoint in mind whenever figuring the global 
democratisation of girls’ sexuality, especially because, as McRobbie posits, the ‘abandonment of 
critique of patriarchy is a requirement of the new sexual contract, the terms of which are 
established in key institutional sites dedicated to the production of the category of young women’ 
(2009: 57). 
 On the conceptual level, the crossing of Griffin’s and McRobbie’s arguments with 
Foucauldian ‘hermeneutics’ (Foucault, [1984] 1990, [2001] 2005) and biopolitical theory 
(Foucault, [2004] 2010) leads me to theorise a post-feminist hermeneutics of adolescence. On 
the empirical level, my gaze will attend to an absent feature in feminist critique: the biological 
construction (or rather explanation) of young women’s sexual bodies and desiring selves by the 
mainstream media. In particular, the analysis will explore how brain and hormonal science enter 
the discursive apparatus of a Portuguese girls’ magazine, giving ideological ground to a distinctive 
production of adolescent body-subjects. In the next section I develop the conceptual repertoire for 
my main theoretical task here: the characterisation of the dominant programme of 
governmentality in which girls’ sexual subjecthood is today inscribed. 
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Post-feminism, Girlhood, and the Liberal Art of Government 
Post-feminism is presented in this article as a construct of paramount usefulness to biopolitical 
theory, not only for putting in evidence a recently arisen ‘art of government’ (Foucault, [2004] 
2010) primarily designed for the female subject, but mostly due to its instrumental significance in 
the contemporary industrialisation of sexual (and racial) difference. The theoretical debate on 
post-feminism, which has been especially developed within the realm of feminist media theory, 
has enabled understanding of the intersection of feminist and anti-feminist discourses currently 
found in mainstream models of women’s subjectification. In particular, recent scholarship 
stresses the neoliberal recycling of ‘second-wave’ feminist discourses on women’s agency and 
emancipation (mostly echoing from liberal feminism) into a narcissistic methodology of 
sexualisation and bodily consumption (see Gill and Scharff, 2011). Post-feminism thus suggests a 
phenomenology that transcends the theoretical outline of a ‘backlash’ against the feminist 
movement (Genz, 2006; Gill, 2007). To be sure, it stands on what may be better framed as a 
sociopolitical ‘double entanglement’ (McRobbie, 2009): a contradictory process of sexual 
democratisation that depends on the pervasiveness of heteronormative, self-policing 
mechanisms; a heavily mediated incitement to women’s empowerment that perniciously reifies 
feminist critique as needless commonsense in today’s democratic world. The intricate and 
paradoxical convergence of these conflicting elements, as well as the plurality of meanings it puts 
to work, leaves little chance for prompt and fixed definitions of post-feminism. Nevertheless, 
whilst reflecting on the difficulties of a definitive approach, a few feminist authors have invested in 
important synthesising attempts. For example, Michelle Lazar (2009), following Yvonne Tasker 
and Diane Negra (2007), sees post-feminism as a dominant discursive system that entails a 
consumerist ‘culture of post-critique’. For Gill (2007, 2009), on the other hand, post-feminism is 
best understood as a distinctive ‘sensibility’ closely linked to the neo-liberalisation of personhood 
and social relations. In similarly figurative vein, McRobbie (2009) revisits the (Foucauldian-
)Deleuzian notion of ‘luminosity’ to speak of a shimmering way-out for young women’s visibility, 
conveyed in seductive loci of individualist attention and self-transformation, across which the 
sociopolitical implications of feminism and anti-racism are simultaneously ‘undone’. While 
acknowledging that this ‘luminosity’ – as much as the titillation of a new ‘sensibility’ – ‘softens, 
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dramatizes and disguises the regulative dynamics’ (McRobbie, 2009: 54), I also consider that 
both notions risk losing their focus on governmentality. More precisely, in trying to capture post-
feminist micro-powers from the angle of what I would call their ‘psychological’ effectiveness, 
these terms are ultimately re-inscribed with the very performative mechanics they want to 
denounce. On the other hand, it seems to me insufficient to say that post-feminism is a system of 
uncritical (or post-critical) discourses. Consequently, while building on the above approaches, I 
will further a more descriptive and comprehensive definition, which may at the same time 
function as a reminder that this construct is first and foremost about power and discipline.  
 Post-feminism is here defined as a biopolitical ideal (Pinto, 2009). More precisely, it is 
presented as a model of governmental rationality ideally projected onto the whole life-spectrum of 
the female subject. Drawing on Foucault’s ([2004] 2010) analyses of liberalism and 
neoliberalism, this article links the post-feminist moral rationality, and the post-feminist 
hermeneutics of adolescence in particular, to a fundamental set of principles of the ‘liberal art of 
government’: panopticism, the compulsory production-consumption of freedom, the maximisation 
of danger, and the market as nature (or site of production of governmental truth). 
 In the first place, one must consider the entangled meanings of freedom in a liberal (and 
neoliberal) program of governmentality. As Foucault has defined it, 
this governmental practice in the process of establishing itself is not satisfied with respecting 
this or that freedom, with guaranteeing this or that freedom. More profoundly, it is a consumer 
of freedom. … It consumes freedom, which means that it must produce it. It must produce it, it 
must organize it. (Foucault, [2004] 2010: 63) 
This is to say that the question of freedom in all forms of liberalism is not simply about the 
contradictory imperative “be free”; it mainly concerns ‘the management and organization of the 
conditions in which one can be free’ (Foucault, [2004] 2010: pp. 63–4). Post-feminist media 
markets such as women’s and girls’ magazines are noticeably implicated in the management of 
a perpetual production-consumption of individual freedom: whilst telling the female subject “be 
free” (“be emancipated”, “be powerful”, “be actively knowing”, “be desiring and desired”, and 
so on), they do not just give the coordinates for girls and women to constantly pursue that ideal; 
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they make freedom available in commodifiable forms ready to be consumed. The instructive 
character of mainstream media ‘for women’ rest upon an implicit contract in which female 
subjects are ‘free’ to dedicate the full extension of their existence to a gendered and prosthetic 
regime of bodily self-surveillance (Pinto, 2009). What post-feminist media markets promise to 
female subjects is in fact a direct reproduction of a simple liberal formulation: ‘I am going to 
produce what you need to be free. I am going to see to it that you are free to be free’ (Foucault, 
[2004] 2010: 63). In other words, subjects’ freedom is itself consumed – and therefore in need 
of being endlessly re-produced – throughout the post-feminist process of individual updating. This 
enterprising production-consumption of freedom appears then based on a constant ‘care of 
oneself’ (Foucault, [1984] 1990, [2001] 2005) – the panoply of practices of personal investment 
through which female subjects become sexually knowing. Thus, the precept “be free” first of all 
demands an imperative “know yourself” (Foucault, [2001] 2005), as post-feminist media clearly 
illustrates. That is also to say that the post-feminist key for knowing the bodily self consists of 
policing self-awareness, which corresponds to the same regulatory technicalities addressed in 
Foucault’s ([1975] 1995) analyses of the modern panopticon (the model of prison designed by 
Jeremy Bentham in 1785). As the author has later clarified, Bentham actually proposed the 
panopticon as being ‘the very formula of liberal government. What basically must a government 
do? It must give way to everything due to natural mechanisms in both behavior and production’ 
(Foucault, [2004] 2010: 67). This warm kind of vigilance – no longer produced through the 
external apparatus of sovereign powers but from within the subject’s own drives, from within the 
subjects’ natural mechanisms – seems to me the actual methodology of post-feminist 
management of freedom. In other words, I argue that post-feminist micro-powers (or procedures 
of governmentality) shape female subjects’ experience of freedom according to a panopticist 
formula of control. 
 Insofar as contemporary girlhood is a perpetual consumer of freedom, it also entails 
another precept closely linked to surveillance: that ‘individuals are constantly exposed to danger, 
or rather, they are conditioned to experience their situation, their life, their present, and their 
future as containing danger’ (Foucault, [2004] 2010: 66). In particular, the liberalisation of girls’ 
desire – more than that of any other biopolitical subject – tends to be approached through 
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reference to ubiquitous danger. In mainstream discourses, young women’s knowing of their 
bodies and sexualities is dominantly incited through fear – fear of exclusion, of not finding a 
matching partner, of not being desired, of bad reputation, of not being sufficiently feminine, of 
being too sexual, of not knowing enough, and of all constraints from having to cope with the 
(hetero)sexual double standard (Jackson and Cram, 2003; Lees, 1993; Orenstein, 1994; 
Tolman, 2002). To a great extent, post-feminism requires the female subject to fear in order to 
nourish its own liberal engine, ‘continually having to arbitrate between the freedom and security 
of individuals by reference to this notion of danger’ (Foucault, [2004] 2010: 66). This argument 
is particularly helpful to approach the contradictory display of sexual advice found in girls’ 
magazines, in which positive discourses of sex (as pleasurable and healthy) compete with 
recurrent constructions of sex as dangerous, painful, and risky (Jackson, 2005b). The post-
feminist hermeneutics of adolescence is therefore fed by the ‘stimulation of the fear of danger 
which is, as it were, the condition, the internal psychological and cultural correlative of liberalism. 
There is no liberalism without a culture of danger’ (Foucault, [2004] 2010: 66–7). Likewise, 
there is no post-feminist media culture, nor its program of education for danger, without the 
reassertion of fear. In short, the post-feminist “be free” is not so much saying “be careful”, even 
less a repressive “be afraid”, as it is reproducing the liberal motto ‘“live dangerously”’ (Foucault, 
[2004] 2010: 66). Keeping in mind the neoliberal ‘generalization of the “enterprise” form … [as] 
a model of social relations and of existence itself’ (Foucault, [2004] 2010: 242), I would rather 
speak today of an inciting promotion of female sexuality in which (hetero)sex is celebrated as a 
‘risky enterprise’ (Jackson, 2005b: 300).  
 Also, since post-feminism engages the female subject in actively knowing the truth about 
her desiring self, we cannot say that female consumers are figured in this biopolitical ideal as 
passive recipients. Besides, as Foucault argues following Gary Becker (1976), ‘we should think of 
consumption as an enterprise activity by which the individual … will produce something that will 
be his [/her] own satisfaction’ (Foucault, [2004] 2010: 226). Furthermore, as much as any other 
practices of care with oneself, consumption is marked in post-feminism as an individualist act of 
choice irreducibly concerned with the subject’s own freedom. ‘This principle of an irreducible, 
non-transferable, atomistic individual choice which is unconditionally referred to the subject 
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himself [/herself] is what is called interest’ (Foucault, [2004] 2010: 272). When considering a 
genealogy of post-feminism that suggests its revising of liberal feminist discourses of ‘choice’, 
one should acknowledge that these discourses are in fact intrinsically related to the neoliberal 
‘subject of interest’ (Foucault, [2004] 2010: 273) – the subject as the reason and the source of 
an interest. By producing their own satisfaction, their pleasure in knowing, in having access to 
truth, post-feminist subjects do become the actual manufacturers of their own governmentality. 
Their body, all their ‘natural mechanisms’, all their psychosomatic resources are mobilised by the 
post-feminist marketplace for the enterprising construction of sexual identity, for the endless 
reassurance of their sexual nature. Born in the liberal art of government, this biopolitical ideal 
reassures the market to be a site of truth in its own right. More than any state institution or 
particular system of knowledge, it is now the market that instructs the specific governmental 
nature of female subjects, at the same time defining the threshold – and reassuring the 
naturalness – of the governmental practice itself. Rooted in the same foundational ethics of 
neoliberal thought, post-feminism hence meets the very principle of all political economy: 
nature is not an original and reserved region on which the exercise of power should not 
impinge, on pain of being illegitimate. Nature is something that runs under, through, and in the 
exercise of gorvernmentality. It is if you like its indispensable hypodermis. (Foucault, [2004] 
2010: 15–6) 
  Drawing on Foucault’s metaphor, this article argues that girls’ ‘pubescent’ and 
‘post-pubescent’ bodies constitute the indispensable hypodermis of the post-feminist 
hermeneutics of adolescence. Keeping in mind that post-feminism ‘can only make sense 
under the capitalist project of bodily sexualisation’ (Pinto, 2009: 8), I put forward a 
deeper excavation of post-feminist tectonics (Curt, 1994), ultimately figuring this model 
of moral rationality, first and foremost, as bodily. Informed by a genealogical 
understanding of its emergence within the Portuguese process of democratisation, my 
perspective also suggests that post-feminism, while dependent on the embrace of 
neoliberal freedoms, has only been possible under the contemporary regime of capitalist 
semiotics and prosthetics (Pinto, 2009). In arguing that neoliberal and capitalist agendas 
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are both implicated in this phenomenology as conditions of possibility, this article 
proposes that post-feminism must not be merely perceived and analysed in the abstract 
form of ideology, but rather as materially linked to the emergence and democratisation of 
new methodologies of production – the industrialised production of female bodily selves. 
After all, not only has the body become the central fabric of the global biopolitical 
apparatus, the resexualisation of women’s bodies (Gill, 2003) has also been a major key 
in post-feminist governmentality. This paper’s empirical task is to explore how that 
resexualisation is translated by the mainstream media into the biology of young women’s 
bodies, into their chemistries and physiologies. And, ultimately, how post-feminism 
makes a difference. 
Materials, Method and Approach 
This paper is the result of a study based on the sexological contents of Ragazza – a best-selling 
Spanish-based girls’ magazine also published in Portuguese. Set within a poststructuralist 
discursive framework, the research covers three years of monthly editions (from January 2006 to 
January 2009) and focuses all textual technologies where girls’ sexual bodies and desire are 
addressed. A corpus with over 150 ‘expert’ and advice features was gathered and 
methodologically explored by means of Foucauldian discourse analysis (Arribas-Aylon and 
Walkerdine, 2008; Parker, 2002). All the translated discursive objects presented here maintain 
as much as possible the literal phrasing of the original text. Particular attention was given to the 
construction of subjects in the texts and to the arrays of positioning made available to them. 
Simultaneously, the analytical process led me to identify a network of prevailing discourses on 
dominant ‘sexual organs’ and bodily figurations – operating in texts as technologies of 
power/truth – through which girls’ sexual subjecthood is produced and problematised. 
 In a larger scale of analysis, my aim is twofold. On the one hand, I intend to reflect on 
how post-feminist media voices the contemporary scientia sexualis thus producing a specific 
hermeneutics of girls’ sexual bodies and desire.Insofar as it is argued that the truth of sex is what 
any sexual market aims to industrialise, the article interrogates the knowledge through which the 
body is constituted matter of that truth by Ragazza. Yet, the analysis furthered here is not 
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invested in testing the techno-scientific validity of what this magazine sells as biological truths. 
Rather, it proposes a genealogical reading of their conditions of possibility, which will be 
supported by critical scholarship focused on the history of biomedical sciences. On the other 
hand, I locate the post-feminist hermeneutics of adolescence in terms of the capitalist biopolitical 
agenda, in which femininity and masculinity have become best-selling products of the most 
profitable regime of truth of our time: sexual difference. My approach is extensively informed by 
Beatriz Preciado’s (2008) theory of pharmaco-pornographic capitalism and its imperious 
regulation of the sexual multitude. As Preciado argues, the production of sexual and gendered 
subjectivities appears absolutely dependent on a permanent dialogue between the hegemonic 
lexicons of pornography and the pharmacological management of bodies and selves. Accordingly, 
the gigantic industrial axis formed by pornographic and pharmaceutical corporations is today the 
chief informant of all mainstream politics of sexual subjecthood – as state of the art of post-
feminist media vigorously attests (see Pinto, 2009). Therefore, in theorising the post-feminist 
hermeneutics of adolescence, this article takes into account what Preciado calls the capitalist 
‘sexpolitics’ (sexopolítica): the dominant action of contemporary capitalism, through which sexual 
subjects become pharmaco-pornographically normalised. 
 While the capitalist management of girls’ bodies constitutes the biopolitical core of this 
article’s debate, I aim to stress its normalisation in the neoliberal form of enterprise, through 
which the knowing of the bodily self becomes the central reason of personal investment. This 
approach to sexual learning as bodily entrepreneurship dialogues with another Foucauldian-based 
perspective developed around the idea of ‘body projects’ (e.g. Bordo, 1993; Brumberg, 1998; 
Gill et al., 2005). Set within the problematic of governmentality, both address issues related to 
power and bodily self-surveillance. On the whole, these two viewpoints share a similar 
preoccupation with the embodiment of sexual difference and gender aesthetics, not only 
understood as a cultural imperative, but also as a compelling investment. However, they look at 
this question from different Foucauldian angles, according to distinct levels of concern. The 
‘project’, I would argue, while drawing on the prosthetics of bodily regulation, points to the 
subject’s merging with a disciplinary machinery in which the body – a ‘docile body’ – is turned 
into an object of vigilant correction by the subject herself/himself (Foucault, [1975] 1995). My 
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use of ‘enterprise’, on the other hand, while addressing the construction of sexual identities as an 
endless process of self-reassurance, mostly figures the body as a subject in constant need of 
being revealed to selves, of being exposed through a permanent investment in knowing the truth 
about the desiring self (Foucault, [1984] 1990, [1976] 1998). In short, this article’s analysis is 
less interested in teenage media’s scripting of ‘body projects’ (of prosthetic forms of investment) 
than in the discursive assertion of young women as body-subjects – subjects who are first and 
foremost entitled to re-produce (and consume) their bodily truth. Accordingly, I intend to reflect 
on the post-feminist assumption of the ‘girl’ as a subject supposed to know the truth about her 
desiring self, who at the same time is a subject supposed to believe in the naturalness of sexual 
difference.  
Analysis: How Post-feminism Makes a Difference 
‘You think, therefore you desire’: Straight minds and sexual brains 
We are not saying anything new if we tell you that the main sexual organ is the brain 
(Ragazza, October 2008: 82) 
Whether through small text boxes, feature articles, advice columns, or ‘psycho-sex’ dossiers, 
every month Ragazza instructs young women about their sexual bodies and desiring selves. 
Repeatedly presented as ‘the main sexual organ’, the brain is a prominent element in this 
magazine’s production of sexual subjecthood. Ragazza’s ‘brain’ operates as a discursive 
entanglement of the Cartesian body-mind dualism, which remains architectural for post-feminist 
modes of subjectification. As a powerful gender signifier, this ‘brain’ mostly gives rise to 
problematisations of girls’ sexual awareness and bodily mindfulness. More precisely, it becomes 
the circuitry of a thoughtful and knowledgeable feminine mind, eventually capable of taking 
control over the urges of the bodily self. On the other hand, prompted as the biological core of 
the sexual body, as its hardware, it ideologically sustains the contention that girls’ minds – the 
female mind – are inevitably desiring. Such paradigmatic post-feminist imperative is clearly 
asserted in the article ‘YOU THINK, THEREFORE YOU DESIRE: Find out why the brain is the 
major sexual organ’(March 2006: 68–70). While reworking a well-known Cartesian formulation (I 
think, therefore I am), the title suggests what can be considered the post-feminist synthesis of 
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existence: to be is to desire. In this construction of the desiring self, girls’ minds become the true 
centre of pleasure production, courtesy of a ‘brain’ that is claimed to be the ‘sexual organ’: 
Neither the clitoris nor the G spot. Your sexual organ par excellence is… your brain! And if you 
don’t believe it, that’s why we are here. … Stay calm; you are in the presence of the marvellous 
power of the mind… that of producing pleasure only with thought. 
(February 2008: 76–7) 
Ragazza’s ‘brain’ provides young women with a network of troubled subject positions. Unlike the 
‘clitoris’, it cannot be touched or even seen by the subject herself. It cannot be searched for, as 
otherwise suggested by the magazine regarding the ‘G spot’. Yet, girls must ‘believe’ in the 
pleasurable capacity of their ‘brain’, as much as in the sexual character of their ‘mind’. Its 
‘power’ is reassured in advance through the text’s construction of an excited youthful subjectivity 
that is expected to anticipate the thrills of sexual knowledge (‘stay calm’). Ragazza’s ‘brain’ turns 
into a technology of ‘pleasure’, if for no other reason because it is given as a pleasurable matter. 
Such expectation is summed up in the article’s main image, a picture of an x-rayed skull, 
accompanied by a curious wordplay: ‘Pleasure in knowing it’. In fact, this rather Foucauldian 
subtitle is also the literal translation of the Portuguese idiomatic expressionfor ‘pleased to meet 
you’. Thus, the brain is actually introduced as a normative sexual subject in its own right, as the 
article further suggests: 
ITHAS MALE AND FEMALE SEX (‘Did you ever ask yourself why boys and girls excel in different 
areas?’); THE G SPOT… BELONGS TO IT! (‘Such a long time looking for this spot, and now it’s 
been found in your head!’); IT HAS ITS OWN ORGASM (which ‘in girls’ is related to ‘an area of 
the brain that releases dopamine – the substance of pleasure’).  
This ‘brain’ is a reinvented technology of power, ultimately naturalising proverbial sexist 
discriminations and socio-professional gender inequalities. As such, it is a loose ventriloquist of 
brain organisation theory (see Jordan-Young, 2010), which became a dominant scientific tale of 
contemporary sexual difference. According to this theory, all gender asymmetries (and sexuality) 
eventually come down to sex differences in the brain primarily caused by ‘male’ or ‘female’ 
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hormones, as strongly suggested by the psychiatrist Simon Baron-Cohen (e.g. 2003) and his 
obsession with the organisational effects of fetal testosterone exposure (see Roberts, 2007). On 
the other hand, this ‘brain’ is also constructed as an imperatively orgasmic subject, whose 
pleasurable body is micro-codified by the mainstream pornographic imageries and triggered by 
pharmaceutical substances. In other words, such a hypersexual brain is here given as the mould 
of a pharmaco-pornographic subjectivity. Also, while celebrating the post-feminist preoccupation 
with orgasms and an orgasmic ethics of existence (Pinto, 2009), this figuration recalls the 
genitals’ centrality in the territorialisation of the pleasure producing body – which is today chiefly 
reinforced by the biopolitical action of pharmaco-pornographic capitalism (Preciado, 2008). 
Afterall, Ragazza is as concerned with ‘the G spot, on the anterior part of the vagina’, as it is with 
‘the U spot, below the clitoris’, ‘the A spot, on the frontal wall of the vagina’, ‘the K spot, on the 
final zone of the vagina’, as well as the best positions to stimulate them through coital 
penetration (August 2007: 81) and ‘THE RIGHT MEASURES ... of an erected penis’ (November 
2007: 84). 
 Produced and re-produced in a techno-scientific discursive environment where all truths 
of sexual difference are measurable or quantifiable, Ragazza’s ‘brain’ does not escape the rather 
pornographic discourse commonly found in this magazine’s constructions of sexual bodies: ‘size 
matters!’ Or as asserted in one article (February 2008: 77),  
[girls’ and boys’ brains] have different sizes. Thus, the left hemisphere – the one that controls 
emotions and language – is bigger in the female brain than in boys’. That is why we are more 
romantic and we can argue and cry at the same time. On the other hand, the male brain is 
dominated by the hypothalamus, which explains why boys secrete a larger amount of 
testosterone, the hormone of desire. Is it clear? 
The binary archetype of this construction is quite striking: an uncomplicatedly desiring subjectivity 
owing to a ‘male brain’ that is ‘dominated’ by its own biochemistry; a ‘more romantic’ and 
sentimentally charged subjectivity owing to a ‘female brain’ that is controlled by ‘emotions and 
language’. In the magazine’s formulation, the brain becomes the black box of the sexual double 
standard, as well as the regulator of its most irreducible, molecular truth: ‘testosterone, the 
hormone of desire’. Again, this is the brain of sexual difference, a sexual brain that causes a 
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gendered mind – the ‘straight mind’, as Monique Wittig (1980) would put it. And it reminds us 
that, ‘despite the many recent insights of brain research, this organ remains a vast unknown, a 
perfect medium on which to project, even unwittingly, assumptions about gender’ (Fausto-
Sterling, 2000: 118).  
 As much as the brain organisation hypothesis, Ragazza insistently links ‘a larger amount 
of testosterone’ to a male desiring body and to masculinity itself. Such a prevailing construction 
(and theory) descends from the history of hormones and their sexualisation, through which the 
‘maleness’ and the ‘femaleness’ of certain bodily produced steroids (such as testosterone and 
estrogens, respectively) came to be scientific fact (see Oudshoorn, 1994). As Anne Fausto-
Sterling argues, over [the 20th] century, scientists have integrated the signs of gender – from 
genitalia, to the anatomy of gonads and brains, then to our very body chemistry – more 
thoroughly than ever into our bodies. In the case of the body’s chemistry, researchers 
accomplished this feat by defining as sex hormones what are, in effect, multi-site chemical 
growth regulators, thus rendering their far-reaching, nonsexual roles in both male in female 
development nearly invisible. (Fausto-Sterling, 2000: 147) 
The standardisation and measurement of sex hormones by the pharmaceutical industry and 
biomedical sciences has been crucial to the contemporary reassertion of biological difference 
(Roberts, 2002), as well as to the capitalist production of pharmaco-pornographic subjectivities 
(Preciado, 2008). Experimental research on bodily-produced substances has been engaged with 
heteronormativity, usually designed to validate their sex-specific and reproductive character – as 
the techno-scientific construction of human pheromones illustrates (see Sieben, 2011). While 
gender has become chemical (Fausto-Sterling, 2000: 170–194), body chemistry has infused 
mainstream discourses of sexual difference, according to which ‘our imaginary timeless “little 
men” and “little women” are encased in testosterone and estrogen’ (Jordan-Young, 2010: 270). 
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Hormones are to blame’: Hormonal fictions and the evolutionist tale 
A QUESTION OF SEX 
As boys have evolved less on a biological level, they remain more faithful to their instinct. Therefore, a 
boy can have sexual relations without creating an affective bond with his partner. On the other hand, we 
do exactly the opposite. We cannot avoid getting emotionally involved and, of course, we always suffer 
the consequences. Hormones are to blame: after sex we release oxytocin, the hormone related to 
tenderness – hence the need we feel of having an extra dose of affection. In the meantime our boyfriend 
is under the effect of testosterone, the hormone of desire. How about that? (October 2007, p. 76). 
This excerpt displays the intersection of two dominant discursive tropes found in Ragazza’s 
sexological pages, which the analysis addresses as the evolutionist complex and the hormonal 
complex. They are frequently summoned to assert the biological truth of sexual subjecthood, at 
the same time suggesting the post-feminist updating of evolutionary thinking: girls are more 
‘evolved’, bio-chemically more sophisticated, and therefore more complicated than boys. Such 
distinctive post-feminist discourse ideologically serves a panopticist regime of self-attention and 
permanent problematisation of the desiring self. Despite its gloss of empowerment, it also tends 
to normalise gender constraints and asymmetric expectations whenever relationships are 
concerned in texts. Accordingly, two ‘opposite’ sexual subjects are constructed throughout the 
extract, whose relational subject positions are helplessly fixed from the outset: an instinctive ‘boy’ 
who is affectively uncompromising (or potentially unfaithful) to his ‘partner’; a female ‘we’, 
assumed as heterosexual ‘by default’ (‘our boyfriend’), who ‘cannot avoid getting emotionally 
involved’. Although the article encourages young women to ‘enjoy sex without having to go 
through the suffering that normally comes from a steady love relationship’, girls seem doomed in 
any case to fear ‘the consequences’ of their own biological complexity. In this particular example, 
both hormonal and evolutionist complexes come together to produce what we could call a steroid 
synthesis of the sexual double standard, ultimately given as the very hermeneutics of the whole 
(hetero)sexual experience: ‘hormones are to blame’. 
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 Not only is testosterone to a great extent presented in Ragazza as a ‘male’ property, as it 
is exclusively called ‘the hormone of desire’. The intertwining of these two discourses voices a 
dominant game of truth in which girls’ bodies, given as light producers of desire, seem naturally 
dislodged from a straightforward sexually charged subjectivity. Also, the suggestion that the 
female body is somehow lacking desire is ideologically convenient to the compulsory 
medicalisation of women’s sexuality, as well as to the pervasive ‘pinking’ of Viagra culture by the 
pharmaceutical industry (see Hartley, 2006). Not surprisingly, testosterone rarely participates in 
this magazine’s constructions of female body-subjects, even when the hormonal functioning of 
girls’ sexual bodies is more extensively addressed. Moreover, while boys appear solely 
‘dominated’ by that hormone, girls’ hormonal truth is not so simply configured, as suggested in 
the following quiz (December 2006: 82–3): 
What makes you act one way or another? Scientists have no doubts: hormones govern our 
personality. Find out which of them dominates you! Breathe deeply, concentrate and… be 
sincere! … Are you ready? The time has come to know the whole truth… 
The key to access the ‘truth’ is given in the form of moral compounds of subjectivity: ‘Dopamine, 
the hormone of independence’; ‘Serotonin, the hormone of good causes’; ‘Noradrenalin, the 
hormone of good vibes’; ‘Oxytocin, the hormone of balance’. Respectively, four personalities are 
then presented, each of them being governed by its own ‘weaknesses’, ‘strengths’, and ‘sexual 
motto’. As seen in this quiz, Ragazza’s hormonal complex offers a pharmacological hermeneutics 
of female adolescence in which bodily selves become minded according to their own chemical 
reason. Eventually, the hormonal self comes to be the very key to an empowered ethical 
existence, given as the matrix of personhood’s values and moral orientation (‘independence’, 
‘good causes’, ‘good vibes’, ‘balance’). In the colorful multi-steroid environment where Ragazza’s 
‘girls’ are produced, each hormone is not only assigned to an apparatus of subjectivities required 
by femininity, but also to the temporalities of what the magazine monthly envisions as girls’ major 
preoccupations: coupling and the management of heterosexual relationships. More precisely, 
figured as ‘a well-organised army that parades through your body every month’, hormones – 
particularly estrogen and progesterone – turn out to be the time-code of all female sexual 
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subjecthood: ‘Find out everything about them and you will know when you should not have an 
argument or when it is time for you to seduce’ (January 2006: 66–7). In this hermeneutics of the 
subject, hormones are not only elevated into natural agents of girls’ governmentality; they come 
to constitute its indispensable hypodermis. Knowing one’s hormonal truth becomes an 
imperative care in the art of self-government, through which the ‘natural’ costs of femininity may 
be minimised. In short, the enterprising management of girls’ sexual nature is ultimately 
enhanced by such seemingly empowering knowledge. In this sense, hormones become the 
imaginary matter with which a certain freedom may be endlessly re-produced (and therefore 
consumed) by the subject herself: to be released from the uncertainties of a feminine desiring 
self and the burdens of relationships. Of course, in Ragazza’s own steroid post-feminist world, the 
techno-scientific market – the foremost manufacturer of sexual truth – always gives girls a little 
help: 
Anti-Arguments Spray 
Arguments with your boyfriend may have their days numbered. A group of German scientists discovered 
a new substance in the “hormone of love” – oxytocin – and with it they created a nasal spray to alleviate 
the stress that leads to arguments and to reduce bad humour. We could say: “Do not let go of the spray, 
ok?” (Ragazza, August 2006: 22) 
As much as all biological difference, Ragazza’s ‘love’ comes to be very much chemical, as this 
rather pharmaceutical formulation suggests. Mostly reintroduced by the magazine as a matter of 
(heterosexual) ‘instinct’ and brain chemistry, love is somewhat dismissed as a discursive 
technology of the romantic self to become the ‘substance’ of an intoxicated, hormonally driven 
subjectivity. As even ‘revealed’ by ‘the new scientific keys of love’ (February 2008), ‘IT IS 
ADDICTIVE’ since ‘when you get used to this happiness a kind of addiction is generated’. 
Furthermore, the magazine maintains that ‘being left by someone may produce sensations that 
are very close to the impulses related with madness, or even with drug addiction itself… It is 
really true!’ (April 2006: 85). Ragazza’s narcotic discourse of love offers girls the possibility of a 
techno-love, eventually re-producible in steroid syntheses and consumable as a ‘spray’. This is 
not to argue that young women are frantically incited by this magazine to consume 
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pharmaceutical drugs such as best-selling regulators of serotonin (also called by the magazine 
‘the hormone of happiness’ and ‘the hormone of pleasure and humour’), but rather to suggest 
that Ragazza’s hormonal imageries voice the imperatives of the capitalist conjuncture in which 
they take place. They are bound to a distinctive production of subjectivity where women’s self-
esteem appears determined by higher levels of serotonin in the brain and sold in bottles of 
Prozac, Zoloft, or Paxil (Fukuyama, 2002), whilst at the same time the pathologisation of female 
desire is systematically reinvented by pharmaceutical corporations (Hartley, 2006). On the other 
hand, an overall reading of this magazine’s sexological features suggests that contemporary 
girlhood, while virtually lacking the ‘naturally’ desiring testosterone-subjects, is inhabited by 
dopamine-subjects, serotonin-subjects, estrogen-subjects, noradrenalin-subjects, oxytocin-
subjects, progesterone-subjects, adrenaline-subjects, and so on. All these interact within the 
same adolescent body-subject, the pharmaco-girl, whose materiality and agency are first and 
foremost framed by a biotechnological regime where estrogen and progesterone have become 
the most extensively used drugs in medical history (cf. Fausto-Sterling, 2000: 147). And the 
compulsory embodiment of such steroid subjectivity (see Roberts, 2007) not only owes to 
hegemonic institutional gender politics – as in the case of birth control – but to their interlocking 
with the pressures of the pharmaceutical market and the molecular engineering of self-regulation 
it puts to work. Not surprisingly, while contraceptive pills assume a major role in today’s 
pharmacological cosmeticisation of the feminine body, women are strongly advised against the 
‘masculinising’ effects resulting from the therapeutic use of testosterone syntheses (Preciado, 
2008). In other words, while women are told “be free”, “be sexually emancipated” by the techno-
scientific market in conjunction with the liberal democratic state, they are simultaneously 
engaged in an implicit contract in which feminisation and its continuous updating (or 
consumption) appear as mandatory. In this pharmacological hermeneutics of the female subject, 
the experience of bodily agency and sexual freedom is from the outset shaped by the micro-
fascist operations (Guattari, 1990) of a larger programme of industrialisation of sexual 
difference.In this post-feminist hermeneutics, the labour of freedom – the production-
consumption of a gendered bodily self – is, after all, the molecular labour of difference. 
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Conclusion 
Whilst rethinking the notion of post-feminism and its governmental ethics, this article explored the 
contemporary construction of ‘girls’ in a key post-feminist site: mainstream media targeted at 
young women. Particularly, drawing on the convergence between this biopolitical ideal and the 
neoliberal art of government, the article presented a corpus of governmental principles through 
which girls’ (and women’s) sexual subjectification is today best understood. The networking of its 
power dynamics (here left open for further exploration) sustains what this paper introduced as 
the post-feminist hermeneutics of adolescence: the neoliberal translation of ‘teenage’ into a self-
enterprising contract in which girls, given as heterosexual ‘by default’, are expected to seek 
sexual information about their pleasurable and reproducible bodies, thus revealing the regulatory 
‘mysteries’ of a mature (hetero)sexual life. As my analysis illustrates, this is the hermeneutics 
through which Ragazza’s ‘girl’ is reasoned: an inevitably desiring body-subject who is required to 
fear the negative consequences of her own ‘sexual nature’; who must always reassure her 
femininity and sexual subjecthood through a panopticist knowing of her bodily self; who is entitled 
to endlessly re-produce and consume her own sexual freedom. Also, the analysis worked to show 
how this hermeneutics is heavily informed by the pornographic and pharmacological imperatives 
of contemporary capitalism. On the one hand, young women are idealised in the magazine within 
the assumption of an orgasmic bodily truth and the mainstream micro-territorialising of the 
female pleasure producing body. On the other hand, their subjectivities are now codified by 
hormonal fictions – which amount to suggest the complication of femininity – and ultimately 
reduced to pharmaceutical constructs and narcotic discourses. The truth of sexual difference 
becomes irreducibly molecular. 
 Rather than reflecting on subjects’ possibilities of resistance within post-feminist agendas 
and when reading particular mainstream texts, this article’s task was to show how bodily 
subjectivity is constituted in a specific hermeneutics of adolescence, as well as theways in which 
girls’ bodies are given as the central reason of selves in a post-feminist media product. 
Nevertheless, empirical investigation seems to me urgent in order to understand how young 
women actually consume these particular kinds of texts, how they make use of these media 
sexual technologies, and how they may negotiate mainstream techno-science and post-feminist 
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translations of agency. While calling attention to the lack of such research in the context of 
contemporary sexualisation and more particularly of post-feminism, this article aims to 
underscore the importance of those studies for a more in-depth comprehension of young 
women’s incorporation of technology and scientific ‘truths’ in today’s capitalist democratic world. 
 Finally, in introducing girls’ magazines as sexual technologies of the self, the article 
reflects the relevance of this distinctively post-feminist media form in the prevailing 
industrialisation of sexual difference. In short, Ragazza ends up being a dramatic example of 
what Leonor Tiefer posits: 
the message that sex differences ‘are biological’ keeps getting repackaged in whatever biology is popular 
at the moment – brain anatomy, evolutionary theory, hormones, brain chemistry or gene effects. … Mass 
media salivate every time a new technology uncovers some measurable physical difference and use each 
techno-news to trot out familiar generalization, exaggerations, unreplicated findings, selective 
measurements – the whole 2000 years worth, it sometimes seems. (2004: 437) 
 While equating girls’ bodily development as the tangible real of sexual subjecthood, post-
feminist markets must recreate the meanings of biological difference at all times in order to make 
it suitable to cultural demand. For post-feminism therefore, nature is not (only) matter of fact; it is 
matter of production, the limits of which are regulated by the market itself. In this sense, it is not 
enough for critical theory to question the ethics of the post-feminist interpretation of girlhood; one 
must also interrogate the moulds of subjectivity it makes available for re-production and their 
ability to reinvent sexual difference. This is certainly a matter for further investigation. 
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Abstract 
This article engages critically with the postfeminist politics of girls’ embodiment. Postfeminism is 
theorised here as a neoliberal rationality bound to the capitalist industrialisation of difference. My 
study is empirically focused on the postfeminist media’s construction of young women’s sexual 
subjecthood. It aims to illuminate a distinctive hermeneutics of adolescence and the power of 
normalisation it puts to work. Whilst supported by feminist and queer epistemologies, the 
research draws on a Foucauldian analytical framework to interrogate the Portuguese edition of a 
best-selling girls’ magazine. My analysis of expert and advice features on girls’ sexual 
subjectivities suggests three discursive figures: the degenerate girl, the techno-girl and the 
dildocratic girl. They synthesise specific modes of sexualisation, which are heavily based on 
pharmacological and pornographic technicalities. It is finally argued that these body-subjects, 
notwithstanding their particular genealogies, are first and foremost authorised by a disciplinary 
apparatus that the article defines as techno-puberty. 
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In recent years, several feminist and media scholars have critically engaged with postfeminist 
logics of agency (e.g. Gill and Scharff, 2011; McRobbie, 2009; Tasker and Negra, 2007). Yet, the 
relationship between postfeminism and sexual embodiment has been scarcely researched, as 
well as predominantly related to aesthetic surgery and politics of beautification (e.g. Banet-Weiser 
and Portwood-Stacer, 2006; Holliday and Taylor, 2006; Tincknell, 2011). Moreover, this 
scholarship has particularly neglected teenage media’s repackaging of sexual difference. 
 Set within a Foucauldian genealogical framework, this article draws on the postfeminist 
construction of young women’s sexual subjechood. On the empirical level, it interrogates the 
knowledge on which postfeminist media rely in producing effects of both moralisation and 
somatisation on girls’ bodily selves. On the theoretical level, while unpacking the postfeminist 
power of normalisation, the article proposes a critique of the technologies and discourses through 
which girls’ sexualisation is managed and authorised as ‘nature’. 
 Postfeminism is reintroduced here as a biopolitical ideal with paramount implications in 
the capitalist industrialisation of difference (Pinto et al, forthcoming). This perspective 
underscores the inaccuracy and lack of epistemological ground of a genealogy of postfeminism 
traced from within feminist theory itself (Genz, 2006; Gill, 2007). Rather, it may be usefully 
approached as a distinctively neoliberal rationality in which women’s empowerment is 
repackaged into consumerism, self-surveillance and makeover imperatives (Attwood, 2005; Gill, 
2007; Gill and Scharff, 2011; McRobbie, 2009). On the other hand, while this ideal is best 
understood within the field of the government and care of oneself, the bodily translation of its 
ethical reason is thoroughly engaged with pharmacological and pornographic technicalities (Pinto, 
2009). 
 In this article, postfeminism is further explored as a dominant model of girls’ 
governmentality, the mentality of which is first and foremost demanding what Beatriz Preciado 
(2008) calls pharmaco-pornography. More specifically, I will focus my research gaze on the axis 
of normality-abnormality, presenting it as a major thread in postfeminist sexual discourse. Thus, 
in reflecting the governmental logics around which girls’ sexual subjecthood is organised in the 
democratic capitalist world, I aim to illuminate the postfeminism construction of the (ab)normal 
body of female adolescence. 
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Corpus and Framework 
This article is the result of a study focused on the Portuguese edition of Ragazza – a Spanish-
based best-selling girls’ magazine. The research covers three years of monthly publications (from 
January 2006 to January 2009) and regards all texts in which girls’ sexual subjectivities are 
addressed. A corpus with over 150 ‘expert’ and advice features was thematically organised and 
explored by means of Foucauldian discourse analysis (Arribas-Aylon and Walkerdine, 2008). All 
translated samples presented here maintain as much as possible the literal phrasing of the 
original text. 
 My analysis identified three dominant discursive themes: instinctual matching and 
narcotic love, the straight prosthetics, and dildocratic girlhood. As I will show, they are bound to 
specific frameworks of sexual subjectification, which give rise to distinctive body-subjects, 
respectively: the degenerate girl, the techno-girl, and the dildocratic girl. Following Foucault’s 
(1990: 105) approach to figures as ‘privileged objects of knowledge’, I will draw on the 
technologies through which these girl figures are produced and their particular genealogical 
backgrounds. Ultimately, they will be located within ‘the postfeminist hermeneutics of 
adolescence’ (Pinto at al., forthcoming) and the power of normalisation it puts to work. Also, I will 
argue that they function together on the basis of a common disciplinary apparatus, which is 
theorised in this article as the general condition of possibility of young women’s sexualisation. 
Instinctual Matching and Narcotic Love 
Buffoonery and the function of expert are one and the same: it is as a functionary that the expert is really a clown. 
(Foucault, 2003: 36) 
In offering young women ‘expert’ knowledge on the vicissitudes of ‘sexual matching’ and ‘the 
chemistry of love’, Ragazza becomes a dramatic example of techno-scientific ventriloquism driven 
by heteronormativity. Not surprisingly, coupling is reasoned in this magazine as one of girlhood’s 
major concerns, as reassured in the article ‘Sex & genetics: Physically compatible?’ (December 
2006: 78-80):  
If you are an incurable romantic and always believed that inner beauty is what matters, get ready for a 
shock! It seems that we choose our sexual partner for his physical appearance. And it is the theory of 
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evolution itself that explains it: genes, body structure, height or face features… are responsible for 
awakening our primary sexual instincts. After all, our survival depends on sex to assure descent, right? 
Therefore, in face of this kind of stimulus a chemical reaction is triggered that makes you want one 
person and not another. We give you in advance the 5 sex-evolutionary theories that reveal the physico-
sexual compatibility between two persons. You just have to match one of them… Do you dare to prove it? 
The ‘physical’ body is here opposed to ‘inner beauty’ to become an anatomo-physiological table 
on which the choosing of a sexual partner can be problematized and eventually reduced to a 
simple imperative: ‘You just have to match’. More than prompting a carnal discourse on sexual 
attraction through the disqualification of a ‘romantic’ subjectivity, the text introduces a specific 
discourse on matching that reproduces an old mythical body – the scientific body of heterosexual 
‘compatibility’. The desiring character of this body appears fairly constructed upon the 
interlocking of evolutionist ideology with psychiatric knowledge. On the one hand, ‘compatibility’ 
produces its effects of moralisation through ‘the theory of evolution’, such that heterosexual 
desire is naturalised on the basis of ‘survival’ and ‘descent’. On the other hand, it produces its 
effects of somatisation by appealing to biomedical knowledge on the ‘chemical’ body, which is 
actually put to work by the psychiatric technology of the ‘instincts’. In short, this biomedical body 
is first and foremost an instinctual body in ‘reaction’ to a ‘stimulus’. Born in the nineteenth 
century within the polymorphous field of psychiatry,  
this element of the instinctive will not only cover or, anyway, run through the whole of this domain, but it 
is also the source of the extension and growth of psychiatric power and knowledge, the constant pushing 
back of its frontiers and the almost indefinite extension of its domain of intervention. (Foucault, 2003: 
139) 
Thus, the desiring body of ‘compatibility’ is a biomedical body made to function by the specific 
knowledge-power developed by psychiatry on the basis of the instinct – a knowledge that no 
longer seeks to cure but rather to correct the individual and protect the social body, the power of 
which we can call, after Michel Foucault (2003), the power of normalisation. And, as such, it is in 
fact a psychiatric body, which is less concerned with pathology than it is with abnormality, as 
further suggested by the ‘theories’ presented in the article: 
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HEIGHT: Size… maters! 
… normally, boys prefer small girls because they consider them very feminine, and therefore more apt to 
have children. … On the contrary, we like taller boys because they project power, strength and a more 
attractive image, precisely the characteristics we most appreciate in them. 
FACE: The power of features 
… For them, the ideal girl has childish traits: chubby cheeks, big eyes and the hair soft and fair. Us, we 
bet on boys with masculine features. Our sexual prototype would be a boy with a wide jaw, dark hair and 
skin tone, and well built. Do believe: opposites attract each other! 
These two ‘theories’ sustain a heteronormative discourse on attraction that is organised by the 
intertwined naturalisation of heterosexual preferences and gendered anatomical prototypes. While 
explaining which bodily features are ‘normally’ preferred (and by whom), they give precise 
instructions on how ‘ideal’ bodies should be. In particular, through the instinctual (and loosely 
psychoanalytic) interplay between anatomy and symbolic projection, the somatic truth of 
attraction is translated into a rather pornographic synthesis of heterosexual aesthetics: ‘Size… 
matters!’ Likewise, its normalisation puts gender to work in a particularly psychiatric manner: a 
‘small’, reproductive, and ‘childish’ femininity in complementary opposition to a ‘taller’, powerful, 
strong and ‘well built’ masculinity. To be sure, more than a figurative repertoire on gender 
asymmetries, we are given a construction of gendered bodies that resorts to ‘children’ in order to 
produce both its effects of moralisation and somatisation. On the one hand, in normalising 
gender aesthetics on the basis of instinctual preferences driven by procreation (‘to have 
children’), these ‘theories’ express concern with ‘a sexual “tendency” or “instinct” … that by 
virtue of its fragility is destined to escape the heterosexual and exogamous norm’ (Foucault, 
2003: 275). More particularly, these ‘theories’ voice the corrective surveillance of instincts’ 
orientation towards their objects – as prominently advanced by Havelock Ellis’ sexual psychology 
and Sigmund Freud’s psychoanalysis (see Ahmed, 2006: 68-79). On the other hand, by 
celebrating a ‘childish’ femininity, this gendered discourse on ‘attraction’ revives what has been, 
according to Foucault (2003: 301-307), the principle of generalisation of psychiatric knowledge 
and power: the blockage of the whole life of individuals around childhood; the ability to filter the 
whole of subjectivity through the figure and conduct of the child. It is precisely by means of such 
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an appeal to childhood that femininity may here be subject to infantilisation and thus immobilised 
as a bodily ‘ideal’. 
The following two ‘theories’ amount to Ragazza’s body of ‘compatibility’, although, this time, this 
body’s straight character is more specifically reassured through a distinctive discourse on 
pleasure: 
BODY: The measures of pleasure 
“If the couple is composed of a girl and a boy with proportional bodies, sexual outcomes will be 
spectacular”, states psychologist Michael Cunningham from Louisville University, in the United 
States. … A wide torso gives the feeling of protection, and we tend to look for that in sex. … 
[T]he wider the girl’s hips, the easier for her to get pregnant and give birth! How about that? 
SYMMETRY: In search of harmony 
(…) When you feel attracted to a boy, you instinctively notice whether he’s proportional or not. 
(…) If both of you have reasonable symmetry parameters, sexual pleasure is waiting for you. 
Enjoy! 
In instructing young women on what ‘to look for’, on what to ‘tend’ in bodies, these ‘theories’ 
resort to ‘pleasure’ to normalise desire’s direction toward specific gendered others. More 
precisely, while suggesting measurement as an instinctual form of othering, they celebrate a 
pleasurable body that requires perpetual orientation toward proportionality and symmetry as its 
own pleasure-producing matrix. Likewise, they introduce a straight subjectivity whose 
maximisation of pleasure entails the compulsory embodiment of ‘measures’. In doing so, these 
‘theories’ stress the purely corrective nature of this straight body, as well as the straight 
performative character of its functioning in discourse. As Sara Ahmed’s posits, 
Bodies become straight by tending toward straight objects, such that they acquire their “direction” and 
even their tendencies as an effect of this “tending toward”. Sexual orientations are also performative: in 
directing one’s desire toward certain others and not other others, bodies in turn acquire their shape. 
(Ahmed, 2006: 86) 
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Hence, ‘pleasure’ appears itself normalised, or at any rate put in the centre of a discursive 
regime organised around the virtual inevitability of the sexually abnormal. In this sense, these 
‘theories’ end up reasserting a foundational psychiatric approach to sexual instincts – such as 
Heinrich Kaan’s in 1844 or Krafft-Ebing’s in 1886 – in which pleasure, as well as fantasy, 
becomes both object and instrument of normality and abnormality (Foucault, 2003). 
  We have then an overall construction of sexual compatibility which gives rise to an 
ideally ‘symmetric’, ‘proportional’ body that is ‘instinctively’ attracted to its sexual opposite. This 
rather psychiatric body is also the meta-discursive body of sexual difference: a body that is 
expected to perform and reproduce difference in permanent complementary reference to, or in 
‘harmony’ with, oppositional gendered others (Butler, 1999). Obviously, in such a normative 
discursive system in which difference radiates normality, the possibility of sameness would raise 
an immediate problem, the solution of which is promptly offered by Ragazza: 
GENES: The secret of similarities  
If at this point you are worried because you and your boyfriend do not match the above theories… don’t 
stress! … This theory explains why we choose boys that look like us: we want our descendants to have 
our features. Experts also assure that couples that look alike have a more intense sexual activity and stay 
together for a longer time. 
Now, clearly, the body of ‘compatibility’, or the psychiatric mentality of its governmental reason, 
is given its full extent. It is not just a gendered body governed by a homophobic anxiety with not 
matching difference (or an oppositional other), nor just an instinctual body whose pleasurable 
nature resides in the delicate and diffused frontier between normality and abnormality, hence in 
permanent risk of escaping its ‘normal’ procreative end. More than the bicephalic body of sexual 
difference working as a technology of heterosexual ‘couples’, it now becomes ‘the great 
polycephalic, unstable, floating and slippery body of heredity’, thus asserting itself as ‘a 
technology of the healthy or unhealthy, useful or dangerous, profitable or harmful marriage’ 
(Foucault, 2003: 315). In short, Ragazza’s ‘comptatibility’ does not only embed a corrective 
apparatus for the sexually abnormal. Also, it gives rise to a protective subjectivity that is 
ultimately concerned with the degeneration of the species. 
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 ‘Compatibility’ is finally totalised through a process of meta-somatisation on the basis of 
‘genes’, which appear fantastically given as ‘the immortal messengers of the “essence” of 
human beings passed from generation to generation’ (Hird, 2004: 46). Likewise, through the 
discursive interplay between heredity and genetics, this ‘theory’ allows attraction, pleasure, and 
sexual instincts to come together under the general fear of degeneration. The figure of the 
degenerate, who is ‘the abnormal mythologically – or, if you prefer, scientifically – medicalized’ 
(Foucault, 2003: 315), becomes the governmental correlate of sexual compatibility and the 
general technology of its normalisation. Once the meta-body of ‘compatibility’, as it were, is a 
genetic body, it can now fully function under the authority of biomedical knowledge, although with 
a strictly preventive power: selecting a partner with the proper genes, with the proper genetic 
capital. As Foucault (2010: 228) notes, 
as soon as a society poses itself the problem of the improvement of its human capital in general, it is 
inevitable that the problem of the control, screening, and improvement of the human capital of 
individuals, as a function of unions and consequent reproduction, will become actual, or at any rate, 
called for. 
In other words, Ragazza’s discourse of compatibility poses the problem of the degeneracy and 
correction of sexual subjectivities inasmuch as it serves to validate fears of the degeneration of 
the social body. On the other hand, in voicing concern with the protection and qualification of 
genetic information, it obviously raises the question of eugenics. Of course, while producing a 
specific eugenic discourse, ‘compatibility’ does not revive familiar geopolitical agendas of racial 
purification, nor does it appeal to a psychiatric discourse on race developed as a scientific 
technology of ethnic exclusion. Rather, it calls for ‘an internal racism that permits the screening 
of every individual within a given society’, a ‘new racism specific to the twentieth century’ that 
works ‘as the internal means of defense of a society against its abnormal individuals’ (Foucault, 
2003: 317). In particular, as a preventive technology of sexual degeneracy, ‘compatibility’ 
prompts the normalisation and capitalisation of bodily subjectivities through purely corrective and 
selective means. And in doing so, it suggests a new bodily racism based on gender aesthetics 
and the politics of sexual difference. 
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 As I have suggested before, the magazine puts forward a particularly postfeminist 
desiring subjectivity through which romantic discourse is disqualified and overcome by a 
scientific discourse on sexual subjecthood. The psychiatric power of ‘compatibility’ now replaces 
the traditional ‘power of love’. Furthermore, in Ragazza, love is itself subject to the same 
technologies of normalisation, as ‘THE NEW SCIENTIFIC KEYS OF LOVE’ (February 2008: 76-77) 
reassert: 
A QUESTION OF INSTINCT 
If you are a romantic ragazza for whom love is a personal and non-transferable bond… change your chip! 
According to the latest researches, everything points to love being simply a question of instinct. 
The article also attests that: 
[LOVE] HAS A SELL BY DATE 
More bad news for the romantic hearts: anthropologic theories assure that … our ancestors formed 
couples in order to raise children, therefore when the child grew up they no longer needed to stay 
together. This has been engraved in such a way in our genetic code that it explains the famous seven 
years’ crisis. 
As much as ‘compatibility’, Ragazza’s ‘love’ is made of the same psychiatric matter of the 
‘instinct’, producing similar heteronormative effects of moralisation (‘to raise children’, ‘to stay 
together’) and meta-somatisation (‘genetic code’). Working as a technology of heterosexual 
desire, it is itself normalised as consumable or, at any rate, de-romanticised as something that 
will inevitably reach its ‘sell by date’. Again, genes replace ‘hearts’, and love loses its old promise 
of eternity to attain the instinctual character of a socio-biological temporality. In fact, this is not 
much of an innovation regarding the founding writings of contemporary sexology. As Havelock 
Ellis (1934: 275) posits in his own psychiatric manner, ‘love is the sexual impulse released from 
its bondage to periodicity and made permanent through the help of imagination’. Nevertheless, 
this actually suggests the re-moralisation of ‘couples’ (or ‘marriage’, in Ellis’ case) under a 
policing relational formula: inasmuch as love is not eternal, its durability and correspondence 
may be subject to constant problematisation and surveillance. 
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 Of course, Ragazza’s psychiatrisation of love would not be complete without linking it to 
the general problematic of degeneracy. If ‘compatibility’ was ultimately functioning as a 
technology of the degenerate sexual body, ‘love’ is now given as a technology of the degenerate 
desiring self: 
[LOVE] IS ADDICTIVE 
When love knocks on your door, your nervous system is activated and affects the whole of your 
organism. You feel prettier, you want to be a better person… … No wonder that when we get used to this 
happiness a kind of addiction is generated. For that reason, separations make us feel something similar 
to the syndrome of abstinence, causing alterations in the immunological system, weight loss, insomnia, 
fear and anxiety. In short, love is good for one’s health and has no secondary effects. What more can you 
ask? Find your prince and… be in love, my friend! 
At last, love becomes narcotic. Although it appears produced in the text as a healthy 
pharmacological substance, the beneficial ‘effects’ of this ‘drug’ are intrinsically problematic. 
Once its pleasurable properties are addictive and, as we were told, not eternal, their predictable 
lack necessarily turns into a matter of ‘anxiety and fear’. Moreover, in being both ‘good’ and 
‘addictive’, therefore in compulsory need of satisfaction, ‘love’ triggers the problem of degeneracy 
in the form of ‘abstinence’, the psychosomatic effects of which come here to constitute a 
‘syndrome’ specific to ‘separations’. As much as ‘compatibility’, ‘love’ is produced by a medical 
knowledge that is in fact put to work in a non-pathological relation to subjects. More precisely, 
whereas love’s narcotic nature is made intelligible and authorised through ‘the nervous system’ 
and ‘the immunological system’, its power operations actually concern, as Foucault (2003: 310) 
would put, ‘those who do not have symptoms of an illness but are the bearers of intrinsically 
abnormal syndromes, of eccentricities consolidated into syndromes’. In other words, the medical 
knowledge on ‘love’ addresses addicted subjects who, given the specific aetiology of their 
condition, may be warned, protected, or even put under self-policing psychological correction, but 
whom, owing to the naturalness of their ‘syndrome’, cannot in any way be cured. Thus, instead 
of pathological, I would speak of a narcotic discourse of love with a rather corrective functioning. 
Likewise, since its narcotic power takes hold of ‘the whole of the organism’, it ideologically serves 
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the naturalisation of a subjectivity that is in a virtually permanent condition of relational 
dependency or insufficiency. To be blunt, Ragazza makes ‘love’ in a wholly psychiatric manner. 
 Furthermore, Ragazza maintains that love’s addictive character is rather bound to 
femininity, as suggested in the article ‘FATAL ATTRACTION’ (April 2006: 85): 
THE LOVE FLASH ATTRACTS… AND IT’S ADDICTIVE 
 [A] study from New York University has found a logical explanation for such a feminine phenomenon! … 
According to these researchers, the fact that someone leaves you may produce sensations that are very 
close to the impulses related to madness or even to drug addiction itself… It’s really true! 
Whilst ‘love’, as much as a ‘drug’, is still entailing the problem of ‘addiction’, the degenerative 
outcomes of rejections – ‘separations’, in any case – are now enveloped by a wholly psychiatric 
landscape: their ‘syndromatology’, so to speak, appears codified as ‘madness’. To be sure, this 
discourse of love is the repackaging of early formulations on the ‘chemistry of souls’, which 
would infuse the invention of psychoanalytic psychiatry (cf. Fausto-Sterling, 2000: 151). As Freud 
([1905] 2005: 353) himself asserted, 
neuroses, which can be derived only from disturbances of sexual life, show the greatest clinical similarity 
to the phenomena of intoxication and abstinence that arise from the habitual use of toxic, pleasure 
producing substances. 
Finally, Ragazza’s ‘love’ is not only intoxicating; it can also be a ‘crazy love’, and with seemingly 
asymmetric gender effects. It insists in naturalising a ‘feminine’ subject whose instinctual drive is 
emotionally addictive, therefore in permanent risk of psychological degeneracy. It ultimately 
suggests the normalisation of a troubled desiring femininity in need of psychological reinvention 
and self-help (Blackman, 2004). In doing so, this ‘love’ fosters the capitalist production of 
narcotic subjectivities endlessly requiring correction and satisfaction (Preciado, 2008). It is 
thereby highly convenient to the expansion of the global pharmaceutical industry. 
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The Straight Prosthetics 
I’ve got hair on my chest and, of course, I have loads of complexes about it… 
(Ragazza, August 2007: 90) 
 
[T]he history of abnormal individuals (les anormaux), begins quite simply with King Kong; that is to say, from the 
outset we are in the land of the ogres. 
(Foucault 2003: 109) 
 
The analysis will now interrogate the knowledge through which the corrective manipulation of 
bodies’ materiality is itself normalised and given as imperative by Ragazza. The article has been 
reflecting on a straight bodily self with a specific psychiatric functioning; it will now draw on how 
the straight prosthetics is furthered in this magazine’s hermeneutics of adolescence. By straight 
prosthetics I mean a techno-scientific apparatus of production and correction of heterosexual 
bodies based on the codification of sexual difference as the anatomical truth of subjects’ desiring 
nature. Likewise, this apparatus is not concerned with bodies’ orientation toward others, but 
rather with the aesthetical orientation of their plasticity toward the anatomical politics of 
heterosexual desire. In short, the straight prosthetics takes hold of the shaping of bodies by 
reasserting heterosexuality as their own somatic reason. On the other hand, it is best understood 
within what Beatriz Preciado (2008) frames as the dominant sex-political action of contemporary 
capitalism and its pervasive control of the ‘queer multitude’ – an immense body of ‘perverts’ and 
‘abnormal’ subjects whose normalisation is no longer ascribed to the state machinery but rather 
to pharmaco-pornographic demands. As Preciado suggests, 
it is not anymore necessary to incarcerate the individual in order to subject him/her to 
biochemical, pedagogic or punitive tests, once the experimentation on the human soul can be 
undertaken in the precise enclave of the individual body, under the attentive and intimate 
supervision of the individual himself/herself. All this may freely take place, and in benefice of 
the sexual emancipation of the controlled body. (Preciado, 2008: 135, my translation, italics in 
original). 
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Bound to the same micro-powers, the straight prosthetics first and foremost operates as a 
pharmaco-pornographic entanglement, in which different political models territorialise the body. 
More precisely, its functioning interlocks the plasticity offered by pharmaco-chirurgical 
technicalities with the fixity of sexual and racial differences, forcefully re-codified by mainstream 
pornography (Preciado 2008). 
 In Ragazza, the straight prosthetics provides a discursive complex where girls are in 
advance positioned in a troubled relationship with the corporeal, once assumed by default as 
subjects to be corrected. It works as a general technique of bodies’ problematization through 
which the overall of their prosthetic possibilities may be submitted to the subjects’ own normative 
gaze. Accordingly, Ragazza’s body is fragmented and reorganised under a scheme of anatomical 
elements made available to prosthetics (nails, eye-lashes, hair, skin, lips, and so on), which 
appear penetrated by multiple methodologies of correction (cosmetic, dermatologic, chemical, 
hormonal, micro-chirurgical) and different levels of attention. Also, their compulsory rectification 
is promoted within the magazine’s panoply of textual technologies and semiotic strategies, from 
advertising to ‘expert’ opinions. 
 The analysis will approach the straight prosthetics from a specific and quite salient angle: 
the abnormalisation of body hair and its discursive construction as a ‘problem’ in Ragazza’s 
advice pages. Given as a major concern in this magazine’s prosthetic scripts, it is heavily based 
on the confessional character of readers’ letters (see Jackson, 2005). While suggesting a 
voyeuristic approach to one’s problems and anxieties, these letters do not necessarily imply the 
authenticity of personal narratives. More importantly, in being constructed upon experience 
(fictional or not) and offered to the ubiquitous figure of the expert (who is never identified), they 
enable a question and answer format (Currie, 2001) through which girls are invited to negotiate 
their subjectivity according to a given ‘problem’, as well as to acknowledge it as ‘real’. 
I have a big problem. I’m very white and have lots of hair all over my body, even on my chest. What can I 
do?  
Anonymous 
Don’t be scared, your problem has solution and, besides, there are many girls in your situation. First of 
all, you can see an endocrinologist and a gynaecologist, as the excess of hair may be due to a hormonal 
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imbalance; in that case, you just need a treatment. Besides that, you also have the alternative of 
depilation. The best is to opt to do it with laser in all areas, that way you will finish with body hair 
permanently. In Clínica Persona they have a lot of experience in cases like this. Although it is not cheap 
(for each session you do on your chest you pay 90€), it is worth it. Not to be anguished is what matters… 
it has solution! (February 2006: 86) 
We are first of all assured both by Anonymous and the expert that we are in face of a ‘problem’. 
The expert does not really minimise its significance (‘big’), opting instead for positioning 
Anonymous within a ‘scared’ and ‘anguished’ subjectivity. Also, the expert promptly promises 
Anonymous that her ‘problem has solution’, thus asserting both the naturalness and abnormality 
of her ‘excess of hair’. On the other hand, Anonymous’ problem seems not only aggravated by 
her skin colour (‘very white’) but also, if not more dramatically, by her body hair distribution 
(‘even on the chest’). Anonymous thus poses the medical question of ‘hirsutism’, which is 
usually defined as an excess of ‘sexual’ hair in the female, or an excess of body hair in the ‘male’ 
distribution (Keegan et al, 2003). In short, Anonymous is dealing with the ‘abnormal’ growth of 
‘sexual’ hair – triggered by her natural production of androgens – in body regions where its 
presence is supposedly ‘masculine’, such as the chest. That ‘hair’ sexes Anonymous’ body either 
normally or abnormally, and so that body hair is sexual in first place, it must be itself wired to the 
molecular apparatus of the so-called ‘sex hormones’ and their pharmacological construction as 
the natural messengers of bodies’ sexual truth (see Roberts, 2007). Likewise, for Anonymous to 
be treated, her body hair is first required to embody the hormonal fiction on sexual subjectivity 
that loomed at the turn of the twentieth century, which would profoundly penetrate the medical 
construction of gender as well as mainstream discourse. As Anne Fausto-Sterling (2000) shows, 
the scientific sexing of hormones was from the scratch produced by gender politics, ultimately 
attributing a sexual character to every non-reproductive tissue or organ with which hormones 
somehow interact. Hormones and their sexualisation constitute the discursive element of meta-
somatisation of Anonymous’ abnormality. Ultimately, the very condition of possibility of 
Anonymous’ ‘problem’ is endocrinologist Eugen Steinach’s landmark contribution to 
contemporary techno-science, after which ‘hormones themselves acquired masculine and 
feminine characteristics. Sex became chemical, and body chemistry became sexed’ (Fausto-
Sterling, 2000: 158). 
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 Accordingly, the expert first appeals to medical intervention and starts validating 
Anonymous’ ‘problem’ in strict reference to ‘hormonal’ knowledge, though relating it to a kind of 
aetiology that comes discursively to stress her non-pathological ‘situation’: ‘imbalance’. To be 
sure, in suggesting a ‘treatment’, the expert seems alluding to a possible heterogeneous 
condition such as polycystic ovarian syndrome (not to be confused with ovarian large cysts), the 
symptoms of which may include, among several others, the so-called ‘hirsutism’ (due to an 
increase of androgen production) (Willmott 1999). Yet, however problematic this syndrome may 
result (e.g. insulin resistance, obesity, infertility), I would say that the expert replaces the general 
problem hypothetically put for its own symptom, ultimately suggesting ‘the excess of hair’ as the 
condition itself. As Anna Keegan and colleagues argue, 
hair growth, though physically benign, is a ‘symptom’ worthy of medical treatment – but only for women. 
Treatment given by specialist physicians is made available not so much for the potential of hair growth to 
threaten health but for its capacity to threaten gender classifications. (Keegan et al, 2003: 342) 
Thus Anonymous’ problem is not so much pathological, or referring to an illness; it is rather an 
‘abnormal syndrome’ that can only make sense in reference to an aesthetical norm. We can see 
here the very power mechanism of the straight prosthetics at work:  
The norm brings with it a principle of both qualification and correction. The norms’ function is not to 
exclude and reject. Rather, it is always linked to a positive technique of intervention and transformation, 
to a sort of normative project. (Foucault, 2003: 50). 
Thus, as much as ‘compatibility’ and ‘love’ (see previous section), Ragazza’s ‘expert’ discourse 
on body hair is invested with a psychiatric power relation with subjects. Particularly, insofar as 
the expert reassures Anonymous’ ‘problem’ by appealing to a medical knowledge, Anonymous is 
morally secured to call on her body the intervention of an apparatus that is actually no more than 
corrective. Conversely, that her body is so naturally submitted to the prosthetic reproduction of a 
certain norm, as further suggested by the ‘alternative’ solutions, its abnormality must be given as 
a rather common ‘situation’, and ultimately non-pathological. 
  While constructing a problem and its solution, the overall text not only produces the 
mirror-body of Anonymous’ abnormality but also the body promised to her. More precisely, the 
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norm to which the ‘problem’ and its ‘solution’ relate is made intelligible by means of a utopian 
figuration asserted by the expert – a hairless female body. By utopian I am not suggesting a 
body-subject who has no material reality, or whose materiality is out of reach; I mean a body-
subject whose materiality is only producible, and endlessly reproduced, in the form of ideal. In 
fact, not only this ‘utopian body’, as Foucault (2009) would call it, owes little to imagination as it 
can only be achieved by means of thorough repetition. For that matter, to ‘finish with body hair 
permanently’ demands some explanation. In 1997, the American Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) approved the ‘laser’ methods advertised by the expert (commonly known as photoepilation) 
under the classification of ‘permanent hair reduction’ – meaning that hair will eventually grow 
again in relatively lesser quantity. The only method ensuring patients not to experience the 
complete resurgence of hair, although more painful and meticulous, is electrolysis, hence 
approved by FDA for ‘permanent hair removal’ (Görgü et al, 2000). Nevertheless, I would not say 
that the expert is deliberately lying to Anonymous by voicing the semantic traps of the 
pharmaceutical business, on which Ragazza obviously depends, but rather resorting to the same 
discursive engineering that allows this utopian body to function. 
 On the other hand, its technical reproduction suggests a prosthetic protocol that puts to 
work the very idea of gender assignment. Advanced in the 1950s by John Money for the medical 
management of intersexuality (and transsexualism two decades later), its practice remains ruled 
by what this psychologist and gender ideologist eminently coined ‘gender roles’ (Hausman, 
1995). This is to say that Anonymous’ abnormal body is assigned to a prosthetic norm – 
becoming hairless – within the same ethical framework that authorises the correction of intersex 
children’s flesh according to an ideal of genitalia, thus enabling the production of ‘male’ or 
‘female’ bodies identifiable as such (see Roen, 2008). In her groundbreaking study on the 
medical treatment protocols for intersex infants, Susan Kessler (1990: 25) concludes: 
Accepting genital ambiguity as a natural option would require that physicians also acknowledge that 
genital ambiguity is “corrected” not because it is threatening to the infant’s life but because it is 
threatening to the infant’s culture.  
There is no ontological difference between the solutions presented to Anonymous and the 
management of intersex children. Nor between those and the state medicine promised to 
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transsexuals (see Spade, 2006). All their ‘treatments’ simply mean ‘conversion to the normal’ 
(Fausto-Sterling, 1995: 220). The straight prosthetics which Anonymous must submit to and the 
medical management of the intersexual or the transsexual body are bound to the very same 
‘moral physiology of the flesh’ (Foucault, 2003: 194). 
 In a cultural environment where the postfeminist glamorisation of biological difference is 
notorious (Gill, 2007; Pinto at al., forthcoming), this argument is useful to understand that the 
utopian bodies reproduced in Ragazza – as in postfeminist media sites in general – are not 
simply a discursive and performative effect of ‘gender norms’ (Butler, 1999). As much as infants’ 
ambiguous bodies, they are rebuilt as a wholly prosthetic product of gender in which organic and 
artificial come to be the same (Preciado, 2002). Anonymous’ ideal body, a hairless body, is as 
trans as the body of the transsexual. The natural organics of her utopian femininity can only exist 
by purely technological means: ‘hormonal … treatment’, ‘depilation’, or ‘laser’ microsurgery. 
Following Preciado’s (2008) lead, I would therefore speak of ‘technogender’ to acknowledge the 
panoply of techniques (from photography to biochemistry) that constitute the materiality of sexes 
through performative incorporation. Anonymous’ natural abnormalities and the ideal she is given 
to reproduce live together in the same techno-body. To sate it differently, insofar as Anonymous 
is from the outset given as a body-subject to be cosmetically corrected, she is first and foremost 
a techno-girl. 
The difference between bio- and techno- is not a difference between the organic and the inorganic. The 
question here is not to appraise the transition from biological to synthetic, but to point out the emergence 
of a new type of corporeality. (Preciado, 2008: 139, my translation) 
 Whilst based on sex-gender causalities, Anonymous’ abnormality is mapped by an 
intersectional cartography of power operations. On the one hand, her reproduction of a feminine 
hairless body, that is to say her bodily access to ‘normal’ femininity, is fairly class-driven. Not 
only ‘it is not cheap’ (90€ for each of an undetermined number of sessions), as the expert 
admits, as it is hardly affordable to a significant part of the Portuguese population. The ideal body 
promised to Anonymous is one at which a classist form of sexual othering seems inevitably at 
stake. 
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On the other hand, in asserting her ‘very white’ skin colour, this cartography makes a peculiar 
appeal to race, ultimately reinventing it. The magazine is obviously not re-producing discourses of 
ethnical exclusion, nor even a racist bodily imagery. It should be reminded that such exclusionist 
and undemocratic biopolitics would not be acceptable within the inclusive and transformative 
functioning of the straight prosthetics’ norm. Rather, Ragazza is concerned with the normalisation 
of bodily differences within their diversity and on the basis of individuality. This does not mean 
that singularities are celebrated. This only means that certain specificities of each individual 
makeup will be taken in consideration by the prosthetic apparatus in order to optimise its own 
corrective effects. For example, in answering to ‘a brunette’, after having promoted the ‘wonders’ 
of laser and intense pulsed light systems of photoepilation, the expert asserts:  
… As to laser, it can be Díodo, Alexandrite, Neo Dimío Yag, Rubis… Since you are a brunette, the more 
advisable are Neo Dimío Yag or Rubis because they are those with the greatest capacity of penetration. 
(March 2007: 92) 
The skin colour of this ‘brunette’ is only put into question to the extent of the relative 
effectiveness of prosthetic methodologies on her body hair. But because the semiotics of her 
flesh takes part in the very operations of her correction, because it becomes central in the 
process of analysis of photoepilation devices, skin colour is in my view put to work as a 
governmental technology of individuals’ classification. More precisely, inasmuch as skin colour 
integrates the corrective calculations of laser and intense pulsed light systems, the straight 
prosthetics they serve is invested with a specific power of racialization that is working as 
classificatory and ultimately homogenising (producing bodies to be corrected). In short, skin 
colour is re-appropriated in Ragazza’s prosthetic scripts to provide girls with a locus of 
problematisation and technical discrimination of bodily selves. The straight prosthetics is thus 
bound to a techno-racialization of the skin. 
 This normative techno-corporeality offers young women what Angela McRobbie (2009) 
calls new ‘spaces of attention’ and the ‘luminosity’ of a glossy governmental reason under which 
they are promised to become powerful, to gain visibility, to matter. However, that girls produce 
(and constantly reproduce) their bodily recognition and individuality, they must accept a social 
contract in which hair, skin and all the scanty geographies of their sexualised bodies are 
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rendered to cosmetic, dermatologic, and chirurgic markets, to their institutes and professionals, 
to their lasers and photothermolytic lamps. ‘Young women are being put under a spotlight so that 
they become visible under a certain kind of way’ (McRobbie, 2009: 54). I would say that 
McRobbie’s figuration could hardly apply more literally. And that the spaces of attention in girls’ 
everyday life were never so diminished. 
Dildocratic Girlhood 
If you fill your wardrobe with the new fashion trends, why not do the same regarding sex? (Ragazza, March 2007: 
76) 
The democratisation of sexual markets and technologies – dildocracy, as reintroduced in this 
article – constitutes a major feature in postfeminist governmentality (Pinto, 2009). The dildo, with 
its polymorphous translations, is appropriated in postfeminism as a privileged element of 
women’s sexual subjectification, as well as a powerful signifier of a classy, fashionable and high-
techfemininity (Attwood, 2005; see also Smith, 2007). In broadly binding sex toys to the 
maintenance of a healthy and sophisticated sexual subjecthood, Ragazza’s discursive regime 
endorses the same dildocratic politics. More particularly, dildos are suggested to girl readers as a 
must-have for the technical management of their pleasure-producing bodies. In doing so, the 
magazine gives rise to a distinctive discourse on masturbation, which is thoroughly attested by 
the ‘GOOD VIBRATIONS’ (October 2008: 24): 
When the first vibrator was produced in 1880, doctors used it to treat female hysteria. Today, sexologists 
know it has other benefits… 
1. LIBIDO RISES: A study from Boston University revealed that girls who use the vibrator are more eager 
to engage in sexual intercourse. 
2. DOUBLES THE ORGASMS: Its use strengthens the pelvic area and helps to reach climax with 
more intensity… and more frequency! 
3. IMPROVES THE RELATIONSHIP: You get to know your erogenous spots better and you can 
share that knowledge with your boyfriend. Nothing but advantages! 
 
The text presents the vibrator within a rather due genealogical frame, not only giving the precise 
year of its fabrication, but also acknowledging it as a foundational technology in the 
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medicalisation of women’s pleasure (Maines, 1999). More precisely, this sex toy is in advance 
related to the ‘treatment’ of ‘female hysteria’, which used to be medically associated with sexual 
frigidity (as a possible ‘symptom’ of lesbianism) and technically discharged or brought out of the 
patient’s body in the paroxysmal form of a ‘crisis’. Accordingly, the text recalls that the vibrator is 
primarily bound to a technical apparatus in which women’s sexual pleasure was regulated both 
by repressive and generative instruments until the first decades of the twentieth century 
(Preciado, 2002). Particularly, as an object of repression, the female orgasm was under the 
guard of a larger psychiatric program of control of the young masturbator assigned to thorough 
parental surveillance (Foucault, 2003). On the other hand, as an object of medical curiosity and 
gaze, it was literally at the hands of ‘doctors’ to be exclusively reproduced in the non-domestic 
environment of therapy. 
 Obviously, Ragazza’s dildocratic politics is no longer informed by totally discredited 
psychopathological manuals on masturbation, or by the infinitude of mythical diseases and 
abnormal syndromes caused by ‘self-abuse’ (see Foucault, 2003; see also Laqueur, 2003). Also, 
it does not keep the vibrator locked inside therapy rooms for exclusive use of experts, nor does it 
interdicts girls’ genitals to their own hands. Yet, whilst promptly dismissing the dildo from its old 
pathological and non-democratic power, the text reinvests it with new policing technicalities that 
are no longer repressive or prohibitive but rather engaging and self-improving. Otherwise 
authorised by contemporary ‘sexologists’, Ragazza’s ‘vibrator’ is first and foremost a technology 
of a desiring female subject whose ‘libido’ or instinctual eagerness is requiring amplification by 
default. Likewise, this ‘vibrator’ is already a self-problematizing instrument even before girls 
decide to buy it. More specifically, in being incited to exercise and measure their orgasmic 
potential both in terms of ‘intensity’ and ‘frequency’, young women are reassured that ‘orgasms’ 
constitute the essential reason of their pleasure-producing bodies, although eventually in need of 
some help. In Ragazza’s hermeneutics of adolescence, the dildo is not just given as an 
imperative device for the production and maximisation of pleasure; it becomes the prosthetic 
referent of an orgasmic subjectivity entirely mobilised to the experience of ‘climax’ and 
permanently aware of its possible insufficiency. 
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 As in other postfeminist media sites, Ragazza’s dildocractic regime capitalises the whole 
body of pleasure under the pharmaceutical motto ‘more is better’ (Pinto, 2009; see also Hartley, 
2006), at the same time directing its strength to an endless labour of excitation-frustration, to a 
pornographic methodology of production-consumption (Preciado 2008). The convulsive flesh of 
the hysteric gives way to the pharmaco-pornographic flesh of the dildocratic adolescent. I would 
nonetheless say that girls’ body of pleasure is still made ‘guilty through the flesh’ (Foucault, 
2003: 202). As in the most sophisticated confessional techniques of the eighteen-century, their 
excitable bodies are still a stage of thorough analysis, as well as the very point of contact between 
discipline and the desiring self. Under dildocracy, girls’ pleasurable flesh is still the principle 
through which the body is made available to examination, although not in reference to a carnal 
sin requiring divine penitence, but to an instinctual condition quite naturally in need of corrective 
exercise. To be sure, young women are given the power of thoroughly analysing their experience 
of pleasure, not anymore guided by psychiatrists, sexologists, psychologists, or the priest, but 
rather with the help of their own dildo. However, Ragazza’s ‘vibrator’ seems to me embodying a 
pervasive pharmaco-pornographic game of truth, in which girls are from the outset coerced to 
confess the orgasmic nature of their flesh, as well as confronted with the relatively ‘silent’ 
condition of their ‘libido’. 
 On the other hand, Ragazza is not simply telling the girl reader that ‘more is better’; it is 
also asserting that ‘more is better’ to her ‘boyfriend’. As much as ‘love’ and ‘compatibility’, 
Ragazza’s ‘vibrator’ is also a technology of ‘relationships’, not really concerned with girls’ 
appreciation of their own singularities, but rather producing them as heterosexuals by default. 
Despite the ‘knowledge’ girls may gain through the pleasures of masturbation, Ragazza promptly 
offers such knowledge to the inexorable preservation of patriarchy. Ultimately, although having 
lost its pathological effects on sexual subjectivity, the postfeminist dildo maintains an old 
psychiatric relation of power with the girl masturbator, not only working on the prevention against 
the ubiquitous dysfunctions of her desire, but also on the protection of heterosexual conjugality. 
 If Ragazza’s vibrators are no longer triggering a ‘hysterical crisis’, they may nonetheless 
be the cause of a ‘FAMILY CRISIS’ (April 2006: 79): 
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I will never be able to erase from my memory the image of my mother walking towards me with a vibrator 
in each hand. I had the fuss of the century coming and I wanted to put forward a good excuse… that did 
not occur to me! I decided to tell her the truth, but when she heard ‘sex-shop’ she almost had a fit! I chose 
to keep quiet… and so did she. Some days later she tried to talk with me about sex, but it was a disaster: 
that masturbation is positive, but it’s better to do it in other ways… A horror! The vibrators? I do not want to 
see them again, I don’t know what my mother did with them… and I don’t want to know! 
We are invited into the domestic secrecy of a dildocratic girl by means of a testimony – a textual 
technology exponentially found in postfeminist media that replicates the same fictional-
confessional display of advice columns letters (Pinto, 2009). In spite of reminding that parental 
control is today informed by a non-pathological and ‘positive’ understanding of masturbation, this 
testimony produces a discourse that actually disqualifies parents’ intervention on girls’ sexual 
learning. Under dildocracy, the ‘mother’ is dismissed from her traditional instructive role and 
somewhat voted to silence, if for no other reason, because she is sexually not updated. While 
impersonating a domestic intruder with whom it is not appropriate to talk about sex, this ‘mother’ 
is also a non-sophisticated subject with nothing to say about the ‘newest’ ‘ways’ of masturbation. 
On the other hand, the girl refuses herself to know what her mother did with the vibrators, 
ultimately suggesting repugnance in acknowledging her mother’s pleasure, as well as leaving the 
dildo within a frame of transgression and shame. Although the dildocratic girl appears liberated 
from parental punishment, her emancipation seems after all requiring the normalisation of a 
domestic space where sexual pleasure is a subject ‘to keep quiet’ about, of an ascetic family 
environment eventually enveloped by the old psychoanalytic fear of incestuous imaginations 
(Foucault, 2003; Sayers, 2000). 
 Under dildocracy, the training of girls’ pleasure-producing bodies needs to be instructed 
by someone who is qualified to do it, which does not necessarily imply that girls should leave the 
domestic sphere. After all, even though Ragazza (June 2006: 71) maintains that ‘sex shops are 
no longer odd and not advisable places’, the dildocratic girl is nevertheless reminded that, as a 
frequenter of these shops, she is still available to stigmatisation – as the ‘mother’ attests. In 
order to spear young women from the constraints of public exposure, Ragazza (February 2007: 
84-85) suggests them to embrace the emergent sex markets ‘from women to women’ and to 
open the door to the new experts of female pleasure: 
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 Without shame or prejudice, Tuppersex is a serious case of popularity abroad… and it has already arrived 
in Portugal! Inspired in Tupperware meetings, the concept is simple: a group of girlfriends receives the visit 
of a saleswoman who presents erotic products and toys. It’s the ideal alternative for those who feel 
embarrassed to go to a sex shop! It‘s the hottest phenomenon of the moment… 
As we are explained, the very idea of ‘Tuppersex’ is rooted in the domiciliary demonstrations of 
plastic recipients promoted by the famous brand Tupperware, which somewhat penetrated the 
Portuguese popular imageries in the late 1970s. Portuguese women, hardly escaping the 
postfeminist ideal that had recently arisen after the democratic revolution (see Pinto, 2009), were 
invited to embrace the new markets of femininity and their liberal domestication of womanhood. 
Given a packaged opportunity to get together around these new domestic ‘toys’ and talk about 
themselves and their lives, these women would nonetheless be reminded that their place was still 
at home. In short, ‘Tuppersex’ may be genealogically traced to a pre-dildocratic stage of 
postfeminist governmentality, when the capitalisation of women’s technical agency was still 
organised around paraphernalia of domestic utility and especially confined to the space of the 
kitchen. In dildocratic postfeminism, however, saleswomen are carrying the ‘vibrating finger’, the 
vibrating ‘rubber duck’ and ‘strawberry sponge’, ‘pheromones-based moisturising milk’, 
‘massage oils’, or ‘honey flavoured talcum powder’. Inside their demonstration bags, the opaque, 
cold and ascetic surface of food recipients gives now place to ‘hot toys’, to their pleasuring 
textures and ‘delicious’ flavours, to the ‘aphrodisiac power’ of their smells. 
 While replacing the ‘mother’, this ‘saleswoman’ becomes the direct agent of a new 
postfeminist methodology of domestication of subjectivity, which is no longer focused on the 
kitchen but rather on the privacy of the bedroom and the bathroom. Also, she embodies the 
prospect of an empowering space of female complicity where the technical training of the 
pleasure producing-body is celebrated ‘without shame or prejudice’. Yet, in Ragazza’s dildocratic 
scripting of girlhood, however varied, adaptable and liquid sex toys may be, they all end up fixed 
within a familiar heterosexist and androcentric rhetoric, as promptly suggested in the magazine’s 
introduction on ‘Tuppersex’ meetings: ‘When you and your girlfriends get together to catch up, 
boys are the main theme, right? What they think, what they like…’ 
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On Techno-Puberty 
The machinery is ready, the body, docile or enraged, prepared. 
(Preciado, 2008: 59, my translation) 
 
Thus far, the analysis furthered three autonomous bodies with their specific technologies, 
conditions of possibility and genealogical backgrounds: the desiring body, made to function 
through instinctual matching and narcotic loves; the body to be corrected, put to work through 
the straight prosthetics and technogender; and the pleasure-producing body, governed by 
dildocracy and its domestication of subjectivity. Respectively, these bodies were correlated to 
three distinctive subjects, or body-subjects, suggested as the key-figures around which the 
postfeminist normalisation of girls’ sexual subjecthood is organised: the degenerate girl, the 
techno-girl and the dildocratic girl. These three figures were shown to be fairly enabled by 
pharmaco-pornographic methodologies of subjectification, as well as bound to an exclusively 
corrective power that may be genealogically defined, following Foucault (2003), as psychiatric. 
Simultaneously, the analysis located their governmental rationality within a hermeneutics of 
adolescence in which girls, given as heterosexual by default, are compelled to the permanent 
policing of their desiring selves and the compulsory re-production of their bodily truth. 
 Once girls’ bodily development is given in this postfeminist hermeneutics as the tangible 
real of sexual difference, their ‘pubescent’ and ‘post-pubescent’ bodies become the inner core, 
an ‘indispensable hypodermis’ of their governmental nature (Pinto at al., forthcoming). In other 
words, bodies’ natural development becomes the very principle through which girls are made 
governmental subjects and normalised as subjects to be corrected. This is to say that the 
postfeminist hermeneutics of adolescence is first and foremost operating on the basis of a 
developmental meta-discourse, or better, a developmental meta-body, which ultimately allows the 
general body of female adolescence to function altogether as a coherent and unidirectional 
system of sexualisation. Accordingly, it is here argued that puberty is the technology of power that 
authorises the desiring, the prosthetic and the pleasure-producing bodies given by Ragazza to re-
production, at the same time biding their distinctive effects, not just to a common biopolitical 
program, but also to a hegemonic ‘evolutionist’ truth. Likewise, the grotesque panoply of techno-
scientific discourses offered by the magazine – its heterogeneous display of hormonal, chemical, 
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anthropological or psychoanalytical repertoires, their instinctual psychiatric technicalities, and the 
whole problem of degeneracy and abnormality they voice – seems to me sanctioned and unified 
under a sovereign ontology of individuals’ sexual maturation. In short, that the post-feminist 
marketplace takes hold of the general body of female adolescence, on the microphysics of its 
normalisation, it requires the medical consent of a pubertal meta-body. 
  This article argues that puberty is best understood, not only as a technology of bodies’ 
medicalisation with normative effects on bodily aesthetics, but rather as a paramount 
governmental apparatus with a distinctive implication in the production of heterosexual bodies. It 
is here suggested that puberty, or its construction within the medical-psychiatric edifice, has 
given rise to an original and totalising authority: that of assigning bodies to a normative 
developmental temporality in which sexual difference becomes the truth that they eventually 
come to confess. In the western history of subjectification, I would precise, puberty has been 
generalised as a scientific technology of sexual truth, providing different systems of knowledge 
with a common governmental power: the moralisation of subjects’ pleasure and desire since the 
first moments of childhood. Not surprisingly, when the endocrinological re-signification of bodies 
was emerging within medical discourse, Eugene Steinach called ‘puberty glands’ the hormonal 
products of ovaries and testes, to which he attributed specific effects on sexual development (cf. 
Fausto-Sterling, 2000: 158). It is also not surprising that, in a moment when psychoanalysis was 
so vigorously proving children’s sexuality and placing it within the psychiatric axis of normality-
abnormality, Freud (who supported Steinach’s chemical theory) would dedicate the last of his 
famous essays to ‘The Transformations of Puberty’: 
 
With the arrival of puberty, changes set in which are destined to give infantile sexual life its final, normal 
shape. The sexual instinct has hitherto been auto-erotic; it now finds a sexual object. (Freud, [1905] 
2005: 344). 
As a major technology of the instincts and their correction (Foucault, 2003: 133), psychoanalysis 
depended on pubertal procreative truth to show that pleasure was already at stake in childhood, 
in the pre-pubescent body of the young masturbator. As much as psychiatry and Havelock-Ellis’ 
sexual psychology, Freud needed puberty only inasmuch as he could demonstrate the non-
reproductive character of sexual instincts in the pleasure-producing bodies of young children. In 
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doing so, however, this game of truth ultimately re-moralised reproduction as the sexual body’s 
final aim. On the other hand, and most importantly, puberty would become the time-code around 
which the whole process of sexualisation could be organised. In introducing ‘The Sexual Impulse 
in Youth’, Ellis (1934: 123) called attention to a point ‘at which we must avoid the example of 
primitive societies: that is to say in delaying sexual initiation to puberty’. Once psychoanalysis, as 
Ellis supported, ‘has made widely known the fact … that sexuality is far from being only at 
puberty’, he suggested a continuous governmental program in which ‘the first initiation in sex, 
since it is called in early childhood, is taken out of the hands of the community … and placed in 
the hands of the parents’. Ellis’ ‘puberty’, as much as Freud’s, appears not as the starting point 
but rather as the primary destine, the biological recipient of sexual education, which he idealised 
as ‘a slow, natural and almost imperceptible process under the guidance of a parent, usually the 
mother’ (1934: 123). Thus, puberty played a key role in early psycho-physiological repertoires 
that were at the basis of a rising sexual psychology of childhood and adolescence (Stainton-
Rogers and Stainton-Rogers, 1992). It enabled discourses of somatisation of sexual development 
(hormonal and neurological) and discourses of moralisation of sexual bodies (ethno-
psychoanalytical, often attending to parental control of masturbation and the problematic of 
incest it endorsed). Finally, what puberty made possible in the history of subjectification was to 
program bodies’ vigilance and correction according to a linear and homogenising time span, and 
thus to psychiatrise, not so much the aesthetics, but rather the ethical continuum of each and 
every individual’s sexualisation. Through puberty, I would say, sexual difference and desire could 
be historically produced as the most compelling expectations of the carnal. 
  Now, clearly, postfeminism resorts to puberty, or to pubertal meta-discourse, in a quite 
distinctive way, ultimately reconfiguring its disciplinary action. Obviously, postfeminist puberty is 
still a biological given and a natural timely event, the effects of which lead to the moralisation of 
the whole life of the body in favour of reproduction and conjugality. Generally speaking, it is still 
‘awakening’ individual and social anxieties around the bodily self. In postfeminism, however, 
pubertal temporalisation of life is not exclusively under guard of the state medicine and 
monitored by parental control. To be sure, it is not exactly assigned to any of these, but rather to 
a dominant capitalist program of industrialisation of difference. This technology of body-subjects 
is now put to work by a neoliberal governmental rationality, and more specifically dildocratic, in 
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which the market’s regulating nature supplants and even disqualifies the family and the state 
disciplinary apparatus. On the other hand, puberty is now invested with the prosthetic 
possibilities of gender, already anticipating the corrective embodiment of technology. It is a 
techno-puberty, through which young women’s docile bodies are no longer foreseen as mere 
objects of biological reproduction, but rather as the mutant products of their own pharmaco-
pornographic consumption. I would therefore speak of a slight but fundamental turn in the 
disciplinary spotlight of pubertal temporality, which is not so much focused on girls’ reproductive 
bodies as it is on their prosthetic and pleasure-producing potential. In short, techno-puberty is not 
simply expecting young women to procreate; it is already instructing them to be good consumers 
of pharmaco-pornographic capitalism. This is Ragazza’s puberty. 
Post-Scriptum 
Anyone (girls, boys, men, women) can be sexualized. But when children are imbued with adult sexuality, it is often 
imposed upon them rather then chosen by them. 
(American Psychological Association, Report of the Task Force on the Sexualization of Girls, 2010, p. 1) 
 
The scientist, who is sheltered, protected, and even regarded as sacred by the entire institution and sword of 
justice, speaks the language of children and the language of fear. 
(Michel Foucault, 2003 [1999], p. 36) 
 
It may be said that puberty, considered as a biopolitical instrument, is today in dispute, or run by 
two major governmental regimes in conflict: the family, on the one hand, provided with scientific-
institutional knowledge, and postfeminism on the other, provided with liberal market philosophy. 
Not only do these tensions circulate inside the ongoing debates about the sexualisation of 
children and adolescents, puberty’s governmental power itself is appropriated and put to work 
within dominant psychological research agendas. In fact, I would say that the American 
Psychological Association Task Force on – or to be sure against – the ‘sexualisation of girls’ 
(APA, 2010), in a rather paradigmatic move, resorts to pubertal temporality in order to morally 
frame and normalise girls’ sexual learning. In their report, where recommendations for parents 
are not forgotten, pubertal meta-discourse appears penetrating the very definition of sexualisation 
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(APA, 2010: 1–2). From the outset, the Task Force ensures: ‘There are several components to 
sexualization, and these set it apart from a healthy sexuality’. Quite simply, their definition 
suggests that sexualisation is a cause of psychological degeneracy, with seemingly no possibility 
for subjects to negotiate its meanings and ‘effects’. The authors call attention to ‘the 
inappropriate imposition of sexuality’, asserting that this component ‘is especially relevant to 
children’. While interrogating the Task Force on how and in which circumstances it may be 
appropriate to impose sex or sexuality upon any person, I anyway argue that this statement can 
only make sense within puberty’s power-truth, that is to say, under the assumption of an optimal 
temporality of sexual development, according to which the threshold of such ‘imposition’ may be 
legitimized and modulated throughout childhood. Likewise, everything concerning the 
heteronormative linearity of sexual subjectification appears falling out of the Task Force’s 
understanding of sexualisation. The imperious codification of newborn children’s genitalia, their 
bipolar assignment to fixed sexual identities, the compulsory gendering of adolescents’ bodies 
and selves, the coercive self-replication of difference – all this seems suggested as appropriate 
and ‘healthy’. The authors go on saying: ‘Self-motivated sexual exploration, on the other hand, is 
not sexualisation by our definition, nor is age-appropriate exposure to information about 
sexuality’. To be sure, drawing on a traditional psychological framework concerned with the 
‘effects’ of media exposure, their report recommends girls’ sexual experience to be conditioned 
according to a rather abstract age-parameter, which may only be made intelligible and 
normalised in reference to pubertal temporalisation of life. From this positivist standpoint, sex 
and sexuality appear as instinctual properties threatened in advance by sexual mainstreaming. 
Also, this kind of problematisation embodies an epistemological gaze that finds its counterpart in 
repression, or better, in a ‘repressive hypothesis’ (Foucault, 1990): the maintenance of a ‘healthy 
sexuality’ requires the normalisation of its limits and the vigilant correction of their transgression. 
On the other hand, if one is to accept that ‘self-motivated sexual exploration’ escapes the 
meanings of sexualisation, the same must apply, for example, to girls’ engagement with 
dildocratic imperatives. Yet, if we consider that dildocratic ‘instructions given in magazines’ are 
also potential ways through which girls ‘may treat and experience themselves as sexual objects’ 
(APA, 2010: 2), as I tend to believe that the Task Force would, those scripts may as well be 
located within their definition of sexialisation. Unless masturbation, as scripted in Ragazza, is 
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technically moralised as ‘inappropriate’, the Task Force seems having arrived to a conceptual 
dead-end. 
 After all, regardless of their discrepant governmental rationalities, Ragazza and the Task 
Force meet together at one fundamental point: they imply a biopolitical programme in which 
young women are subject to continuous surveillance, and in which their sexual normalisation is 
given as appropriate and healthy. In short, the Task Force and postfeminist media are bound by 
the same psychiatric power and share the same fear of degeneray. More particularly, both resort 
to the psychiatrisation of puberty – that is, the generalisation of pubertal temporality as a 
technology of correction – to find their own normative ideal of sexualisation, or a ‘healthy 
sexuality’. Both resort to the mechanism of truth that has historically permitted the psychiatric 
knowledge-power to be generalized: the immobilisation of life around the child, around the time 
of childhood. As Foucault (2003: 304) suggests,  
it is through childhood that psychiatry succeeded in getting hold of the adult and the totality of the adult. 
Childhood has been the principle of generalization of psychiatry; childhood has been, in psychiatry and 
elsewhere, the trap for adults. 
Even though operated by seemingly contradictory governmental rationalities, it is this principle, 
this inherent problematisation of the girl child that gives both to APA and to Ragazza an ethical 
standpoint from which to regulate an entire economy of bodies, pleasures, desires. The 
acknowledgement of this argument seems to me important for the mainstream debates on 
sexualisation to come out of their moral circularity – and eventually attain greater reflexivity. 
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Abstract: 
This article addresses the postfeminist media’s normalisation of women’s embodiment. It draws 
on a Foucauldian discursive framework to interrogate the prosthetic scripts of a Portuguese best-
selling women’s magazine. The analysis is focused on ‘non-invasive’ surgeries and the promotion 
of ‘hairless bodies’. It aims to illuminate postfeminist discourses of prosthetic modernisation and 
their problematic conciliation of carnal and synthetic. The magazine’s attempt to naturalise 
prosthetic outcomes gives rise to the biological complex: a discursive regime in which women, 
whilst required to embrace the newest cosmetic technologies, are from the outset driven by the 
nostalgic recuperation of a lost corporeality. This pervasive nostalgia finds its counterpart in the 
exhaustive denial of bodies’ transgression of gendered aesthetics and biological ‘truths’. Finally, 
the article theorises the postfeminist construction of a utopian corporeality, the politics of which 
are bound to the capitalist industrialisation of sexual and racial difference. 
 
Keywords: capitalism, embodiment, difference, postfeminism, prosthetics, temporality 
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Introduction: Differences that matter 
Over that last two decades, women’s engagement with cosmetic markets has been 
thoroughly addressed in feminist critique (e.g. Bartky, 1997; Blum, 2003; Bordo, 1993; Davis, 
1995; Jones, 2008; Morgan, 1991). Foundational perspectives have reflected the difficult 
theoretical conciliation between women’s agency as surgical subjects and the regulatory 
dynamics in which their choices appear inscribed (see Heyes, 2007). In recent years, several 
analysts have complicated the ‘agency-structure debate’ (Pitts-Taylor, 2009) by rethinking the 
political ambivalences of prosthetic embodiment as intrinsic to postfeminist ideologies of self-
transformation (e.g. Holliday and Taylor 2006; Leve et al., 2012). In illuminating the 
mainstreaming of surgical discourse, feminist scholars have significantly focused on reality 
television programs and their ‘extreme’ translation of makeover imperatives (e.g. Banet-Weiser 
and Portwood-Stacer, 2006; Tait, 2007; Weiss and Kukla, 2009). Importantly, their analyses 
have critically engaged with subjects’ quest for their ‘authentic’ selves (Banet-Weiser and 
Portwood-Stacer, 2006), the hybrid logics of ‘postfeminist plasticity’ (Tait, 2007) and the 
ideologies of the new ‘natural look’ (Weiss and Kukla, 2009). Within this framework, however, 
regardless of authors’ concerns with the intersections of gender, class, race and age within 
surgical subjectivities, little attention has been paid to the prosthetic repackaging of difference 
and its re-inscription into bodies’ materiality. Also, this scholarship has somewhat neglected a 
distinctively postfeminist media site, which plays a role in the internalisation of cosmetic 
paraphernalia in women’s everyday life: women’s magazines. Bound to the neoliberal 
‘ressexualisation of women’s bodies’ (Gill, 2003), they work as messengers of advanced 
consumer culture, having the singular ability to promote, test, compare, evaluate and finally 
script all prosthetic technologies of femininity (from surgical ‘treatments’ to dildos). In voicing 
consumerist and self-policing methodologies of empowerment, not only do these magazines take 
hold of a postfeminist ‘sensibility’ (see Gill, 2009), as they first and foremost ensure the fixing of 
women’s sexual identity. Hence, these governmental technologies of selves operate as key-agents 
of the capitalist industrialisation of difference (Pinto, 2009). 
 Drawing on feminist and queer epistemologies, this article interrogates the modernisation 
of cosmetic apparatuses as celebrated every month in a Portuguese best-selling women’s 
magazine. It theorises the postfeminist politics of prosthetic materiality and temporality as 
foremost governed by cosmetic re-appropriations of difference. Thus this study suggests a ‘return 
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to matter’, certainly not ‘as a ground of feminist theory’, but ‘as a sign which in its redoublings 
and contradictions enacts an inchoate drama of sexual [and even racial] difference’ (Butler, 
1993: 49, italics in original). In doing so, it also engages with recent feminist conceptions of 
cosmetic surgical time, matter and selfhood, although from a trans-gender perspective (see 
Spade, 2006). Accordingly, my analysis aims to illuminate the complicities between postfeminist 
prosthetic discourse and a larger biopolitical program of bodily normalisation. On the other hand, 
it works to show that the compulsory embodiment of difference is at the heart of what may be 
called, following Nikolas Rose (2007), the postfeminist ‘somatic ethics’. More precisely, the 
article argues that sexual difference is the ethos around which postfeminist governmentality 
‘accords a particular moral value to the search for profit through the management of life’ (Rose, 
2007: 8). Under postfeminism, this is to say, the capitalist management of women’s corporeality, 
and the prosthetic labour of difference in particular, is morally framed and secured by subject’ 
enterprising reassurance of their sexual truth (Pinto et al., forthcoming). 
 Finally, this paper is not intended to discuss the ethical possibilities and orientations of a 
feminist hermeneutics of embodiment (see Pitts-Taylor, 2009). Nevertheless, it argues that ‘a 
process of disidentification from the self that will always strive to be self-improving, and fail’ 
(Heyes, 2007: 66), is one that leads subjects to the recognition of their servitude to the most 
profitable regime of truth of our time: sexual difference. Ultimately, as the article aims to reflect, 
such a project must not escape to acknowledge that failure is not just conditional to self-criticality 
and improvement; it is the only prospect available within the normalising utopias of difference 
and the forceful labour of femininity. 
Corpus and Analytical Approach 
This study interrogates the politics of the prosthetic scripts found in Happy Woman – the 
Portuguese best-selling women’s magazine. It focuses on 25 issues, thus covering two years of 
monthly editions – from January 2010 to January 2012. The overall data corpus on which the 
research is based totalises 26 articles, comprising all ‘expert’ and advice features where the 
prosthetic investment on women’s bodies is at stake. The extracts presented here maintain as 
much as possible the literal phrasing of the original Portuguese text. 
 Drawing from a Foucauldian discursive framework (Arribas-Aylon and Walkerdine, 2008; 
Parker, 2002), the analysis is focused on Happy Woman’s promotion of prosthetic embodiment 
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and modernisation. It is especially concerned with the moulds of subjectivity and arrays of 
subject positions made available within scripts. More specifically, it looks at the relations of 
knowledge and power through which bodily subjectivities are constituted and authorised. In a 
larger analytical scale, the study also provides a genealogical reading of postfeminist prosthetic 
discourse, ultimately ascribing its ‘cosmetic’ politics to a general apparatus of sexual 
normalisation. In addition, the study theorises a discursive complex within which the political 
tensions and paradoxes of contemporary cosmetic culture may be best understood. 
 It is worth mentioning that practically all the articles analysed in this study (with the 
exception of two) integrate Happy Woman’s ‘Self-Esteem’ monthly section. Thus the magazine 
establishes a discursive environment where prosthetics is from the outset suggested as a remedy 
for the psyche and a path towards the salvation of selves (Banet-Weiser and Portwood-Stacer, 
2006; Heyes, 2009). Also, the magazine extensively resorts to ‘narrative representations of self-
transformation’, which is consistent with the industry’s recent strategies based on ‘first person 
accounts of satisfied costumers’ (Heyes, 2009: 80, italics in original). More precisely, the 
magazine’s scripting of prosthetic ‘treatments’ is widely sustained by ‘testimonies’. In celebrating 
an actively engaged femininity through a textual, confessional display of experience, the 
testimony is put to work in postfeminist media as a privileged technology of truth (Pinto, 2009). 
As much as readers’ letters published in girls’ magazines (see Jackson, 2005), testimonies are 
not necessarily characterised by the veracity of personal narratives, but rather by the effects of 
truth they produce in discourse. To be sure, in Happy Woman’s ‘Self-Esteem’ pages, while 
suggesting a voyeuristic gaze into the experiences of ‘authentic’ women, testimonies invite 
readers to acknowledge bodily anxieties as normal, and prosthetic results as real. 
Analysis and Discussion 
I look myself in the mirror and I like what I see and that is what matters the most. I know it’s not for ever 
and when it’s gone I intend to repeat. (Happy Woman, January 2012: 78) 
The machine is us. (Berardi, 2011: 23) 
In her 1991’s seminal paper, Kathryn Pauly Morgan spoke of ‘the colonization of women’s 
bodies’ in terms of what she abstracted ‘the phenomenal rise of increasingly invasive forms of 
elective cosmetic surgery’ (Morgan, 1991: 25). Two decades later, in promoting ‘the best non-
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invasive cosmetic surgeries’, Happy Woman suggests a minimal reinterpretation of Morgan’s 
concern and offers the solution: ‘Who said you had to suffer to be attractive? Discover cosmetic 
surgeries with no pain, internment, postoperative complications or time of recovery’ (January 
2012: 76–9). Are we witnessing ‘the phenomenal rise’ of a surgical framework where suffering is 
absolutely non-existent, a radical technical shift from ‘invasive’ to ‘non-invasive’ prosthetics? It 
does not seem so. In fact, pain is still present in the magazine’s construction of non-invasive 
surgical experience, and the novel technologies it announces are not that miraculous, or even 
that new. As my analysis is going to show, discourses of prosthetic modernisation have distinctive 
political functions in postfeminist govenmentality and are aimed to produce specific normalising 
effects on women’s bodily selves. 
Demedicalisation / Naturalisation 
One of the ‘non-invasive’ techniques presented in the same article is Rhinomodulation, which, 
paradoxically, is based on the injection of hyaluronic acid – a substance described as 
‘biocompatible, mouldable and with an excellent capacity of tissue lifting, the essential conditions 
for a good nasal implant’. This ‘treatment’ is said ‘to correct slight or moderate nasal deformities 
… without the need of anaesthesia … once the pain you feel is minor’. 
Testimony: 
«… I was never satisfied with my [nose] contour and, after Rhinomodulation, it became more balanced, 
harmonious and without the “nose job” look. The procedure was painless, it took about 20 minutes and I 
only had a discrete oedema for two or three days. I did not get any bruise, as in surgical operations on 
the nose, and even gained symmetry between the nose and the upper lip», says Patrícia, 35 years old. 
As in the case of all other surgeries advertised as non-invasive, the magazine is not simply 
implying a significant quantitative decrease of physical pain. Happy Woman is also telling women 
that the surgical production of prosthetic satisfaction escapes hospitalisation, that is to say, it 
dispenses with medical environment and state medical control. ‘Patients’ are now promoted to 
active ‘consumers’ (Jones, 2008). This is the first element of what I call the demedicalisation of 
technological embodiment in postfeminist discourse. The second element (already present in the 
introducing statements about Rhinomodulation) concerns the depathologisation of cosmetic 
experience. More specifically, while surgical ‘treatments’ are authorised by medical knowledge, 
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this is actually put to work in a non-pathological relation to patients: Rhinomodulation is not 
intended to cure; rather, it seeks ‘to correct’. Likewise, postfeminist surgical subjects are not 
those who need to be cured; in fact, they cannot be cured simply because they are not 
constituted in reference to an illness (pathos). They are those who need permanent correction 
according to a certain norm. Deformities, flaws, imperfections, abnormalities – these are the 
objects of cosmetic surgical analysis and concern, not infirmity. This framework of subjectification 
was certainly not born with the rise of the prosthetic marketplace, nor does it express an original 
postfeminist insight. As Michel Foucault shows in his genealogy of the figure of the abnormal and 
expert discourse, such an invention – ‘a medically qualified power that brings under its control a 
domain of objects that are defined as not being pathological processes’ (Foucault, 2003: 309) – 
belongs to modern psychiatry. Hence the postfeminist surgical subject is best understood within 
the axis of normality-abnormality once she is first and foremost produced through a wholly 
corrective technology of individuals, that is to say, through the power of normalisation. In short, 
the depathologisation of surgical subjects is the condition of possibility for their constitution as 
‘individuals to be corrected’, intrinsically defined by their own incorrigibility (Foucault, 2003: 58). 
Interestingly, Kathy Davis’ (1995) accounts on women’s prosthetic motivations attest this 
phenomenology. Participants in her inaugural study stated that their bodily endeavour was not 
vainly driven by beauty or perfection once they just wanted to become ‘normal’, to become ‘just 
like everyone else’. 
 On the other hand, the ‘non-invasive’ trend finds its counterpart in a somewhat 
demonising discourse on traditional surgery, the experience of which is constructed both as 
traumatic and stigmatising. Likewise, the discursive demedicalisation of Patricia’s 
Rhinomodulation is produced in opposition to the figure of a surgical other with ‘the “nose job” 
look’. The surgical other, as Debra Grimlin argues, serves ‘to define the types of bodies that 
women can reasonably expect to achieve, and to distance both patients and surgeons from many 
of the problematic meanings of aesthetic intervention’ (Grimin, 2010: 74). Not surprisingly, 
Happy Woman’s problematisation of incisive procedures is also supported by their discursive 
construction as dangerous, such that their potential negative outcomes are necessarily 
something to fear: 
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Testimony: 
«I wanted to lose the excess of fat that I had for a long time, but in a non-invasive way because I feared 
surgery a lot. …», says Filipa, 40 years old. 
It should be reminded that the political culture of danger has been fundamental in the 
perpetuation of liberal biopolitics, in which subjects are constantly required to arbitrate between 
their own security and an imperative production-consumption of freedom (Foucault, 2010). Not 
surprisingly, the maximization of danger plays a significant role within mainstream constructions 
of women’s bodily selves (Pinto et al., forthcoming). Under postfeminist governmentality, risk is 
not envisioned outside individual responsibility (see Leve et al., 2012), nor is fear put to work 
repressively. Women are rather compelled to the ‘stimulation of the fear of danger which is, as it 
were, the condition, the internal psychological and cultural correlative of liberalism’ (Foucault, 
[2004] 2010: 66–7). Likewise, Happy Woman’ fosters the fear of dangerous prosthetic 
outcomes. In particular, fear becomes an engaging device through which surgical selfhood may 
be normalised as responsible, informed and not too obsessed – the proper terms of ‘the ideal 
candidate’ for prosthetic interventions (Heyes, 2009; see also Leve et al., 2012): 
Testimony: 
«Practically all my friends have already done a mammoplasty and I confess I always felt some envy 
when seeing them with larger breasts, but the fear of doing a plastic surgery kept me from fulfilling my 
dream. I liked my breasts, although they were a bit small, but as soon as I knew about Macrolane I did 
not even think twice. The result was fantastic, more natural than with surgery, they got bigger and quite 
beautiful. I am really satisfied», recounts Marta, 29 years old. 
After embodying the thoughtful, cautious though willing figure of ‘the ideal candidate’, thus 
legitimising her subject position, Marta describes the result as ‘more natural’ than with 
mammoplasty. In doing so, she voices another discourse that is closely linked to the 
demedicalisation of surgical subjects: the naturalisation of the ‘new’ prosthetic body. As much as 
demedicalisation calls for surgical others, as ‘the “nose job” look’ illustrates, its twin discourse 
on bodily naturalisation requires ‘“unnatural” measuring sticks against which the “new natural” 
may be measured, accepted and condoned’ (Jones, 2008: 107). Not surprisingly, surgical 
otherness has been increasingly explored in the media spectrum, especially in the context of 
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makeover reality shows. These media products are key agents of what Sue Tait defines ‘the 
domestication of surgical culture’ (Tait, 2007: 120), which is consistent with a framework of 
demedicalisation where viewers become surgical ‘experts’ themselves, engaged in the 
normalising judgement of those who they watch. 
 Ultimately, the entanglement demedicalisation-naturalisation requires the spectacular, 
the grotesque. By grotesque I am not simply referring to the bodily disqualification of surgical 
others, or even to the opposite aesthetics of the classical body (Holliday and Taylor, 2006). I am 
rather thinking of a grotesque power, as theorised by Foucault (2003: 13): ‘a way of giving a 
striking form of expression to the unavoidability, the inevitability of power, which can function in 
its full rigor and at the extreme point of its rationality even when in the hands of someone who is 
effectively discredited’ (Foucault, 2003: 13). Surgical otherness, that is to say, is only made 
intelligible through a discourse whose expertise is intrinsically disqualified by the same medical-
psychiatric knowledge that authorises surgical practice (see Heyes, 2009). To be sure, the 
surgical other is first and foremost constructed, not by a medical discourse invested with effects 
of pathologisation, but by a judgmental discourse – however ‘expert’ it may be – that produces 
effects of abnormalisation on bodily subjectivities. In other words, the surgical grotesque is the 
element around which both surgical otherness and normality are organised since they require a 
grotesque discourse on the ‘truth’ of bodily aesthetics – a discourse that would be discredited in 
strict medical terms. Also, inasmuch as the grotesque’s function is ‘the maximization of effects of 
power on the basis of the disqualification of the one who produces them’ (Foucault, 2003: 12), 
the surgical grotesque is not only reified in the judgmental gaze of the spectator or the surgeon, 
but also in patients’ own ‘expert’ discourse as subjects to be corrected. 
 Once again, this phenomenology is clearly endorsed in reality television programming, 
which, according to Tait (2007: 127), ‘plays a role in authorising synthetic beauty ideals’. While 
this argument is of great significance here, I would be cautious in saying that the ‘inauthentic’ is 
the new somatic ethics of postfeminism, as Tait suggests. It may be said that the synthetic 
became, to a great extent, the general idiom of contemporary capitalist embodiment and 
corporeality. In fact, as Marta’s testimony underscores, today’s breasts ‘are prostheses before 
being bio-breasts’ (Preciado, 2008: 138, my translation), that is, they are from the outset 
considered and idealised in terms of their own prosthetic possibilities. However, the ‘post-feminist 
logic of plasticity’ (Tait, 2007: 127), this article aims to show, is still the logic of ‘nature’, 
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although invested with evermore-sophisticated forms of semiotic and prosthetic ‘micro-fascism’ 
(Guattari, [1992] 2004). After all, as Marta’s testimony illustrates, postfeminist surgical subjects 
still ‘dream’ of the bodies of sexual difference, however synthetic their ‘hybrid otherness’ may be 
(Jones, 2008: 107). 
 Moreover, non-invasive surgery discourse extends the naturalisation of the prosthetic 
body to the very politics of prosthetic materials. For example, when promoting Macrolane 
(Marta’s ‘treatment’), Happy Woman insists that the injected hyaluronic acid is ‘a natural bodily 
substance’ (as also shown in the case of Rhinomodulation). Ultimately, in postfeminist politics of 
embodiment, surgical or not, ‘natural’ bodies are those in which organic and artificial come to be 
the same. More precisely, the ‘natural’ becomes the field where the political meanings of 
‘technological’ and ‘biological’ both struggle and conjoin. As Franco Berardi posits in his 
postfuturist critique of capitalism, ‘political domination is internalized and indistinguishable from 
the machine itself. Both the machine and the machinic imagination undergo a mutation’, 
reconfiguring the body as a new techno-political entanglement of carnal and sophistication, a new 
‘biomachine’ (Berardi, 2011: 23). This biomachinic subjectivity is notably found in Happy 
Woman’s articles such as ‘How I Enlarged My Breasts’ (December 2010: 124–8). In reassuring 
breasts’ size and shape as ‘one of women’s greatest worries’, the magazine presents one of the 
‘[s]tories of the increasingly demanding feminine world and the advance of aesthetics’. Again, it 
gives voice to a surgical subject in the pursuit of nature: 
Macrolane Revolution 
«It was fantastic», says Helena, 34 years old. «In only one session, which lasted about 40 minutes, the 
mammary tissue became firmer and gained volume.» … «Nobody can say that it is not real. The result is 
good, swift and natural. It is one of the so-called “lunchtime surgeries”», she concludes. 
Acceleration / Immobilisation 
As Helena testifies, in non-invasive surgery discourse, the naturalisation of the prosthetic body 
gives rise to the acceleration of prosthetic temporality. In working to de-dramatise – or more 
rigorously to demedicalise – the ‘new’ cosmetic procedures, the phrase ‘lunchtime surgeries’ 
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condenses the futuristic valorisation of technical speed (Berardi, 2011) with an intensified rhythm 
of bodily investment. 
Lunchtime Surgery (May 2010: 154–56) 
[A]ccording to the experts, this is a common definition that may be misleading, once these treatments 
have nothing to do with a surgical process, except for the results they permit, with identical effects 
without the use of a bistoury, cuts or internment. These are small interventions that promise to change 
your image completely, naturally and in a few minutes, but which should only be performed by 
specialised doctors or dermatologists. … Do you already have plans for lunchtime? 
In other words, ‘lunchtime surgery’ synthesises the postfeminist acceleration of prosthetic labour, 
the demedicalisation of which is nonetheless still requiring ‘specialised’ knowledge so that 
procedures are authorised as safe and professional. However, technical expertise is now moved 
from the hospital to the private salon. The market becomes the privileged site for the production 
of ‘nature’, as well as the place where subjects may find the ‘truth’ of their governmental 
character (Foucault, 2010). Driven by neoliberal ethics and capitalist imperatives, postfeminist 
subjects become the foremost manufactures of their own normalisation (Pinto et al., 
forthcoming). Hence, the acceleration of prosthetic labour also means the increase of prosthetic 
experimentation. In pharmaco-pornographic capitalism, as Beatriz Preciado posits, ‘the 
experimentation on the human soul can be undertaken in the precise enclave of the individual 
body, under the attentive and intimate supervision of the individual himself/herself. All this may 
freely take place, and in benefice of the sexual emancipation of the controlled body (Preciado, 
2008: 135, my translation, italics in original). Likewise, Happy Women’s prosthetic scripts are 
thoroughly engaged with a governmental rationality in which emancipation is bound to perpetual 
bodily production. As a vigorous ventriloquist of ‘the advance of aesthetics’ the magazine chants 
cosmetic experimentation as an empowering means of knowledge and self-improvement. What is 
more, experimentation is given in non-invasive surgery discourse as the condition of possibility of 
surgical choice: 
Nose Correction: 
Patrícia, 40 years old, chose Radiesse to disguise a small defect on the nose contour. «I did Radiesse 
because the results are temporary, and thus I could see if I liked it before deciding for the surgery. I liked 
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the result very much. Everyone noticed that there was something different, but they could not perceive 
what it was because the result is very natural.» 
In suggesting non-invasive procedures as experiments towards an envisioned surgical future, this 
testimony highlights the commercial continuities and complicities between ‘new’ and traditional 
prosthetic technologies, thus complicating their apparently straight opposition. Actually, in Happy 
Woman’s ‘Self-Esteem’ features, experimentation is celebrated in its whole techno-scientific 
splendour as the magazine’s ‘journalistic’ methodology, hence becoming the discursive 
technology of cosmetic governmentality and truth. Accordingly, it provides a repertoire through 
which women – such as the magazine’s ‘journalists’ themselves – may freely embody the 
subject position of a ‘guinea pig’: 
How I lost 6 cm in 15 days (June 2011: 56–60) 
We went to test the treatments that promise to eliminate localised fat in record time. Science is ever 
more advanced. The guarantee of results is increasingly stronger. … With summer in mind, we went to 
verify if it is possible to lose six centimetres of that “enemy”, in two weeks. For that, we have collected 
testimonies from those who did these treatments and then we found a guinea pig to test them. 
As the magazine attests, the postfeminist cult of speed goes beyond the effectiveness of 
prosthetic technologies. In exalting acceleration, postfeminist politics of embodiment also 
celebrate the future and its glimpse of scientific progress. If nature may be said the logic of 
postfeminist plasticity, the future is certainly the logic of its temporality. ‘The future’, as Berardi 
(2011: 24–25) argues, ‘is not a natural dimension of the mind. It is a modality of projection and 
imagination, a feature of expectation and attention, and its modalities and features change with 
the changing of cultures’. In postfeminist surgical discourse, the colonisation of women’s bodies 
calls for ‘the colonisation of the temporal dimension’ (Berardi, 2011: 23). More precisely, it calls 
for the colonisation of women’s psychological lives with a teleological belief in a prosperous 
prosthetic future, in the promise of a somatic temporality of ‘complete’ or ‘radical changes’. 
However, as the following testimony attests, ‘[w]hilst the industry promotes the future … as the 
possibility of looking, feeling and even believing that one is younger, this same future is the 
horizon and limit of finitude’ (Gibson, 2006: 54): 
 Testimony [on Facial Rejuvenation / Mesoplasty]: 
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«I was already aware that I had some wrinkles and a dryer skin, hence doing this treatment was a way of 
regaining some years quickly and without complications. The treatment’s stings are practically painless 
and maybe one day, when I’m having the skin more flaccid, I will try to do something more invasive, 
such as a lifting, but for now I am quite satisfied for being able to reverse time with something that did 
not cause any pain», recounts Susana, 40 years old. 
Susana’s surgical satisfaction is promptly countered by the inevitability of a ‘more flaccid’ future 
and the ubiquitous need of ‘something more invasive’. In other words, future and finitude appear 
ensnared to legitimise a self-engaging continuum between negative bodily expectations and 
prosthetic possibilities. Also, this testimony adds another fundamental feature to the regulation of 
temporality in non-invasive surgery discourse: the immobilisation of time, or better, the idealised 
immobilisation of surgical results and its subsequent reversal of time. That Susana ‘regain[s] 
some years quickly’, time must be simultaneously accelerated and blocked so that it may be 
reversed. This phenomenology, which may be approached in terms of what Margaret Gibson 
(2006) calls the cosmetic ‘undoing of time’, is particularly at stake in the case of the so-called 
‘anti-ageing’ and ‘rejuvenation treatments’. I am certainly not suggesting that these prosthetic 
technologies, besides their ability to reinvent bodily space, also have the alchemic skill to play 
with life’s temporal flow. I am rather arguing the their discursive construction as ‘time-machines’, 
even as ‘miraculous’, provides a ‘grotesque discourse’ on ageing – a discourse that immediately 
disqualifies the ‘expert’ once pronounced (Foucault, 2003) – through which women are 
reassured that they have the power, not to control the passing of time, but to do something about 
it: 
The Time Machine: 
New Anti-Wrinkle System Promises to Change the Way We Age (January 2011: 82–84) 
Advances in science have proved that it is possible to reduce the negative effects [of ageing] and 
rejuvenate five years in two months without resorting to surgery. … When I was introduced to Bio Aging 
… I was expectant. Would it be one of those «miraculous» promises? 
 
As the phrase ‘anti-ageing treatments’ advocates, ageing is not simply constructed as a 
‘problem’, as usually defined in Happy Woman (e.g. ‘The Anti-Wrinkle: How They Solved the 
Problem of Age’, November 2010: 132–7). Given as a general cause of bodily ‘defects’, it 
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becomes a condition intrinsic to all subjects, paradoxically defined by its own incurability. 
Therefore, in postfeminist discourse, ageing provides a whole set of ‘negative effects’ – a 
‘syndromatology’, as it were – that must be surveyed and even prevented: 
Testimony: [Facial Rejuvenation / Botox plus hyaluronic acid injections] 
«… I thought I was still too young to start a first anti-wrinkle treatment, but I ended up doing it as 
prevention against premature ageing. …», says Luisa, 31years old. 
On the other hand, a firm, smooth and hairless skin, besides requiring the immobilisation of 
prosthetic results, also implies ‘a body in whose very contours the image of immaturity has been 
inscribed’ (Bartky, 1997: 141). In other words, such a gendered skin is from the outset produced 
through a bodily appeal to childhood, that is, through the recuperation of a childish somatic 
femininity in the very form of prosthetic ideal. In this sense, the postfeminist logic of plasticity re-
produces what, according to Foucault (2003: 301-307), has historically permitted psychiatric 
knowledge-power to be generalized: the blockage of subjects’ whole life around the figure of the 
child. In the postfeminist (re)construction of women’s skin, immobilisation goes hand in hand 
with infantilisation. With her mind in the future, the postfeminist body-subject is required to 
envision childish bodies, youthful bodies – the bodies of the past: 
How I transformed my body: 
90 days, 17 kilos less and a firm body and (almost) without cellulite (January 2010: 76–81) 
«I remembered being thin. And that was the image I wanted to rescue. …» 
 
Generally speaking, in the postfeminist hermeneutics of self-transformation, there is no future 
body without the seeking of a past corporeality. I am not implying the denial of time in 
postfeminist prosthetic discourse. To be sure, I would follow Meredith Jones on that question to 
say: ‘In allowing people to control the aesthetics of their ageing process, it can be argued that 
anti-ageing cosmetic surgery is not about denying ageing but rather about designing it’ (Jones, 
2010: 527–528, italics in original). Here, I am rather suggesting that the postfeminist politics of 
prosthetic embodiment are principally driven by the phantasmal recuperation of a biological past, 
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of a lost pre-prosthetic existence. Now, in the avant-garde of this biological nostalgia we find 
virginity: 
To Be a Virgin Again (January 2012: 134–5) 
«I needed to start from scratch, as if that hymen was a true symbol of our new beginning. That milestone 
was important for us. …» 
In this testimony, Teresa recounts her second ‘loss of virginity’, this time with her husband. In 
explaining her motivation to do a ‘hymenoplasty’, she embodies a familiar figure whose somatic 
reality resides in a single membrane: the female virgin. Regarding the meanings through which 
Teresa appropriates this ‘lunchtime surgery’ (as also called in the same article), it may be said 
that the politics of her ‘hymenoplasty’ amount to the postfeminist normalisation of relationships 
and glamorisation of patriarchal power (Gill, 2009; Pinto; 2009). Not only does the hymen 
appear re-moralised as the virgin body’s irreducible truth, its reconstruction is bound to the 
enhancement of heterosexual conjugality. Hence, the recuperation of virginity, both as prosthetic 
ideal and sexual script, has the pernicious ability to de-politicise the androcentric biologicism 
around which the normalisation of heterosexuality is organised. Moreover, it renders invisible the 
insidious regulation of female sexual initiation in cultural contexts, such as the Jordan case, 
where women are compelled to secretly ‘restore’ their virginity before marriage (Mahadeen, 
2011). Ultimately, the postfeminist ‘undoing of time’ means the undoing of a long history of 
feminist activisms and their socio-political implications worldwide (McRobbie, 2009). 
The new first time: 
«I had great expectations for that moment because, unfortunately, when I lost virginity (for the first time!) 
I felt nothing that peculiar, I thought to myself “is that it?!” And, now, my expectations were at their 
highest. … Everything was perfect. The feeling of pleasure [was] much more intense. … And I lost some 
blood. I lost virginity with the right person in the right moment, on the perfect night. … » Teresa advises 
other women to follow her steps. She assures that it is a way, like any other, to celebrate love. 
Teresa’s virginal makeover shares the same biological nostalgia found in other postfeminist 
prosthetic scripts, as generally in the case of skin. Her bio-hymen is discursively overcome by her 
techno-hymen, which, at the same time, can only produce its effects of truth in reference to her 
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lost biological materiality. More precisely, by enabling women to successfully accomplish the 
socially constructed expectations on virginity loss, the techno-hymen becomes the natural 
technology of their virginal truth. To be sure, Teresa is not just saying that her ‘new first time’ 
was better than the original one. She is attesting that techno-virginity is the real thing. To a great 
extent, her ‘hymenoplasty’ puts to work the same kind of ‘bio-drag’ that Preciado (2008: 130) 
theorises when thinking of contraceptive pills’ power to ‘theatrically’ perform menstruation, 
establishing themselves as the new ‘natural’ menstrual cycle. As Preciado reminds, the American 
Health Institute (AHI) refused the first pill for its total suppression of menstrual periods (as this 
could menace women’s femininity), which then had to be reintegrated in that drug’s 
pharmaceutical engineering. Likewise, I would say that hymenoplasty enabled the performance of 
a ‘bio-drag’ through which Teresa even ‘lost some blood’ – the natural, ultimate semiotic signifier 
of her ‘perfect’ experience. As in the case of all other prosthetic technologies of gender (Preciado, 
2002), organic and artificial meet inside Teresa’s body to (per)form a new bio-entity.  
 In postfeminism, however, the compulsory biotechnological conjoint is not at all docile or 
politically unproblematic. Given that the postfeminist logic of plasticity depends on the constant 
pushing of prosthetic limits, it is also in permanent risk of escaping normative gendered 
aesthetics. Therefore, cosmetic technologies are required to work in favour of a lost biological 
past; their sophistication must never lose the trace of biological difference. This entanglement 
sustains what this article calls the biological complex in theorising the rather delicate negotiation 
between carnal and synthetic, natural and technological in postfeminist discourse. Cressida 
Heyes points out that the cosmetic surgery industry, whilst constructing surgical subjectivity as 
the salvation of selves, ‘tries to control the less manageable, profitable or normative 
consequences of this subjectivity’ (Heyes 2009: 88). I would say that the postfeminist biological 
complex operates as an important key to solve the industry’s dilemma: it provides women with a 
governmental rationality through which sophistication and nostalgia, norm and invention may 
function coherently within the same biopolitical framework. As my analysis shows, such logic is 
thoroughly expressed in Happy Woman’s overall concern with the replication of a pre-prosthetic 
nature, as well as with the naturalness of prosthetic results and even materials (which extends to 
global markets – from cosmetics to food and drinks – where most everything is labelled or 
advertised as ‘bio’). This discursive complex (see Parker, 2005) allows the magazine to establish 
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a heterogeneous set of subject positions in which women, while necessarily embracing the ‘new 
natural’, are from the outset constrained to measure their techno-corporeality against the 
biological ‘truths’ that continue to govern their bodies.  
Prosthetic Trans-phobia / Techno-Racialisation 
Within the biological complex, the somatic nostalgia of a past corporeality finds its counterpart in 
the fearful repudiation of a trans-gendered body, in the exhaustive denial of bodies’ transgression 
of biological sex differences. I am certainly not suggesting that sexual biology is the ‘natural’ 
determinant and limit of prosthetic materiality. Rather, I am approaching materiality ‘as a site at 
which a certain drama of sexual difference plays itself out (Butler, 1993: 49). Here, that 
particular drama concerns a cosmetic subjectivity driven by the self-transformative fear of 
escaping the normative aesthetics of gender. In short, it is the postfeminist drama of prosthetic 
trans-phobia. Wrinkles, scars and all surfacing signifiers of a masculine character become subject 
to women’s trans-phobic surveillance. As Sandra Bartky (1997: 141) posits, ‘[t]he requirement 
that a woman maintain a smooth and hairless skin carries further the theme of inexperience, for 
an infantilised face must accompany an infantilised body’. More particularly, I would say that the 
infantilisation of women’s skin is significantly entangled with the abnormalisation of women’s 
body hair. This is clearly at stake in the modernisation of a whole global market that is principally 
sustained by the incitement to this trans-phobic self-abjection: 
Free Body: In the Pursuit of a Hairless Body (February 2010: 100–3) 
[It is] one of women’s eternal concerns. One of those totally undesired [concerns], which leave our 
nerves in tatters and bring tears to our eyes. Depilation is one of the least stimulating routines of the 
feminine universe. Solutions have been modernised. Venture into this trip to the world of laser and 
pulsed light. 
As Happy Woman attests, the trans-phobic pursuit of femininity entails the perpetual production-
consumption of bodily freedom. For the body to be ‘free’, subjects must be first coerced to 
repudiate their own masculine other, henceforth freely engaged in the exhaustive (and painful) re-
production of difference. Also, although prosthetic trans-phobia may be viewed as the result of a 
bodily embarrassment and distaste with oneself, it is nevertheless governed by the self-
enterprising politics of neoliberalism (see Foucault, 2010). In fact, the production of a ‘hairless 
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body’ is virtually an enterprise for life. Hence, the trans-phobic imperative of depilation, however 
‘totally undesired’, becomes a compelling ‘investment’: 
The story of Rita, 33 years old, starts like many others. The desire to prolong the sensation of soft skin 
was determinant in the decision of trying the depilation announced as definitive. She adhered to laser. 
«… Body hair takes longer to grow and loses strength. I think it’s a good investment!» 
Rita’s ‘story’ is actually the story of what Foucault (2011) would call a ‘utopian body’. This does 
not mean that Rita’s utopian corporeality – a hairless body – has no correspondent material 
reality. My point is not to challenge the cosmetic claim that such bodies are real. By utopian I am 
defining a body whose materiality can only be produced, and endlessly re-produced, in reference 
to an ideal. I am also thinking of a utopia ‘that is made to efface bodies’ (Foucault, 2011: 11, my 
translation). Following Berardi (2011: 26), even if ‘the etymology of the word implies that utopia 
can never be brought into existence’, it ‘has been realized, although in an inverted sense: the 
libertarian utopias of the twentieth century have generally given birth to totalitarian regimes’. The 
hairless body, I would say, became a totalitarian bodily regime in contemporary capitalism, a 
highly profitable dictatorial regime that, paradoxically, functions on the basis of subjects’ free will 
and accessibility to cosmetic resources. However, the postfeminist democratisation of prosthetic 
desire suggests the reinforcement (and even glamorisation) of class differences. On the one 
hand, women’s access to ‘normal’ femininity produces a divide between those who can afford it 
and those who cannot, thus enabling the emergence of a classist form of othering that is mainly 
informed by prosthetic sophistication. On the other hand, under postfeminist governmentality, the 
very modernisation of corrective machineries gives rise to a classist perception of technology 
itself. In fact, Happy Woman’s readers cannot escape the simple fact that the ‘non-invasive 
treatments’ advertised by the magazine may cost over one or even three thousand euros to be 
completed. At last, as many other bodily utopias sanctioned in postfeminism, the hairless body is 
somewhat trapped within its own temporality. Whilst aiming to recuperate a childish past, its 
mind lives in the future, in the promised time of ‘definitive’ freedom: 
Zero Body Hair (November 2011: 114–17) 
Alexandra, 46 years old, and Bárbara, 18 years old, opted for depilation with pulsed light. Mother and 
daughter started one year ago. … Once their skin is brunet, the technician warned them that the success 
rate might not be the same as [in the case of] someone with light skin. 
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This narrative on photoepilation suggests what Jones (2004: 533) theorises as the cosmetic 
alleviation of ‘Oedipal tensions, by simply allowing mother and daughter to occupy the same 
temporal space, and to effectively banish the generation gap, at least aesthetically’. Nevertheless, 
whilst the postfeminist reinterpretation of mother-daughter relationships might challenge Oedipal 
logics and even suggest their subversion, this generational blurring may also be accorded to the 
capitalist control of the ‘queer multitude’ and the forceful generalisation of its methodologies 
(Preciado, 2008). Also, it serves a postfeminist pedagogy concerned with girlhood that politically 
requires generational complicity, not simply to facilitate the expansion of its power, but also to be 
authorized within institutional regulation. Ultimately, this discourse echoes the extent of a 
biopolitical programme where subjects must be submitted to the prosthetic imperatives of gender 
since the first moments of their life. Actually, I would say that our ‘surgical becoming’ (Blum, 
2003) is not triggered by our engagement with prosthetics as ‘patients’, ‘consumers’, or even as 
viewers of spectacular makeover narratives. It starts in the precise moment when a doctor 
interrogates our infant genitalia to decide our sexual identity, simultaneously looking for any 
intersexual ambiguity that may require cosmetic surgical correction and further hormonal 
‘treatment’ (see Kessler, 1990). In this sense, the ‘cosmetic gaze’, as defined by Bernadette 
Wegenstein and Nora Ruck (2009: 28), is not an original feature of cosmetic mainstreaming; it is 
already at stake in the very first codification of our bodies: 
a gaze through which the act of looking at our bodies and those of others that is already informed by the 
techniques, expectations and strategies of bodily modification; it is also and most importantly a 
moralizing gaze, a way of looking at bodies, as awaiting an improvement, physical an spiritual, that is 
already present in the body’s structure.  
This is also to say that the genealogical tracing of postfeminist utopian bodies is not independent 
from the medical-psychiatric construction of gender and its reinvention of sexes’ plasticity (see 
Hausman, 1995). Postfeminist cosmetic selfhood has only been possible through the 
demedicalisation (or democratisation, if you will) of prosthetic technologies – just as postfeminist 
dildocratic politics (see Pinto, 2009) could not have happened without the depathologisation of 
masturbation and the subsequent demedicalisation of dildos (Preciado, 2002). Hence, 
genealogically, it can also be argued that postfeminist utopian corporeality is as trans as the 
transsexual body. Not only do they share the same ‘moral physiology of the flesh’ (Foucault, 
2003: 194), as their materiality can only be constituted through the same general apparatus of 
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sexual embodiment, which Preciado (2008) calls ‘technogender’. In this sense, I argue that the 
internalisation of prosthetic trans-phobia in post feminist discourse has the overall function of 
liberating subjects from the embarrassment with their intrinsic ‘trans’-materiality, thus compelling 
them to the endless assignment of a biologically fixed identity. Furthermore, it directs their 
prosthetic desire towards the extreme replication of bodily gender norms, towards that extreme 
point where technology (the body) and nature (femininity) virtually meet, such that the 
postfeminist subject does never acknowledge herself as a ‘cyborg’ but always as the ‘goddess’ – 
a techno-goddess (see Haraway, 1991). 
 Finally, Happy Woman’s ‘hairless body’ also reifies racial discourse, thus extending the 
reach of the postfeminist bio-complex. The magazine is obviously not voicing racist bodily 
repertoires, nor is it promoting discourses of ethnic exclusion through this particular utopian 
body. In fact, as Alexandra’s and Bárbara’s narrative implies, their ‘brunette’ skin is only 
problematised in relation to the machinery’s effectiveness, which is suggested to be higher on a 
‘light’ skin. However, in being key to operating their bodily correction, skin colour comes to be 
codified though race, hence perniciously reinvested as a technology of racial classification: 
… Pulsed light is a technology for all phototypes of skin and types of hair, which safely permits to treat 
persons with very white skin and light body hair as well as black persons. Laser, Alexandrite or Nd Yag, 
has higher risk levels of burning, hence it can only be used in phototypes of skin II and III (thus excluding 
Indian, gypsy, and black persons) … 
The scripting of this ‘treatment’ gives rise to the techno-racialisation of women’s skin, which may 
be simply described as the technical (cosmetic) discrimination of their skin on the basis of racial 
difference. To be sure, the magazine prompts a racial-cosmetic discourse in which race 
differences are democratically translated into ‘all phototypes’, at the same time that the safety of 
cosmetic procedures is glamorised as respectful regarding ethnic diversity. Thus techno-
racialisation re-inscribes race in bodily selfhood, although under the rather inclusive and self-
transformative logic of the individual. Following Foucault (see 2003: 46–51), individualisation 
may here be understood as ‘the division and subdivision of power extending to the fine grain of 
individuality’; more precisely, as the nuclear effect of ‘a power that does not act by excluding but 
rather through a close and analytical inclusion of elements’. Likewise, whilst seemingly 
celebrating bodily singularities, techno-racialisation simply means that each individual’s makeup 
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will be considered by the corrective apparatus in order to optimise its normalising effects. In this 
sense, as much as prosthetic trans-phobia, techno-racialisation works to reinforce the micro-
fascist embodiment of ‘nature’ under the imperative of prosthetic sophistication. Both 
components of the bio-complex corroborate a biopolitical regime in which subjects’ choice is 
imperiously codified by difference and ultimately refrained by biological ‘truths’. Prosthetic trans-
phobia and techno-racialisation are closely linked to a nostalgic hermeneutics of bodily 
‘purification’ (e.g. ‘the hairless body’, ‘the baby skin’, ‘the free body’). As this article aimed to 
show, they have precise roles in ‘a system of visual eugenics’ (Tait, 2007: 132; see also 
Wegenstein and Ruck, 2009), the genealogical extent of which can be traced back to the 
grotesque correction of infants’ flesh. Ultimately, they express the capitalist modernisation of a 
‘new racism specific to the twentieth century’, a both preventive and inclusive racism that works 
‘as the internal means of defense of a society against its abnormal individuals’ (Foucault, 2003: 
317). 
Conclusion: What Future? 
In his famous work on ‘the hermeneutics of the subject’, Foucault (2003: 15) theorises that, in 
the classic forms of spirituality, ‘for the subject to have the right of access to the truth [s/]he 
must be changed, transformed, shifted, and become, to some extent and up to a certain point, 
other than [her/]himself’. As this article aimed to show, spirituality – the care of oneself – is 
precisely what postfeminist discourse promises to women. In the postfeminist somatic ethics, 
prosthetics means an access to authentic selves, to natural womanhood, to the body’s truth, to 
freedom. However, unlike ancient spirituality, postfeminism fails to recognise that ‘[t]he truth is 
only given to the subject at a price that brings the subject’s being into play. For as [s/]he is, the 
subject is not capable of truth’ (Foucault, 2003: 15). On the contrary, postfeminist cosmetic 
ideology postulates that subjects are capable of truth. To be sure, women are from the outset 
given access to sexual and racial truths, hence becoming perpetually engaged in their bodily 
reassurance, that is to say, in the gendered labour of difference. In other words, postfeminism 
fails to acknowledge that, under its government, prosthetics is unable to perform a 
transformation, ‘not of the individual, but of the subject’s [her]self in [her] being as subject’ 
(Foucault, 2003: 16). After all, postfeminist prosthetic culture embodies ‘the modern age of the 
history of truth’ and its unpromising faith: 
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Knowledge will simply open out to indefinite dimension of progress, the end of which is 
unknown and the advantage of which will only ever be realized in the course of history by the 
institutional accumulation of bodies of knowledge, or the psychological benefits to be had 
from having discovered the truth after having taken such pains to do so. As such, henceforth 
the truth cannot save the subject. (Foucault, 2003: 19) 
Thus this article does not have a happy ending. It does not conclude with hopeful thoughts on 
resistance within capitalist powers, nor does it conciliate women’s prosthetic choices with 
feminist reflexivity – actually, the article came to complicate that project. Considering the 
enormous challenges that postfeminist governmentality poses to feminist critique today, it seems 
nonetheless urgent, for the sake of that critique, to join Berardi’s (2011: 25) ‘postfuturist mood’ 
and suggest that ‘the future is not going to be bright, or at least we doubt that the future means 
progress’. 
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We think we write definitively of those parts of our nature that are dead and therefore beyond change, but that which 
writes is still changing – still in doubt. 
—Quentin Crisp, The Naked Civil Servant 
 
1. In dismantling the politics of women’s bodies as voiced in the industries of sexual difference, 
this thesis illuminates a post-feminist logic of care with oneself that is generally driven by 
consumerist, self-policing and imperiously normalised subject positions. 
 
2. The thesis argues that post-feminism should not be considered an epistemological shift in 
feminist theory, or reduced to the mainstream repudiation of feminist politics and discourses. 
Rather, post-feminism is best understood as a dominant model of girls’ and women’s 
governmentality, which is first and foremost informed by market philosophy, as well as bound 
to the semiotic and prosthetic strategies of contemporary capitalism. 
 
3. As the two first studies show, post-feminism depends on pharmacological and pornographic 
technicalities to ensure its mandatory production-consumption of freedoms and pleasures. In 
particular, this neoliberal rationality is translated into a dildocratic regime where pleasure 
equates to heteronormativity, self-medicalisation and a mandatory orgasmic existence. Also, 
post-feminism conveys a distinctive hermeneutics of adolescence in which girls are compelled 
to the pornographic codification of bodily selves and to the molecular reassertion of sexual 
difference. 
 
4. On the other hand, post-feminism provides girls and women with an exclusively corrective 
power that is genealogically accorded to psychiatric technologies of normalisation. On the 
basis of this power, post-feminist media markets are able to regulate pharmaco-pornographic 
consumption and authorise its normalising effects. As the third study suggests, these 
psychiatric technologies are key in the post-feminist construction of adolescent body-subjects 
(e.g. the dildocratic girl, the degenerate girl, the techno-girl), ultimately framing the ethos of 
young women’s sexual normalisation. In the fourth study, psychiatric relations of knowledge-
power are also shown to be instrumental to the post-feminist media’s scripting of cosmetic 
embodiment, eventually allowing the de-medicalisation of surgical procedures as well as the 
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naturalisation of prosthetic results. In short, through the post-feminist power of normalisation, 
girls and women are from the outset voiced and authorised as body-subjects to be corrected. 
 
5. Hence, this thesis argues that the compulsory medicalisation of women – generally 
conceptualised in feminist theory in pathological terms – foremost relies on psychiatric 
relations of knowledge-power, the normalising principle of which actually dispenses with 
illness (pathos) and the need to cure. To be sure, whilst enabled by the authority of medical 
knowledge, compulsory medicalisation operates a power of subjectification that is intrinsically 
non-pathological. The so-called ‘dysfunctions of female desire’ (which could also be seen as 
‘abnormalities of sexual instincts’, to use foundational psychiatric terminology) and all 
‘abnormalities’ of the female body are but the result of very common disorders or conditions 
(not illnesses), such that these abnormalities and dysfunctions must be, quite naturally, 
prevented and corrected. This is what post-feminism, in conjunction with the global 
pharmaceutical industry, tells women and girls. To a great extent, medicalisation implies and 
is paradoxically made to function through non-pathological and even de-medicalising 
governmental rationalities. Thus, this thesis reflects the need for further investigations on de-
medicalisation and its biopolitical functions in contemporary capitalism. 
 
6. Also, as the two last studies discuss, post-feminist media facilitates the temporal colonisation 
of subjectivity. On the one hand, its hermeneutics of adolescence reinforces a normative 
temporalisation of life – defined as techno-puberty in this thesis – that is principally informed 
by the ethics and the aesthetics of sexual difference. Through this disciplinary technology, 
bodies, pleasures and desires are made available to moralisation and surveillance since the 
first moments of childhood, and ultimately submitted to a pharmaco-pornographic 
programme. On the other hand, the post-feminist media’s prosthetic scripts embed a 
discursive regime where women’s cosmetic desire, whilst driven by technological progress 
and a promising future, is from the outset refrained by the nostalgic recuperation of a 
biological past. 
 
7. Finally, post-feminism replicates a distinctively neoliberal motto in which women’s empowerment 
equals their full accountability for failure and success. Hence, in providing an enterprising guide 
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for successful femininity that is primarily based on consumption, post-feminist media is 
vehemently engaged with the glamorisation of class differences and socio-economical status. 
Despite the enormous spreading of material inequalities that is endemic to capitalist societies, 
post-feminist media celebrates sexual and cosmetic paraphernalia, not simply as a must-have, 
but as the means to bodily normality and proper femininity. Whilst girls and women are told that 
they have no excuse not to feel powerful and happy, they are inevitably reminded that happiness 
and power are only realisable to the extent of subjects’ material access to a cosmetic and 
dildocratic existence. In post-feminist discourse, this is also to say, technological sophistication 
gives rise to a classist production of selves and others. Ultimately, that the dildocratic woman, the 
girl to be corrected and all post-feminist techno-subjects are promised power and freedom, the 
socio-economical conditions of their choices must be glossed over or simply rendered invisible. 
 
8. This thesis calls attentions to the lack of studies on post-feminist media’s masking and 
reinforcement of class differences and socio-economical inequalities. New investigations are 
also vital to illuminate the ways in which post-feminist discourse reinterprets women’s 
responsibility and success. 
 
9. The thesis expresses strong concern with what the two last studies called the techno-
racialisation of bodily subjectivities in post-feminist media. Therefore, it also argues the urgent 
need for more research on the discursive processes through which the scripting of cosmetic 
technologies may reassert racial difference, re-produce racial subjects, or even codify 
cosmetic procedures on the basis of racial discourse. 
 
10. This thesis develops a critique of post-feminism as a general hermeneutics of the feminine self, 
and more specifically addresses its political rationality regarding the body. In doing so, however, 
it does not in any way imply that post-feminism is passively incorporated in girls’ and women’s 
lives, or that post-feminist media produce any kind of measurable, fixed or generalised effect on 
consumers. The four studies presented here reflect the mainstreaming of an ideal, a formula, a 
modality of self-government, which may be very heterogeneously embodied, negotiated as well as 
subverted. Hence, this thesis draws attention to the lack of research on subjects’ consumption 
and appropriation of post-feminist texts. That is certainly a useful task to be undertaken in social 
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psychology and elsewhere, especially if scholars aim to understand experiences of girlhood and 
womanhood in contemporary democracies. 
 
11. Considering that post-feminism is a biopolitical ideal with trans-national expression and 
thoroughly integrated in the planetary calculations of contemporary capitalism, it is important 
to interrogate the cultural migrations of post-feminist discourse and its re-appropriations in 
non-western and non-liberal societies. In particular, it would be relevant to understand the 
pressures, possibilities and reinvented forms of coerciveness that post-feminist media might 
be introducing in these contexts on the political and inter-subjective levels. 
 
12. Ultimately, this thesis contends that post-feminism currently constitutes one of the greatest 
challenges to feminist theory, nor only for undoing feminist criticality and its pertinence in 
today’s liberal world, but also for vigorously recovering the gender ideologies that have been 
endemic to feminist thinking. In other words, post-feminism provides us feminists with an 
excellent terrain to rethink gender ‘values’ and their asphyxiation of feminist discourse, as well 
as to reflect on the compromise of feminist gender rhetoric with state discipline and 
institutionalised programmes of normalisation. That should not be considered an academic 
project for the future. That is, first of all, a political project for a better present. 
 
To conclude, I can only thank readers for their kind patience with my repetitive verbosity and my 
possibly awkward phrasing. If within these you have found any concept, idea or sketch that may 
be useful in your work, in your critical thinking, in your life, then this thesis did not fail 
completely.  
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